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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

When Wilfred Knox died on 9 February 1950, he left uncompleted 
and unrevised the present work on the Synoptic Gospels, on which 
he had been engaged for some years. The first volume on St Mark 
had already been accepted by the University Press before his death. 
No doubt much more remained to be done on the second volume on 
St Luke and St Matthew, but what he had completed is in a fairly 
advanced state, and it is hoped to publish this also. 

To edit the Nachlass of a great scholar is not an easy task. I have 
not ventured to add much on my own account, though I have freely 
revised Dr Knox's own material. 

A memoir of the author is being prepared by the Reverend 
G. K. Tibbatts of Sidney Sussex College. To this will be added a 
bibliography of Dr Knox's writings. 

I am indebted to Professor C. H. Dodd for help with the 
proofs, and to my wife who has compiled the index of biblical 
references. 

H. C H A D W I C K 
31 January ig52 

QUEENS* COLLEGE 
CAMBRIDGE 
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PREFACE 

It is to be feared that this book will be regarded as heretical by the 
more advanced form-critics, since it is an attempt to deal with the 
Synoptic Gospels not as collections of anecdotes but as compilations 
of sources underlying Mark and the hypothetical Q, and also the 
matter peculiar to Luke and Matthew. The importance of the 
attempt is that it cuts down by some thirty years the supposed 
interval between the events recorded in the Gospels and their first 
appearance in a written form. If this can be established, it follows 
that we must allow a far greater historical reliability to the narratives 
than is usually admitted; the period of compilation can scarcely be 
later than A.D. 40 in at least two cases. 

This does not mean that we can accept the stories as accurate 
history without further question. It would have been a miracle if 
a religious movement of the character described in the Gospels had 
not been accompanied by miracles; it would have been an even 
greater miracle, if those miracles had not been exaggerated. But 
modern experience shows that both processes begin during the actual 
life of the person to whom they are attributed; the fact that we may 
not believe them gives us no right to be sceptical as to the general 
reliability of Jesus' life and teaching as recorded by his disciples. 
Whether we believe that in the case of the New Testament there 
may be reasons for accepting stories of miracles which we should 
otherwise reject is a matter which depends on our personal con
victions, not on the analysis of the sources. The stories may often be 
drawn from a very ancient tradition; but even if they are untrue, 
they do not discredit the rest of it. 

I owe so much to Professor Dodd and the members of his 
Seminar that I can only dedicate this book to them in the hope that 
they will pardon me for borrowings which I have failed to 
acknowledge. 

WILFRED L. KNOX 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1921 Eduard Meyer pointed out that in Mark we have clear 
indications of the use of sources; the Gospel is not merely a com
pilation of anecdotes, but an attempt to bring into order a set of 
earlier records of the life and teaching of Jesus, which would be 
inevitably needed for the preaching of the Gospel.1 But by 1921 the 
star of form-criticism had already risen above the horizon, and in the 
fascinating exercise of fitting the stories of the Gospels into the 
various 'forms' of popular story-telling, and discovering situations 
in the supposed life of the early Church which might have led to 
the invention of a particular anecdote or saying, Meyer's warning 
was allowed to pass unheeded. Rawlinson dismisses his view on the 
ground of'the persistence throughout the Gospel of the very peculiar 
and characteristic Marcan mannerisms of style. The evangelist may 
have been using sources, but, if so, it is extremely unlikely that 
modern conjecture can succeed in determining what they were/ a 

The first objection raised by Rawlinson is quite beside the point. 
In most ancient historians we get a general uniformity of style, 
owing to the fact that the author has rewritten his sources more or 
less completely. Since any sources which Mark may have used were 
probably written in Aramaic, it would be a simple matter for him to 
impose his own style upon them; in any case his style is merely 
that of a poor writer of Greek reproducing popular stories in a very 
bald and simple form, with a few tricks of writing which enable him 
to produce an effect of vivid narration; some at least of these may 
have been present in his sources. His second objection appears to 
be little more than a refusal to face the issue. On the other hand if 
Mark represents not a collection of unattached anecdotes but a con
flation of older documentary sources, or oral sources with a definitely 
fixed text committed to memory by those who used them, the fact is 
one of the first importance for any attempt to discover the historical 
value of his Gospel.3 

1 Urspr. u. Anf. des Christenthums, I, 121 ff. 
2 St Mark, xliii. 
3 Except in very rare cases, as, for example, where a difficult phrase can only be 

explained by the hypothesis of a mistake in copying a written word which would not 
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S Y N O P T I C GOSPELS I 

If Meyer was right in seeing that Mark had sources at his disposal, 
it should be possible to identify at least some of them; the attempt 
must involve a measure of conjecture, yet it should be possible in 
certain cases to attain to reasonable certainty. He was undoubtedly 
right in seeing that the primitive evangelist would need to be 
controlled by those who had been eyewitnesses of the ministry of 
Jesus, if he was not to distort his message; even as it is, the Gospels 
represent a substitution of 'futurist' eschatology, of the kind 
current in Jewish apocalyptic, for the' realized' eschatology of Jesus 
himself.1 He could hardly be controlled unless he was furnished 
with a more or less fixed tradition. 

On the other hand it would seem that Meyer's familiarity with 
the methods of ancient historians led him to a mistaken conception of 
the kind of source that Mark was likely to have at his disposal. His 
'Twelve-source' does indeed represent a definite step forward in the 
study of the Gospels, though interest in form-criticism has resulted 
in a general failure to recognize its existence and importance. It 
violates all the 'laws' of form-criticism, for it contains a consecutive 
account of the career of Jesus, with only one or two selected in
cidents attached to it, perhaps inserted later; it leads up to a Passion 
story which is rightly informed at two crucial points, and may well 
give a better account of the events after the entry of Jesus into 
Jerusalem than the other tradition or traditions which Mark has 
conflated with it (cf. below, p. 118). The existence of similar short 
summaries of the career of Jesus in a more or less fixed form has 
been shown by Dodd in his examination of the 'speeches' ascribed 
to Peter in Acts x. 36 ff. and to Paul in Acts xiii. i6ff.z But we have 
two other sources of a quite different kind, which appear to be well 
established. Mark xiii is generally recognized as an independent 
Apocalypse, which has been incorporated by Mark as a whole. (We 

have been possible if the same word had been copied from dictation, it would seem 
to be impossible to distinguish between written sources and those committed to 
memory. The word 'source* will be used for the materials which were available for 
the evangelist, without prejudice to the question whether they had actually been 
committed to writing; in any case the words were fixed. 

1 Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom, passim. 
2 I find his arguments as set out in The Apostolic Preaching arid its Developments 

for the view that these speeches are a more or less fixed form of kerygma current in 
the Church (perhaps the forms of Jerusalem and Antioch) entirely convincing. 

2 



INTRODUCTION 

shall see later that this view may need modification in detail, but is 
substantially correct.) Similarly the view of Albertz that we have 
in Mark ii. i-iii. 6 a collection of stories illustrating the growth of 
the tension between Jesus and the leaders of the Jewish nation seems 
well established. His later group of 'conflict-stories' (xi. 15-xii. 40) 
is highly doubtful.1 

Here we have sources of a kind different from anything Meyer 
envisages. We have at least one short summary of the life of Jesus, 
and two collections, the one a compilation of sayings, the other of 
' incidents', though the incidents are entirely subsidiary to the sayings 
they contain. It is natural that Meyer should not have thought of 
'sources' in this sense, for ancient historians were not accustomed to 
incorporate in their works popular literature written for purposes 
of religious propaganda.2 But the situation of the primitive 
Church would demand collections of the sayings and doings of 
Jesus of this kind. We have noticed that mission-speeches of a more 
or less definite pattern can be found in the New Testament. But 
a mere summary of the vital facts of the Gospel—that Jesus went 
about doing good, that he died for our sins and was raised on the 
third day according to the Scripture—, however bulky the quotation 
of testimonia might be and however full the story of the Passion, 
would not permanently satisfy the homiletic needs of the Church. 
Those who had accepted Jesus as Lord for whatever reason, as for 
instance the hearing of a sermon, the witnessing of a miracle of 

1 For Albertz's view, cf. his Die synoptischen Streitgesprache, and see below, 
pp. 85 ff. 

* It should, however, be observed that Diodorus Siculus (1, 27) has incorporated 
a panegyric of Isis, which had a wide currency in inscriptions, in his history; cf. 
Nock, Conversion, p. 40. We may also compare the panegyric of Heracles by Matris 
of Thebes in Diodorus* account of Heracles, iv, 8, 1 ff. (cf. Schwartz in P. W.K. 
v, 676); here we are dealing with an ambitious rhetorical effort, but probably one 
compiled for a special occasion. For another specimen of a scrap of religious litera
ture which would seem to have circulated independently, cf. the closing prayer of the 
Poimandres (C.H. I, 31) which reappears in the Christian prayer P. BeroL 9794, 
BerL Kl. Texte vi. 112,1. 42, and appears to be quoted in an amulet. (Cf. Nock and 
Festugiere, Hermes Trismigiste, p. xxxvii.) It is of course possible that both these 
two are quoting from the Poimandres, but it hardly seems likely that the Christian 
compiler of the third century would knowingly incorporate a prayer from a heathen 
work; I should be inclined to suspect a Hellenistic-Jewish origin. For Christian 
compilations which appear to have grown up outside the main stream of the Gospel 
tradition we may compare the Oxyrhynchus Logia (Pap. Ox. 1 and 654). 
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S Y N O P T I C GOSPELS I 

healing or an outpouring of the Spirit, or again conviction that 
Jesus was indeed the fulfilment of prophecy, would inevitably seek 
to know what manner of man the Lord had been. Moreover the 
travelling evangelist of the primitive Church would need some 
material for his work beyond the two elements of the mission-speech 
with its testimonia and the Passion story. For this purpose the 
individual pericope would be too short; the whole Gospel would be 
too long. What he would need would be a compilation of sayings or 
miracles or a mixture of the two, having some general unity either 
of thought or verbal association to aid his memory. Thus there 
would arise a number of * Tracts' containing accounts of the ministry 
of the Lord on earth, either written or committed to memory; it is 
at least reasonable to suppose that the great Churches of Jerusalem 
and Antioch would exercise some supervision of these collections 
and not leave the individual missionary to compile his own and to in
troduce matter of his own invention. We know little of the process by 
which the Church detached itself from Judaism; it would appear from 
the only evidence available that for some time Christians attended 
the synagogue but had their own worship as well (Acts ii. 46). But 
we must allow for the possibility that in some places Christians 
would be expelled from the synagogue quite soon, while elsewhere 
a particular synagogue might be dominated by a Christian majority, 
supported by the Elders, even if it were not entirely Christian in its 
membership; elsewhere again Christians might be allowed to ex
press their opinions quite freely.1 These conditions would demand 

1 In theory each synagogue was an independent unit, though it would appear from 
Mark iii. 22 that it was not an unknown thing for scribes from Jerusalem to visit 
outlying regions to investigate the affairs of local synagogues, as leading rabbis did 
later. Even if the incident is rejected as unhistorical, it would be evidence for the 
conditions of the primitive Palestinian Church, though there seems no reason to 
doubt Mark's story. For rabbinical' visitations', cf. Mishnah, Erub. x. 10 (tr. Danby). 
But it is not clear how their decisions could be enforced, if the elders who ruled a 
synagogue refused to obey. Presumably the whole synagogue could be placed under 
a ban and non-Christian Jews ordered to withdraw, but this procedure would not be 
very effective in a place where there was a Christian majority. For the government of 
synagogues and exclusion from the synagogue, cf. Schiirer, G.J.V. II, 5o6ff.; it 
appears that apart from the N.T. references we know nothing of exclusion from the 
synagogue at this period; the statement of Suet. Claudius 25 about Jewish-Christian 
riots at Rome suggests that expulsion from the synagogue was not easy to enforce 
(adsidue tumultuantes). For the homiletic usage of the synagogue in the first century 
A.D. cf. G. D . Kilpatrick, Origins of the Gospel according to St Matthew, pp. 59 ff. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

something more than a mere repetition of an outline kerygma of the 
Gospel, backed by a selection of proof-texts from the Old Testa
ment and 'prophecies' of an apocalyptic type; it seems quite 
incredible that in these cases, particularly where Christians had been 
expelled from the synagogue, there would be no attempt to provide 
a record of what Jesus had done and taught. 

It is indeed sometimes urged that the first generation of Christians 
was so filled with enthusiastic expectations of the immediate return 
of the Lord that its members had no interest in the details of his life.1 

This seems to me frankly incredible. The missionary could hardly 
call on men to repent and believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, the Mes
siah whom the rulers of the Jews had crucified and whom God had 
raised from the dead, unless they were prepared to vindicate this 
somewhat startling message by giving an account of the things 
which Jesus had said and done. And no expectation of the Lord's 
return, however enthusiastic, is likely to have retained for long an 
intensity sufHcient to stifle the ancient and deep-rooted curiosity of 
the human mind and its desire to be told a story. Converts would 
certainly ask questions which must needs be satisfied. Fascher's 
saying that 'in the beginning was the sermon' may be true; but very 
soon after the sermon, or as part of it, must have come the lesson, 
a haftarah containing some account of the life of Jesus, not yet in
deed regarded as scripture, but tending to assume a fixed form. For 
such a view we have the evidence of such passages as Acts x. 37f., 
where the brief summary of the ministry in the typical primitive 
kerygma is a fairly transparent literary device for avoiding the 
necessity of a fuller account; the hearers are supposed to know the 
story and therefore Peter need not repeat it here; but normally the 
hearers would not know. The similar Pauline kerygma of Acts xiii. 
24fF. leaps from the Baptist to the crucifixion; but no body of 
converts could be permanently content to know nothing of the 
intervening period. 

Thus, 'In the beginning was the sermon' needs to be supple
mented by the words, 'The lesson was a close second', perhaps 
incorporated in the sermon and recognized as authoritative, since it 
contained a record of the words and deeds of the Lord. 

Writings of this kind, as Albertz points out,* would be a natural 
1 Dibelius, Formgeschichte d. Evang.2 pp. 9, 22. * Op. cit. p. 105. 

5 



S Y N O P T I C GOSPELS I 

growth, not a literary product. They would be of the sort of length 
which could easily be committed to memory, and furnish the basis 
for a sermon to instruct a congregation, to confirm their faith under 
persecution, or to edify them and emphasize their responsibilities as 
Christians. They could be used as an addition to the synagogue 
lessons or as a substitute for them. The practice attested by Justin 
Martyr1 of reading the memorials of the Apostles at Christian wor
ship may well go back to the very early beginnings of the Church; 
it would be extremely perilous to argue from the absence of any 
mention of the practice in earlier Christian writers that it cannot have 
existed, in view of the scanty nature of our records. 

But such collections, which may perhaps be described as 'tracts', 
could not simply be left to travelling evangelists to compose; the 
Churches which sent them out would feel obliged to supervise their 
composition, though I hope in a subsequent volume to show that 
one collection has found its way into Matthew's Gospel, which was 
inspired by a hatred for the Gentiles which goes beyond anything 
that any responsible Jewish community can be supposed to have 
sanctioned. Quite apart from the collections already noted, we can 
trace other collections of material, united by a common subject of 
some sort; they are comparatively easily traced in Mark and Luke, 
though less easily in Matthew, whose habit of conflating his sources 
rarely allows us to isolate them with any degree of certainty. 

Vincent Taylor has indeed suggested a method of compilation 
somewhat similar to that suggested here.2 But his view that there 
were in the first place connected cycles of oral tradition which were 
worn down into isolated fragments, such as the 'conflict-stories' of 
Mark ii. i-iii. 6, and then recombined into cycles, such as the 
present group of conflict-stories, seems to represent a duplication 

1 Apni i, 67 (98 D ) . It may be noted that the problem presented by the N.T. 
quotations of I Clem. xiii. 2 and xlvi. 8 (the former introduced by the formula ' it is 
written') disappears if we suppose that the quotations are drawn not from an 
* apocryphal' collection (so Knopf in H^.N.T. on I Clem. xiii. 2), but from collec
tions of the sayings of Jesus of this kind. Clement may well have known such' tracts' 
rather than the Gospels which soon superseded them. It is possible that such 
sayings as that of Acts xx. 35, the 'Bezan Logion' of Luke vi. 4, the allusion to the 
signs of the weather in Matt. xvi. 2f. (not found in K, B and the old Syriac versions) 
and the Pericope de adukera are survivals of collections of this type; the remainder of 
such collections may have been included in the other sources used by the evangelists. 

2 Formation of the Gospel Tradition, ch. vm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

for which there is no evidence. There seems no reason to doubt that 
the cycles which we can trace represent the original form; the stories 
may have circulated for a time independently and so reached their 
present shape, or on the other hand their present brevity and lack 
of detail may represent an attempt to compress the stories into 
a form in which they could easily be learnt by heart by a more or 
less illiterate evangelist. Nor is it safe to assume with the majority 
of form-critics that the rather fuller versions of the stories, which we 
sometimes meet, represent an expansion by the imagination of a later 
generation; this may, or may not, have happened in some cases, but 
it is equally possible that some at least represent an earlier stage of 
the tradition in which stories were combined into cycles of a fixed 
form before the original details had been forgotten. Here each story 
or parable must be examined on its own merits. Vincent Taylor does 
not attempt to go beyond this group and the Passion story; it will be 
seen that this by no means exhausts the whole of the cycles which can 
be identified with varying degrees of probability. 

This does not only apply to Mark. It may be regarded as reason
ably certain that Matthew and Luke were acquainted with a source 
which included an account of the temptation of Jesus, a sermon on 
a mountain, the healing of the centurion's servant and the message of 
the Baptist; but whether this cycle was not originally compiled from 
earlier tracts remains to be investigated. The rest of their common 
material—and it must be remembered that' Q ' is simply a symbol of 
the material common to Matthew and Luke which is not found in 
Mark—may have been derived from the same document; but some 
at least of the difficulties of the Q hypothesis are more easily ex
plained if it be supposed that both evangelists were drawing on 
collections of material which in some cases reached them in the same 
written form, but in others had an independent history behind them. 
It is obvious that this view has not the attractive simplicity of the 
older ' Two-document' or ' Four-document' hypothesis. Here I can 
only record my conviction that in dealing with the primitive Church 
we must recognize that everything we know of its history and out
look suggests that the single and simple explanation is likely to be 
the furthest from the truth. 

7 



CHAPTER I 

THE FIRST GROUP OF 
CONFLICT-STORIES 

This group of stories (Mark ii. i-iii. 6) has been investigated by 
Albertz, whose conclusions seem quite convincing. It is, however, 
worth noting that the group of stories may well have begun not with 
ii. i, but with i. 40. For the stories as a group would seem intended to 
meet the question, familiar to anyone who has ever tried to teach the 
Gospel story to children or simple people: * Why if Jesus was the 
Messiah, did his own people want to kill him?' And from this point 
of view the story of the leper would make an admirable beginning, 
since it proves that Jesus did not begin by breaking the law; on the 
contrary he observed it.1 The method is that normal with ancient 

1 The story of Mark i. 40-6 is extremely puzzling. The attempts of Rawlinson 
adloc. and the writers quoted by him on p. 256 involve a subtlety which seems quite 
unthinkable in a 'pronouncement-story' of this kind. They rightly see that the 
6pyicr0efs of D must be preferred to the conventional o-rrAocyxvioGefs of the T.R. 
Either Luke or Matthew would almost certainly have retained OTTAccyxvicrOeis if 
they had had it before them. Lake's attempt in H.T.R. xvi (1923), i97f. to refer 
the 'anger' to the leper is equally over-subtle. The word SpippinaaOat should mean 
to snort or bellow with anger (cf. Lucian, Nekyiom. 20 (484) where the snorting of 
Brimo and the barking of Cerberus ratify a decree in Hades). Matt. ix. 30 looks like 
'Christian Greek' derived from this passage in Mark. John xi. 33 and 38 look like 
the inarticulate groans suitable to miracle or magic (cf. P.M.G. iv, 657) modelled 
perhaps on Matt. ix. 34 or a parallel tradition. The etymologies state that it is used 
by Euripides (fr. 1099) in the sense of £nmu6cv, but since they merely give the word 
it is hard to feel confidence in their interpretation. Suidas gives two meanings: 
(a) ner' 6pyfjs £A<5CATICTEV and (b) \xer' au<rrT|p6-iT|TOS STTSTfiiTio-ev, but again it 
seems doubtful whether he has any authority except the N T . usage already noted. 
In the Greek O.T. it is used more or less as the equivalent of 6pyi*| (Ps. vii. 12 Aquila; 
Ps. xxxvii (xxxviii). 4 Aquila and Symmachus; Isa. xxx. 27 Theodotion). In Isa. xvii. 
13 Symmachus has i\x$p\\xiyj?ia\ where the LXX has corocxKOpaKieT and Aquila 
IrnTiufio-ei. It would seem that in conjunction with 6pyia6efs in Mark i. 41 the word 
can hardly be taken as simply=£*rreTiur|(T6V in its weakened meaning of 'charged him 
strictly' even if it could be used as an equivalent for the meaning 'rebuked him'. 

At the risk of adding another solution I am inclined to suggest that at some point 
in the oral tradition a story of the cleansing of a leper has been confused with a story 
of the casting out of a devil, for which the anger and the loud cry which casts 'him' 
(i.e. the devil) out would be appropriate. All that can be said is that this solution is 
not more fantastic than the others. 

8 



THE FIRST GROUP OF CONFLICT-STORIES 

writers, who prefer to make their point by incidents, rather than by 
the discussion of tendencies. 

But the group of stories throws a peculiar light on the trans
mission of the tradition. The question in the ancient world would 
only be raised on the soil of Palestine, or in a predominantly Jewish 
community. Gentile anti-semitism would ask for no explanation of 
Jewish hostility to Jesus; it was the sort of thing that might be 
expected of Jews.1 Thus Luke finds no difficulty in opening his 
Gospel with the scene of the rejection at Nazareth, though in his 
version Jesus appears to reject the Jews before they reject him 
(Luke iv. i6ff.). In the same way Mark assumes that the reader 
knows who the Pharisees are, and even understands 'the Herodians' 
in iii. 6. On the other hand ccurols in i. 44 implies the existence of 
a definite opposition, who are at least watching Jesus with grave 
suspicion. It is of course possible that the story comes from a period 
in Jesus' ministry when he was already suspect to the authorities, 
but it more naturally refers to the Jewish nation as a whole. Probably 
ocCrrois represents the general view of the later Gentile Church, for 
which the Jews, or at least the Pharisees, are recognized enemies. 
els nocpTOpiov may be original; the leper is to offer the sacrifice as 
a testimony that he has been healed. Thus we have at least some 
grounds for suspicion that the whole of this tract came to Mark after 
it had passed through the hands of a Gentile Church.2 Yet it had 
originally been compiled to meet Jewish difficulties. 

As against this the allusion to Herodians proves its antiquity. 
Luke and Matthew reproduce the story of Mark iii. 1-6, but omit 
the Herodians for the simple reason that the word meant nothing to 
them, or at any rate to their prospective readers; Matthew preserves 
them in his version of the tribute-money incident (xxii. 16), merely 

1 For ancient anti-semitism, cf. Josephus c. Ap. 1, 219 ff., Antu in, 179, xiv, 187, 
213, 241 ff.; whether the decrees in favour of the Jews are authentic or not is im
material; they show the kind of pressure needed to prevent outbreaks of anti-semi
tism in Asia. For the borders of Palestine, cf. B.J. n, 466 ff., and for Rome Tac. 
Hist, v, 3ff.; see also Bevan in C.A.H. ix, 433. 

* This is confirmed by the two remarkable Latinisms of iii. 5 and 7. ovAAirrreTcrOcci 
means 'to sympathize with', not 'to be grieved'. But contristari (rare in literature 
before Augustus) does mean 'to be grieved*. Similarly ouupoOAiov means 
'a council* {concilium), not 'counsel' (consilium). It looks as though Mark or his 
source was drawing from a Latin version and retranslating it pretty badly. Cf. 
my Hellenistic Elementsy p. 6 n. 4. 
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out of mechanical copying of Mark. It may indeed be doubted 
whether Mark really knew who they were. There was never any 
serious question of using the Herodian dynasty to solve the problem 
of Palestine after the death of Herod Agrippa in A.D. 44. In practice 
'Herodians', i.e. a body of Jewish opinion which seriously regarded 
the rule of the Herodian dynasty as the best solution of the Jewish 
problem,1 can hardly have been a factor in Jewish life after the time 
of Herod Agrippa, when it still seemed possible that the Roman 
government might reconstitute the kingdom of Herod the Great. 

We are thus dealing with a tradition, which dates from the period 
between the deposition of Archelaus by Augustus in A.D. 6 and the 
death of Agrippa in A.D. 44, and reflects a period of history which 
had ceased to mean anything to the Church by the time when 
Matthew and Luke were compiled. 

This raises a further question. The second group of conflict-
sayings recognized by Albertz (pp. i6ff.) may once have been 
an independent unit. But it will be seen later (pp. 85 fF.) that there 
are grave reasons for doubting whether this set of incidents represents 
an older compilation, and is not put together by Mark from other 
sources. If so, the question arises whether the tribute-money inci
dent (xii. i3ff.) may not have belonged to this collection; it would 
be entirely in place as a continuation of iii. 6, giving the results of the 
Pharisee-Herodian plot; in itself the question as to tribute-money 
was an extremely clever trap. The incident and its relation to its 
context may, however, be postponed until we come to this section 
of Mark.2 

1 For the Herodians, cf. Otto in P.W.K. Suptb. 11, 200, Rowley in J.T.S, XLI 
(1940), pp. i4ff., and my article 'Church and State in the New Testament' in J.R.S. 
xxxix (1949), p. 23. For the abandonment of the 'Herodian solution' after A.D. 44, 
cf. C.A.H. ix, 433. 

% Bultmann (p. 54) holds that the original pericope consisted of iii. 1-5; 6 is 
a secondary addition, since the opening verses do not specify the opponents, and the 
Pharisees are introduced as the conventional enemies; he appears to ignore the 
Herodians. But we are dealing with an element of the tradition that is old enough to 
have had the allusion to the Herodians attached to it at a time when people were 
still interested in the Herodians (at latest before A.D. 44), and Bultmann's objection is 
quite unjustified; we are merely dealing with the ordinary carelessness of hellenistic 
writers. Thus in Nicolas of Damascus' Life of Augustus (F.G.H. 90, F 130, 70) the 
two tribunes remove the crown from Julius Caesar's statue. Caesar complains in the 
Senate, alleging that they had put the crown there themselves in order to discredit 
him; the tribunes are banished and others appointed. 'But the people shouted that 
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In any case we have here a collection of stories, which belong to 
no particular period in Jesus' ministry. As a matter of fact it is 
already implied in iii. 4 that Jesus is aware that his enemies are 
plotting against him; there is no point in the dilemma as to doing good 
or evil on the sabbath day unless his enemies have a guilty conscience, 
since otherwise they could make the obvious reply that it is never 
lawful to do evil on any day, and only to do necessary good deeds on 
the sabbath. If, however, they are already plotting, the dilemma is 
a good one. The fact that this collection of stories is a single unit 
incorporated as a whole into the Marcan narrative may explain the 
supposed anachronism of Jesus' use in ii. 10 and 28 of the term 'Son 
of man' which Mark otherwise does not bring in until after the 
confession at Caesarea Philippi (viii. 29). Rawlinson (p. 24) holds 
that the view that Jesus only used the title of himself at a late stage 
of his ministry is 'a modern theory, which the evangelist did not 
share, as this story shows', and he is probably right in doing so. 
But even if Mark did regard the title as suited to the later period, 
we may perhaps doubt whether he himself did not realize that these 
stories belonged to an entirely timeless collection; in any case there 
is nothing surprising in the inconsistent appearance of it at this 
point, when once it is realized that we are dealing with a source, 
since all the evangelists are liable to be hopelessly slovenly in their 
revision (cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 8, for examples from St Luke).1 

he was a king already and ought to put the crown on without further delay/ Jacoby 
notes that actually 'the people' are drawn from the story of Antony's offer of the 
crown to Caesar at the Lupercalia; he adds that no Greek reader will have felt any 
difficulty about their sudden appearance (in a place where they could not possibly 
be). Yet Nicolas was writing for a far more sophisticated public than Mark. 

1 Rawlinson ad loc. following Loisy inclines to the view that the original story of 
ii. 1-12 simply told of the healing of a paralytic: the argument with the scribes 
5 b-10 is an insertion betrayed as such by the awkwardly repeated ' He saith unto the 
paralytic* resumed at 11 from 5 a. With the theological difficulties which he raises we 
are not concerned; but the repetition of 'he saith unto the paralytic* is almost in
evitable, since in 10 Jesus is addressing the scribes and in 11 the paralytic. The 
narrative has to convey what in a play would be conveyed by a stage-direction and 
in an oral narrative by a change of tone or a gesture. It may be noted that Matthew 
and Luke, although they take considerable liberties with the Marcan wording at this 
point, can find no way of avoiding the awkwardness. Luke, who is a far more skilful 
writer, has a similar awkward situation at xxiii. 42, where the penitent thief turns 
from his fellow malefactor to address Jesus. But he merely writes 'and he said', 
which does not tell us who is speaking to whom. By itself ii. 1-5 a and 11 f. gives 
a very feeble miracle story, while the story of 5 b-10 has neither beginning nor end. 
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Better (or more pretentious) historians than Mark can be guilty of 
far worse inconsequences arising from the ancient practice of 
incorporating sources in blocks and failing to revise them adequately.1 

Once it is seen that we are dealing with such a collection the 
difficulty of iii. 6 disappears. If Mark be treated as strictly accurate 
history it is absurd to suppose that the Pharisees start plotting 
against Jesus after the not very serious incidents recorded in the 
preceding chapters, and still more that they should after the incident 
of the paralytic form an unholy alliance with the Herodians, their 
natural enemies, to destroy Jesus; it is still worse that they should do 
nothing about it until the end of the Gospel. Mark may not have 
felt the difficulty very strongly; the Pharisees are already for 
him the natural villains of the piece; Luke saw the difficulty and 
watered the plot down to a mere conversation among the Pharisees 
as to what they should do to Jesus. But the original collection of 
stories ended with the plot for the simple reason that at one time it 
stood by itself as an introduction to the story of the Passion. 
Whether it was intended to lead on to a full story of the Passion, 
such as one of the sources which Mark and Luke have conflated to 
form their present narratives of the last scenes in the life of Jesus, or 
whether it was intended simply to lead up to a comparatively brief 
kerygma, such as those which survive elsewhere in the New Testa
ment, we have no means of saying. But it would seem likely that it 
was intended from the first to serve as an introduction to a full 
Passion story. It could be followed immediately by Mark ix. 30-2 
(which, it will be seen later, came to Mark from a source, though 
naturally we cannot be sure that it was this particular one; cf. below, 

1 Thus Josephus, Antt. xiv, 131 ff. describes the assistance brought by Antipater 
to Mithridates of Pergamum during Caesar's Egyptian campaign of 48 B.C. From 
his main source it was clear that Hyrcanus was not present with Antipater, who 
persuaded the Jews of Leontopolis not to oppose Mithridates by showing them 
letters from Hyrcanus. But while his main source rightly said nothing of the presence 
of Hyrcanus, Strabo quoted Asinius as saying that after Mithridates Hyrcanus also 
invaded Egypt, and Hypsicrates as saying that Hyrcanus took part in Antipater's 
expedition. Josephus could not resist the chance of quoting a Gentile testimony to 
Jewish activities and inserts Strabo's notice at i37ff., though it is clear from his 
main source that Hyrcanus did nothing of the kind. 

Those who wish to see the sort of inconsequences of which ancient compilers of 
a far higher literary standard than Mark are capable, would do well to study Part I,. 
Section F of Tarn's Alexander the Great, n, 63 ff. 
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p. 67), a sentence describing the arrival at Jerusalem, and Mark xiv. 
1 ff. Naturally we should want to know how the Chief Priests and 
Sadducees came to replace the Herodians in the plot, but Mark pro
bably would not have felt the need; in any case it is highly probable 
that he could not say for the simple reason that he did not know.1 

A curious problem arises with regard to the inclusion among the 
conflict-stories of the call of Levi in ii. i3ff. This has been taken as 
a simple pronouncement-story ending with 17; the meal of I5f. has 
been inserted by Mark; the original story contained an objection to 
the fact that Jesus associated with publicans and sinners (Dibelius, 
op. cit. p. 64, n. 1). On the other hand this view leaves unexplained 
the obscurity of 15; is Jesus sitting in Levi's house or in his 
own? Luke (v. 29) interprets the verse in the former sense, Matthew 
(ix. 10) apparently in the latter. Vincent Taylor (p. 148) treats 14 as 
a simple biographical story about the call of Levi; in this case it would 
seem to have been interpolated by Mark for no apparent reason into 
the group of conflict-stories. (Cf. also Rawlinson, ad loc.) But 
it remains quite possible that Mark's clumsy use of pronouns is 
intended to mean that Jesus sat at meat in Levi's house; and that 
Luke interprets Mark correctly when he writes that 'Levi made 
a feast for him (Jesus) in his (Levi's) house'. The 'many' who follow 
Jesus Mark will have found in his source. Dibelius holds that they 
are a Marcan addition, but Mark can usually make his meaning 
clear, while here we have a hopeless obscurity: are the followers 
disciples or publicans? (cf. the commentaries ad loc). It is quite 
possible that the call of Levi always stood here in the tradition as an 
introduction to the story of the.conflict over eating with publicans 
and sinners; this view has the advantage that there seems no reason 
why Mark should have inserted the story, intended to show that the 
disciple must leave all and follow Jesus, into a group of stories all 
connected by the entirely different theme of the conflict between 
Jesus and the Pharisees; if Mark had found the story unattached in 
the tradition the natural place for it would be after i. 20. The 
difficulty sometimes felt about Mark ii. 17b' I am not come to call the 

1 It may be noted that John xi. 47-53 maY quite well be a fragment from an older 
source describing the development of the plot with a slight admixture of Johannine 
theology. Whether the story was based on good information, or the inevitable 
inference drawn by the Church from the facts, cannot of course be decided. 
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righteous but sinners' (I cannot say that I personally find it a serious 
one) would vanish if the saying dates from a time when 'the 
righteous', i.e. the Pharisees, are known to have rejected Jesus' view 
of the Kingdom of God.1 

The realization of the fact that we have in this source a collection 
of stories which do not belong to any period in the ministry of 
Jesus that can be definitely fixed removes some further objections 
that have been raised as to their historical value. Thus Bultmann 
objects to the stories of Mark ii. 13 ff. and 23 ff. with the rhetorical 
question,' Did Jesus behave himself so correctly in all these matters, 
that he is not attacked?' (p. 50) and again (p. 16) regards it as ridi
culous that 'the scribes from Jerusalem come simply to see the 
disciples eat'. (He admits, however, that the right of the scribes 
from Jerusalem to exercise a kind of inspection in Galilee is historical.) 

In point of fact it would be perfectly natural for Jesus to comply 
with the general Pharisaic interpretation of the Torah at the outset 
of his mission. The Gospels are written under the influence of the 
later view which, after the crucifixion, regards the Pharisees as the 
villains of the piece, as Bultmann rightly sees (p. 54). But they were 
the accredited religious leaders of the nation and there is no reason 
why Jesus should not have hoped in the first instance to win their 
support for his message. There is moreover a considerable amount 
of evidence that he did in fact try to enlist them, and only abandoned 
the attempt when it was clearly impossible to hope for their support 
except on terms which he could not accept. This evidence is all the 
more valuable, since it is contained in sayings which have been 

1 Although I feel on dangerous ground when disagreeing with Professor Dodd, 
I cannot accept his view that the last clause of 17 is an addition by the Church to the 
original saying ' They that are whole have no need of a physician, but they that are 
sick* (Parables of the Kingdom, pp. i iyf . ) . It is of course possible that the saying 
did not originally belong to the story; but the irony seems to be quite characteristic 
of Jesus. In any case the treatment of the verse by Luke and the copyists of Mark and 
Matthew seems decisive in its favour, since they show how difficult the saying was 
felt to be. Luke boldly avoided the difficulty by adding eis neT<5cvoiav. Matthew 
(ix. 13) seems to have retained the Marcan text; but the Caesarean text, as represented 
by 9 , the Ferrar group, and C add ets laeT&voiccv in order to remove the difficulty, 
and are followed by the T.R., which has also introduced the improvement into the 
text of Mark. This treatment clearly shows how hard the text was felt to be and 
strikes me as the best possible evidence of its authenticity. If the saying were 
secondary, it would from the first have contained els |i£Tc<voiav. 
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preserved in the tradition, although they do not fit in with the 
general picture of the narrative, which is dominated from the outset 
by the breach with the Pharisees. Thus in the mass of later accusa
tions piled up against the scribes and Pharisees in Matt, xxiii, one 
charge, that of verse 23, stands out. It displays an attitude to the 
Pharisaic interpretation of the Law which does not appear elsewhere. 
Bultmann rightly regards this as part of the oldest tradition (p. 158; 
cf. below, p. 96). To these may be added the friendly relations 
between Jesus and the Pharisees which emerge in Luke xiii. 32 and 
also in vii. 36 where we have a genuinely friendly invitation; we may 
contrast xiv. 1 and possibly xi. 37. In Luke xiv. 1 we certainly have 
an artificial situation where the invitation is just a trap; in the latter it 
is not clear that xi. 37-41 may not contain a genuine saying apart 
from the exaggerated denunciation of &piTccyfjs KCCI -nwnpias and 
acppoves. The situation here may be a Lucan setting, but it need not 
be, and it is surprising that the Pharisee is not represented as 
intending to entrap Jesus. If genuine, the setting suggests that 
Jesus had by this time ceased to follow the strict practice. 

A further saying of this kind is Luke v. 39. Bultmann (p. 107) 
regards it as a popular proverb, whose authenticity can hardly be 
defended, since it does not appear in the Marcan tradition (ii. 22) 
which Luke is following here. There are of course parallels to the 
proverbial saying (cf. Wetstein ad loc); but there is no reason why 
Jesus should not have used a popular proverb; on the other hand 
there is every reason why Luke should not have ascribed to Jesus 
a saying which implied a wistful recognition of the difficulty which 
the scribes and Pharisees must find in abandoning their established 
outlook in favour of the 'new wine' of his teaching.1 

1 Cf. Creed ad loc. Harnack (Marcion* 247*) may be right in ascribing the 
omission of the verse in D and the old Latin to Marcion. The saying is so startlingly 
contrary to those which precede it that its authenticity both as part of Luke's text and 
as a saying of Jesus appears to be beyond question, unless we are to assume that the 
primitive community was in the habit of ascribing to Jesus sayings entirely con
tradicting its own settled convictions. The view that any proverbial saying ascribed 
to Jesus must be a later addition to the tradition rests on no evidence at all, but is 
a purely a priori assumption; the frequency with which such sayings appear, often 
with a startling effectiveness, suggests that they are one of the most reliable elements 
in the tradition, though naturally it is likely enough that some proverbs have been 
wrongly ascribed to him. The view that v. 39 is wrongly ascribed seems entirely 
fantastic. 
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We may probably add Luke xvii. 20, which will be dealt with 
separately. Mark xii. 28 ff. belongs to a similar early tradition, as is 
shown by the way in which it has been revised by Luke and 
Matthew. Of the historical value of this element in the Gospels there 
can be no doubt, for it has been preserved in isolated sayings which 
are entirely contrary to the general attitude of the early Palestinian 
Church, as represented by the dominant tradition. Of the stages in 
the process by which Jesus passed from the hope of winning the 
Pharisees, the natural leaders in a movement for setting up the 
'kingdom of God', into an opposition which led the Pharisees to 
form a coalition with the Herodians, we know nothing, except that 
it would seem to go back to the days of his ministry in Galilee. The 
incident of Mark viii. 13 ft., apart from its Marcan expansions, shows 
every sign of being historical; it is a warning against attempts of the 
Pharisees and Herodians to find means for discrediting Jesus by 
corrupting his disciples (cf. below, p. 57). But it had become 
entirely unintelligible to Mark himself, while Luke and Matthew can 
make nothing of it. Since it is connected with a voyage in a boat it 
would appear to belong to the Galilean period; the boat and the one 
loaf are integral to the story. 

It would appear then that Jesus did attempt to maintain friendly 
relations with the Pharisees for a period which we cannot determine. 
It would be natural for him to avoid giving offence himself; on the 
other hand he would appear to have refused to impose on his dis
ciples anything beyond that standard of popular observance of the 
Law in which they had been brought up. It was this failure that was 
at least one of the causes of the quarrel. This is the picture given in 
the first group of conflict-stories, and there is no reason to doubt its 
accuracy, or the historicity of the incidents given as samples of the 
way in which the quarrel developed. On the other hand we have no 
guarantee that any of them occurred almost at the outset of the 
ministry and considerable grounds for supposing that the coalition 
of Pharisees and Herodians in active opposition is relatively late. 
Nor is it to be supposed that the relatively trifling disputes were the 
real cause of the breach between Jesus and the Pharisees: the real 
cause was the growing sense of the incompatibility of his conception 
of his mission with the ideals of the Pharisees. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TWELVE-SOURCE 

With the next section of Mark (iii. jff.) we come to a crucial passage 
for the understanding of Mark's methods of compilation and the 
nature of the material at his disposal. As Meyer rightly saw the 
clumsiness of the repeated 'And he appointed (the) Twelve* in 14 
and 16 is unthinkable even in the most artless of writers (Urspr. 
u. Anf. 1, 136). Such clumsiness, however, is common in far more 
pretentious writers when they are inserting from sources.1 

On the other hand Meyer's suggestion that the new source (the 
'Twelve-source') begins at 15 seems mistaken; his objection that 
the story is inconsistent since the Twelve are appointed in 14 to be 
with Jesus and in 15 to be sent on missions is hardly serious. There 
seems no reason why Mark's source should not quite simply have 
stated the fact that Jesus' appointment of the Twelve was intended 
for the double purpose, while it must be remembered that the 
preaching mission is only represented as a single event. Moreover 
the section Mark iii. 7-15, as will be seen, harmonizes in character 
with the rest of the Twelve-source, while it is most unlikely that the 
appointment of the Twelve would be mentioned in 14 if it is not 
part of the Twelve-source, since it is only in this source that they 
appear.* It is far more natural to take iii. 7-15 as the opening of the 
Twelve-source, or of a section of it, and to regard 16-19 as an 

1 For a specimen, cf. Josephus, Antu xiv, 2276°. Josephus is giving a list of favours 
conferred on the Jews in the time of Hyrcanus by Caesar and other Roman authorities. 
227 closes a letter from Dolabella to Ephesus. 228 continues: 'And these were the 
grants made to our people by Dolabella when Hyrcanus sent an embassy to him. 
And Lucius Lentulus, consul, said: " I have released from military service the Jews 
who are Roman citizens, practising the Jewish religion in Ephesus".. . . ' Here, as 
a comparison with 234 and 236 shows, Josephus has simply changed the Aiyet of 
the official statement to SITTSV, and so made the pronouncement of Lentulus carry 
on his summary of Dolabella's action as if it were part of his narrative. The effect 
is incredibly clumsy since we have no introduction to the string of pronouncements 
following the letter of Dolabella, except the summary and the opening words of 
Lentulus' pronouncement, which reads as if it were part of Josephus* narrative, but 
in fact is merely the opening of a whole set of further decrees in favour of the Jews. 

* Except for iv. 10, where there are special reasons, for which see below, pp. 37 f. 
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insertion which comes from another 'source' in the sense that it is 
a fixed part of the tradition that Jesus had Twelve disciples, whose 
names were given in an 'official* list, which circulated in the early 
Church with minor variations as to the right of Thaddaeus or Judas 
the brother of James to be regarded as an 'Apostle'. (The list in its 
simplest form appears in Acts i. 13, where it shows every sign of 
being an insertion into the narrative. The names should have come, 
if anywhere, after verse 5; but the source from which Luke draws this 
part of his story would seem to have assumed that the reader knew 
who 'they' were.) 

The section opens at iii. 7 with a typical scene (cf. Rawlinson, 
ad loc). It is commonly regarded as axiomatic that these typical 
scenes are due to Mark's editorial work. On the other hand we have 
to assume that either this section or iv. 1 came to Mark from his 
sources, since it is inconceivable that he would have repeated himself 
so clumsily. Bultmann (p. 366) supposes that the section has simply 
been constructed out of iv. 1. On the other hand this leaves un
explained the remarkable excursion into the geography of Palestine 
on the part of Mark; he was writing for a Gentile public which would 
not be in the least degree interested in these regions.1 Nor is it easy 
to suppose that he would not have seen that the wide publicity 
described in iii. 8 is quite out of place at this early stage in the 
ministry of Jesus.z 

There is further the grave difficulty of supposing that Mark, if he 

1 It is of course possible enough that the account is exaggerated. But Jews had 
nothing to learn from Greeks in the matter of exaggeration. Moreover, when it is* 
seen that the Twelve-source as a whole simply gives a general summary of the 
ministry of Jesus and ends in a Passion story, with only a few incidents of a special 
character included, it is not necessary to suppose that it was exaggerating; we have 
no means of discovering what measure of interest the career of Jesus excited before 
his last visit to Jerusalem. It is only if Mark's narrative be taken as a chronological 
record that it becomes impossible to suppose that his teaching had obtained such wide 
publicity at so early a stage. 

2 Bultmann's further assumption that the call of the Twelve (13-19) is of Mark's 
construction, the conception of a permanent body of Twelve, who are the authori
tative witnesses of the Gospel, being due to later dogmatic motives, is an entire 
petitio principii, and ignores the contrast between the naive references to * the disciples' 
usual in Mark and the specific usage of the Twelve-source. It should be observed that 
the fixed group of Twelve appears in I Cor. xv. 5, a fixed formula of a credal type, 
probably some years older than the Epistle (cf. Dibelius, pp. iyff.); for the possibility 
that it drew on this source, cf. below, pp. i48f. 
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were composing a typical scene, would have been guilty of the very 
clumsy repetition of the teaching from the boat (iii. 9 and iv. 1). 
Moreover his use of TT&AIV in iv. 1 here, as in viii. 1 and x. 32, 
suggests that he is simply following the practice of recording the 
same incident from two sources and making it appear that they are 
not the same incident by the insertion of TT&AIV which we find in 
ancient historians.1 In the same way the first account of the preaching 
from the boat is natural if it stood in a source, entirely pointless if 
it is an 'ideal scene' preparing for iv. 1 (Dibelius, p. 44). What we 
have is a regular practice described here and a particular instance 
recorded in iv. 1; whether the regular practice grew out of the single 
incident, or whether at iv. 1 we have a specimen incident manu
factured out of a recorded habit, or whether again Jesus often 
preached from a boat, and the parable of the Sower was delivered on 
such an occasion, is a point that can only be determined on the basis 
of our preconceived views of the reliability of the sources at Mark's 
disposal; we shall find reason to suppose that both in the Twelve-
source and the parable of the Sower we are dealing with sources of 
a very high degree of reliability. In any case Mark's narrative betrays 
a clumsiness in the repetition which is simply due to a combination 
of sources.2 

Further, the whole section 7-19 supports this view. In the 
preceding group of conflict-stories 'the disciples' appear as a recog
nized body of followers of Jesus, as they normally do throughout 
the Gospel. In some cases it may be open to doubt whether Mark 
has not used the term 'disciples' to denote a fixed group, when in 

1 Cf. Plutarch, Alexander, xxxn (684 A) and x x x m (685 A) , where Parmenio's 
second appeal for help at Gaugamela (TT&AIV) is due to the fact that here Plutarch 
or his source has conflated Callisthenes' account with another and made nonsense of 
the whole affair (cf. Tarn, Alexander the Great, 11, i82f.). So in Josephus, Ann. xiv, 
34 and 37 we read of Pompey's advance from Damascus into Palestine in 63 B.C. and 
Aristobulus' gift of a golden vine (from Strabo). At 37 ambassadors come 'again', 
Antipater on behalf of Hyrcanus, Nicodemus on behalf of Aristobulus. But this is 
simply Nicolas of Damascus' account of the same incident disguised by TTAXIV. 

2 Cf. Athenaeus, Deipn. iv, 38 (152F-153B) where Posidonius' account of how 
Seleucus, when taken prisoner by Arsaces, was well treated and allowed to sit at 
a special table, has been turned by Athenaeus into an account of the Parthian king's 
table manners (F.G.H. 87, F5 and note ad be.). Again, in xn, 54 (538c) Athenaeus 
describes the special tent set up by Alexander for the Persian weddings from Chares; 
but it is really a description of Alexander's tent of audience, which has become 
a special pavilion erected for the ceremony. 
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fact the tradition referred to a more loosely defined body of fol
lowers; as Bultmann points out the tendency has been at work in 
such a passage as Matt. xii. 49 where 'those about him' (Mark iii. 34) 
becomes conventionally 'the disciples' (p. 370). No doubt Mark in 
the conflict-stories is anticipating his own narrative in representing 
Jesus as surrounded by a fixed body of disciples before the appoint
ment of the Twelve. But if he is simply assembling various pre
existing sources with little or no regard to their chronological order 
the mistake could not have been avoided without a far higher 
degree of editorial accuracy than is normally to be found in the 
historians of the hellenistic age. On the other hand he has here 
inserted a source which described the formal appointment of a par
ticular body of Twelve who were from henceforth an inner ring of 
companions, and in this source are not described as 'the disciples', 
the usual Marcan term, but as 'the Twelve'.1 Naturally we have 
' disciples' in iii. 7 and 9 since' the Twelve' have not yet been selected 
from the whole body of followers. 

From the lake Jesus goes up to 'the mountain'; the transition is 
abrupt, but the abruptness may be due to the artlessness of the 
source no less than to the artlessness of the evangelist; the scenery of 
the lake of Gennesaret is assumed as the background of the story 
until the journey to Jerusalem (cf. vi. 46). Here the Twelve are 
appointed to accompany Jesus and to preach and to have authority 
to cast out devils, and the source is abandoned for the time being; we 
go back to a stratum in which Jesus is working in a city, presumably 
Capernaum, with a house at his disposal.2 

At this point may be noticed a fragment found in Luke (viii. 1) 
which has no Marcan parallel. It describes Jesus and his entourage 
during his Galilean ministry; they consist of 'the Twelve' and 
others. The last extract from the source in Mark's narrative was the 

1 Bultmann relegates all these passages to * editorial work* as he is bound to do if 
he is to uphold his general thesis, except for vi. 7-13; but this fails to explain why 
Mark should sometimes refer to 'the disciples' and sometimes to 'the Twelve' in his 
editorial work. This of course might be explained as mere chance, if it were not for 
the peculiarly uniform character of the passages in which 'the Twelve' appear. 

* It might be argued that 'the house' of iii. 19 is no more awkward than the 
mountain of verse 13. But in the latter case Jesus goes up from the lake to the 
adjoining mountain; in the former he goes into a house which would appear to be on 
the top of the mountain. 
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actual appointing of the Twelve, ending at iii. 19, reproduced at 
Luke vi. 16. It is entirely in the manner of this source to be interested 
in the subsidiary figures and to describe the movements of Jesus in 
terms of the general framework of his mission, not in specimen 
incidents of the type generally recognized by form-criticism. It is 
of course possible that Luke owes this information to some other 
source; thus it is often held that he betrays a special interest in the 
Herodian dynasty. This is difficult to maintain in view of his elimina
tion of Mark's 'Herodians' (cf. below, p. 57), whom he appears not 
to have understood. It is at least probable that Joanna should also 
be regarded as due not to Luke's special 'Herodian' information, 
but to the Twelve-source, Luke having preserved a fragment which 
Mark omitted as trivial. In this case it is quite possible that 'the day 
after' comes from the source, and was intended to describe how 
Jesus, after appointing the Twelve, went about with this selected 
group of disciples. The insertion of the fragment at this point is 
simply due to the fact that Luke is here returning to his use of Mark, 
after a long extract from Q and some material peculiar to himself, 
and so brings the verse in from the Twelve-source, where it would 
have appeared in Mark, if he had not omitted it, just before the 
parable of the Sower. It is of course arguable that it is by mere 
chance that Luke writes 'The Twelve' in a passage which shows in 
a marked degree the peculiar features of this source and inserts it in 
the place where it would naturally have stood between the extracts 
from the source which are preserved in Mark iii. 19 and vi. 7; but the 
argument postulates a coincidence which puts a heavy strain on our 
credulity. Naturally' the day after' must not be pressed to mean more 
than that the appointment of the Twelve in the source marked a 
change in Jesus' methods of preaching from a more or less settled 
ministry in Capernaum to one of moving about in Galilee. The 
omission of this section of the source by Mark will be due either to 
pure inadvertence or to the fact that it was a doublet of xv. 40. 

The remaining passages which can be identified as coming from 
this source appear to be vi. 7-13, which is resumed at 30-2, ix. 
33-5 and 38f., x. 32b~45, xi. 11, xiv. if., iof., and 17-21. This 
leaves it open whether other elements of the narrative may not have 
been drawn from the same source; where we have no mention either 
of'the Twelve' or 'the disciples' we have no means of being certain 
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as to the source from which the narrative is drawn. We shall see 
(pp. 115 ff.) that it appears that in the Marcan account of the Passion 
taken in conjunction with some parts of the Lucan, we have two 
parallel accounts which have been conflated; since in the earlier part 
of the story the Twelve-source has been drawn on, it would seem 
probable that it is also one of Mark's two sources for the whole 
Passion story.1 It may be noted here that the passages fall into two 
classes, those which give general summaries of the ministry of Jesus 
and those which concern the activities of the Twelve or particular 
disciples, especially the sons of Zebedee (cf. Meyer I, 137). It is 
customary to assume that the summaries are editorial insertions by 
Mark; but it will be seen that the difficulties already noted in 
regard to iii. 7-15 apply to other of the passages drawn from this 
source. Such a document would simply be an expanded form of the 
Petrine kerygma as given in Acts x. 38 f., a fact which suggests that 
it need by no means be secondary. 

Meyer would include in passages from this source iv. ioffi, where 
we find the curious phrase c Those about him with the Twelve'. He 
infers that the testimony from Isa. vi. 9 is inserted into the request 
for an explanation of the parable of the Sower from this source. In 
regarding it as an insertion he is undoubtedly right (cf. below, 
p. 36). But there is no reason for referring it to this source. For in 
this passage iv. 1-34 we have at verses 10 and 34 two unique descrip
tions of the immediate entourage of Jesus. If the reading of iv. 10 is 
correct, as it clearly is, Mark has added 'with the Twelve' to his 
source to explain the unparalleled 'those about him';z the use of the 
term is due to the fact that the Twelve have been mentioned in 
the preceding chapter. Apart from this the Twelve do not appear 
until vi. 7. Here we have a rather abrupt opening to the peri-
cope describing the mission of the Twelve, which may be due 
to Mark's editing. But it may equally well be a characteristic of 
this source to give such abrupt summaries, cf. vi. 32, ix. 33, xi. n , 
xiv. 17. 

1 This list differs somewhat from that of Meyer (pp. cit. pp. i37ff.). The reasons 
will appear below. 

2 o\ mpl OCUTOV oOv TOIS ScbSeKOt has the support of the majority of the Uncials, 
fam. 1 and most of the versions. W, 0 and the Western texts have ol uocOnTcd 
OCUTOO, a conventional correction of the unusual phrase. For the whole of the 
Parables' source, cf. below, pp. 35-8. 
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The abruptness is much less when it is realized that this pericope 
presumably followed immediately after iii. 15; the single sentence 
provided a transition from the appointment of the Twelve to their 
mission. On this hypothesis a difficulty of the section vi. 7-13 
disappears; in vi. 7 the Twelve are given power over unclean 
spirits, but no more, while at verse 12 they preach repentance; if 
however the section followed immediately after iii. 15, the duty of 
preaching had already been mentioned; the repetition of the com
mission to cast out devils might imply the giving of some sort of 
commission on the occasion of the sending out of the Twelve.1 

The charge given to the Twelve in vi. 7fF. will be discussed in 
connection with the parallels in Matt, and Luke. 

The Twelve return from the mission at vi. 30 where they are 
rightly described as apostles, i.e. PP7B% the common term for an 
authorized emissary.2 This is a mere fragment, ending at verse 32; 
originally it followed immediately on vi. 13, the source having been 
broken up by Mark in order to allow of the insertion of the story of 
the death of the Baptist which came to him from a different source 
of the normal type, whether written or oral. At 33 there is an ex
tremely awkward transition; Jesus goes to the desert with his 
disciples for rest, but many see them going and follow them. It 
would seem that Mark is going over to a new source, which began 
with the wording of 34, and formed a collection of miracles (cf. 
below, p. 43). Mark had no way of producing the crowd in a desert 
unless he inserted some explanation and introduced 33 for the 
purpose.3 In the original story the 'desert place' was not too remote 

1 Is some memory of this preserved in Luke x. i8ff.? The words are out of place 
in Luke, and would suit such an occasion as this; but this can only be conjectured. 

2 Note ccrrooT^AAetv in iii. 15 and vi. 7. Luke at vi. 13 wrongly reads back into 
the original appointment the term COTOOTOAOVS in its later technical sense. But there 
is no reason for supposing that the sending of the Twelve does not record a historical 
incident, or that it is the ascended Christ who speaks in it to the missionaries of the 
primitive Palestinian Church, and that Mark has thrown it back into the lifetime of 
Jesus because he saw it did not suit the conditions of the mission to the Greek world 
with which he was familiar (Bultmann, p. 156). This is an amazing amount of in
genuity to employ in getting rid of a quite straightforward story. 

The well supported ous KOCI CVTTOOT6AOVS cbvouoccrev in Mark iii. 14 is presumably 
due to assimilation to Luke, though in its Marcan position it would be unobjection
able. For the term, cf. Str.-B. on Rom. i. 1. 

3 The verse was necessary to explain how the multitude came to be present when 
Jesus was in a desert place (verse 35); on the other hand it may well be that Mark 
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for the disciples to suggest that the crowd should be sent away to 
the neighbouring villages. 

The Twelve then disappear until ix. 35. The section ix. 33-50 is 
composite; Bultmann (pp. i6of.) rightly sees that we have a sort of 
'catechism' in 36 and 37 and 41-50 based on the keywords 'little 
children', 'in my name' and 'scandals', which has been introduced 
by the story of Jesus taking a little child; this Bultmann regards as 
a doublet of x. i3ff., which may, but need not, be correct; the in
cident is one of a kind which might easily be duplicated in the 
tradition, but might easily have occurred twice in real life. In this 
catechism 38f. stand out as an alien element; Bultmann ascribes them 
to a later enlarger of the original Mark (pp. i6of.) and an invention 
of the Church (p. 23), but this is a somewhat desperate expedient.1 

It would appear that Mark had before him the Twelve-source 
containing ix. 33-5 and the story of the strange exorcist (38-40); it 
is in accordance with the whole character of the source to take this 
interest in the Twelve as a whole and in the individual disciples. 
After 36 he inserted the incident of the little child2 (for this, cf. 
below, p. 68). The reason for the insertion of this fragment of the 

thought that the retirement for rest at this point of the Twelve-source provided 
a suitable place for the story of the feeding which would eliminate any suggestion of 
a Messianic movement initiated by Jesus; cf. below, p. 43. 

1 Bultmann (pp. 23 f.) has to minimize the importance of verse 40 which' might be 
a secondary addition and a variant of Matt. xii. 30'. It is difficult to see how a direct 
contradiction can be described as a 'variant'; it is still harder to see how the Church 
could ever have added verse 40 to make quite unmistakable the meaning of a saying 
so shocking to all sound ecclesiastical feeling that Matthew had to omit it. In any 
case Luke read the verse; if anything here is a later addition it is the preceding sen
tence, which is not in Luke (ix. 49 f.), though the omission is no doubt due not to the 
fact that the saying did not stand in his text of Mark, but to his desire to minimize so 
dangerous a saying. The view of the primitive Church can be found in Acts xix. 13 ff. 
Here we are on hellenistic ground; but Jewish Christians would hardly be more 
tolerant. It is true that if we accept the saying we are faced with the necessity of 
admitting that the disciples did cast out devils in the name of Jesus during his 
lifetime. I can only say that I find this a great deal more credible than the supposition 
that the Church invented this saying. Vincent Taylor (p. 68) remarks that its value 
for the first Christians needs no argument: but this credits them with a purely modern 
point of view. Cf. Eitrem, Symb. OsL Suppl. xii (1950), p. 13. 

2 It is possible that the pronouncement story of ix. 36f. had already found its 
way into the Twelve-source as one of a group of three pronouncement stories 
illustrating Jesus' teaching to the Twelve and that Mark simply added 41 ff. On the 
other hand we should not underrate the influence of careless transcription of sources 
in scissors-and-paste work. 
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source at this point would seem to be simply the mention of 
Capernaum; it was a suitable point to introduce Capernaum, the 
scene of the early ministry of Jesus (i. 21 and ii. 1), since the source 
which Mark uses at x. 1 located Jesus 'in the borders of Judaea and 
beyond Jordan' and was followed by the journey to Jerusalem; it 
was clearly only right to represent the ministry of Jesus in Galilee as 
ending in Capernaum where it had begun. 

The Twelve reappear at x. 32]?. in a summary account of the 
journey to Jerusalem and the prophecy of the Passion. A similar 
summary has already appeared at viii. 31, embedded in the story of 
Peter's confession, and another at ix. 3off. It is customary to regard 
all three as editorial (Dibelius, p. 227) owing to the dogmatic 
assumption that anything of the nature of a biographical summary, as 
opposed to a complete pericope, must be the editorial work of the 
evangelist. But this entirely fails to notice the reappearance of the 
Twelve as against the customary 'disciples'. Moreover, it fails to 
explain the repetition of a narrative which has already appeared at 
ix. 30. Even if we accept the highly dubious view that the multi
plication of predictions of the Passion in the section viii. 27-ix. 32 is 
due to deliberate artistry on the part of Mark and not to his methods 
of compilation (cf. below, pp. 63 ff.), this section is too far removed 
from the story of Peter's confession and the Transfiguration by the 
alien matter of x. 1-31 to enhance the sense of doom which Mark is 
supposed to have imparted into this section of his Gospel. The fact 
would seem to be that Mark had the section before him in his 
Twelve-source and simply copied it down, inserting TrciAiv, as at 
iv. 1, to cover up the fact that he was duplicating his sources (cf. 
above, p. 19).1 The very clumsy wording of verse 32 confirms this 
view; it suggests that Mark thought that fjv irpodycov demanded 
some such antithesis as oi 5e &KOAOU6O0VT6S and simply inserted the 
last clause, forgetting to delete KCCI £QOL\I$O\JVTO.2 

1 This explains the difficulty noted by Rawlinson, ad loc. that 'each of the three 
predictions of the Passion in this Gospel, taken by itself, would give the impression 
that the subject had not been mentioned before; and the disciples are represented as 
showing the same lack of understanding on each occasion*. This is natural if we are 
dealing with a compilation of sources, more or less mechanically transcribed; it is 
fatal to any idea of Marcan 'artistry'. 

a The only possible alternative would seem to be to accept the ingenious sug
gestion of Turner (quoted by Rawlinson, ad. loc.) that the original text ran Korl 
lOocupEiTO referring to Jesus; this was then altered out of a false sense of reverence. 
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Here Mark continues his use of the Twelve-source in 35-41, as is 
shown by the appearance of 'the Ten* in 41. How the incident 
ended in the Twelve-source we do not know; Luke inserts a doublet 
of 42 ff. in his story of the Last Supper, where it probably leads up to 
an extract from the Twelve-source (xxii. 24ff.; cf. below, p. 122); 
but this may be a mere coincidence. It is likely that the Twelve-
source went on as far as 44 at least, though it is always possible that 
it closed the incident with a mere notice that Jesus rebuked the Ten 
or words to that effect, and that Mark has added the rest from 
floating tradition. (For the rest of the incident, cf. below, p. 72.) In 
any case it included the whole passage 35-41; the reference to the 
Ten and the interest in the sons of Zebedee is decisive.1 

The last appearance of this source before the Passion story proper 
is at xi. n . This verse describes the end of the journey to Jerusalem; 
whether the source recorded the triumphal entry we cannot say; 
but there was a version of the story of the entry in which the 
apparently miraculous knowledge of Jesus about the colt did not 
appear (cf. below, p. 78). It is at least probable that this version was 
drawn from the Twelve-source. Whether the Marcan narrative of 
the cleansing of the Temple was drawn from this source can only be 
a matter of conjecture (cf. below, p. 80); it will be seen that Mark 
has interwoven several sources in his description of the last week in 
Jerusalem.2 But we cannot be certain of this; the Twelve-source, as 

In either case the notice confirms the value of the source, either as showing the dis
ciples' sense of the danger of going up to Jerusalem or as a survival of an earlier 
christological outlook. It may be noted that the main objection to Turner's view, the 
absence of any MS. support, disappears if Mark was following a written source, 
since he may have made the alteration himself. 

1 D and 0 read ot AOITTOI 8£KOC with support from the Old Latin, Palestinian Syriac 
and Bohairic. But this is a fairly obvious assimilation to the normal N.T. practice of 
referring to ' the rest' of the followers of Jesus after one or more have been specifically 
mentioned; cf. Mark xvi. 13, Luke xxiv. 9, Acts ii. 37,1 Cor. ix. 5, Gal. ii. 13; see also 
Phil. iv. 3. 

1 For a similar interweaving of sources, cf. Plutarch's account of the taking of 
Pellene by Aratus in the winter of 241 B.C. while it was being sacked by the Aetolians, 
who had seized it earlier in the day (for the incident, cf. C.A.H. vu, 735). According 
to Plutarch, Aratus•, xxxi (1041 c), Aratus refused to help Agis to defend the Isthmus 
of Corinth and withdrew, although mocked at as a coward. The subsequent story 
describes how: (1) On hearing that the Aetolians had passed the Isthmus and taken 
Pellene he decided to attack them while they were in a state of disorder sacking the 
town. (2) Such was in fact the disorder that the officers had seized the wives and 
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has been already seen, is full of these rather abrupt notices and it 
may simply have had the bare statement of xi. n , a verse so ap
parently pointless that it is omitted by Matthew and Luke with the 
result that the cleansing of the Temple happens on the same day as 
the triumphal entry. It is clear that this makes a more dramatic 
story; but it is not to be supposed that Matthew or Luke had any 
superior information. Matthew omits the verse as pointless while 
Luke did not need it, since he omits the story of the barren fig tree 
and the staying at Bethany (cf. below, p. 80). 

There is perhaps some confirmation of the view that the cleansing 
of the Temple is drawn in whole or in part from the Twelve-source 
in the fact that Mark xi. 18 ends with the Chief Priests and the 
scribes plotting to kill Jesus, but afraid of the people. It has been 
noticed above that the collection of 'conflict-stories' ends at iii. 6 
with a verse which seems intended to introduce a story of the 
Passion. Here, too, xi. 18 could lead directly on to xiv. 1 and we 
find that the Twelve-source reappears in the story of the Passion at 
xiv. 10 and iyfF. The story of the anointing appears to be a 'timeless' 
incident inserted between 2 and 10, from which it would appear that 
the opening verses of the chapter come from this source as well, 
though the Twelve are not actually mentioned. These and other 
points in the Passion story, where the use of this source can be 
traced or at least suspected, will be dealt with below (pp. 115 ff.). 

The identification of this source has an important bearing on the 

daughters of the citizens and put their helmets on the women's heads to mark out 
their property. (3) While they were in this state of disorder Aratus attacked and 
routed them. (4) One of the captive women had been put by her captor in the 
Temple of Artemis; she came out on hearing the noise, and being remarkable for her 
stature and beauty increased the panic of the Aetolians who took her for a divine 
apparition. (5) But the people of Pellene say that it was really Artemis who appeared 
and threw the Aetolians into a panic. (6) But Aratus says nothing of this, only that 
he forced his way into the city with the Aetolians and killed 600 of them. Here (1), 
(3) and (6) come from the memoirs of Aratus (cf. Jacoby, F.G.H. 231, F 2 (and note)), 
who was probably concerned to minimize the extent to which he had allowed the 
Aetolians to enter and sack Pellene (a recognized stratagem, cf. C.A.H. loc. cit.). 
(2) and (4) come from a different source, which gives the impression of being well 
informed; the woman was daughter of a prominent citizen, named Epigethes. This 
source may also be responsible for (5), but if so its author had already combined the 
story of the daughter of Epigethes with the story of the epiphany of Artemis. The 
whole of this conflation is told in about 300 words, i.e. about the same number of 
words as are contained in the section Mark xi. 11-28. 
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whole question of 'form-criticism'. It would appear that among the 
sources at Mark's disposal was a document which was not a mere 
compilation of isolated incidents or collection of sayings, nor yet 
a Passion story pure and simple. It was concerned to set out a brief 
summary of the ministry of Jesus, containing a picture of his teaching 
and healings by the sea, his appointment of the Twelve and his 
method of using them, two specimen instances of his dealing with 
the sons of Zebedee, his journey to Jerusalem for the last Passover, 
with a prophecy of the Passion, and a Passion story. It is normally 
held that biographical summaries are due to Marcan editing, and that 
the giving of names to subordinate persons is a late and secondary 
feature (Bultmann, p. 72). Similarly, the idea of a fixed group of 
Twelve specially selected disciples is regarded as due to the fact that 
they were the leaders of the Palestinian Church, whose position had 
to be explained by the claim that they had been appointed by Jesus. 
At least it is clear that Mark had all these supposedly late features 
in his source.1 

Thus it would appear that we have evidence that the biographical 
tradition implied in Acts x. 37 was in fact formulated in a summary 
account of the career of Jesus with a few incidents mainly concerned 
with the position of the Twelve as the leaders of the primitive 
Jewish Church. In fact such a narrative would be needed to explain 
to the new convert the nature of the Christian society and the 
position of the leading members of it (Acts iii. 15, x. 39). It is of 
course arguable that Jesus did not in his lifetime appoint such a 
group of Twelve; but the evidence is that he did, and the denial of it 
can only rest on a preconceived opinion of what he could or could 
not have done. Mark had before him a document which was con
cerned with the Twelve as leaders of the Church and regarded the 
document as an authoritative part of the Christian tradition. The 
document has a claim to a very high degree of consideration as 
a historical source; for it gives an account of the events leading up 

1 It might be argued that Mark inserted the names of the sons of Zebedee and John 
into a source which only mentioned unnamed disciples. But on Bultmann's principle 
(Joe, cit.)9 that we can infer from later developments the processes already at work 
before the formation of the tradition in its Marcan form, we should expect that other 
disciples besides Peter and the sons of Zebedee would be credited with questions as 
they are in the Fourth Gospel. 
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to the Passion which has preserved a tradition which was obscured 
by the later doctrinal and devotional development of the Church 
(see below, p. 146). 

The incidents in the Twelve-source, in which particular disciples 
appear, must be distinguished from the group of stories in which 
Peter, James and John (with Andrew in i. 29 and xiii. 3) form an 
inner circle. 

It is indeed possible that we have the beginning of the Twelve-
source in i. 14-22 describing the call of these four, and that it is 
continued in 29-31 and 35-9, for which iii. 7 would provide an 
excellent continuation. But this is purely conjectural, and it tells 
against it that in these passages James and John are subordinate to 
Peter and Andrew: further i. 39 may equally well have led on to 
iii. 20 (cf. below, p. 32). The three disciples Peter, James and John, 
without Andrew, appear at v. 37, where the whole passage dealing 
with Jairus' daughter and the woman with the issue of blood 
(v. 21 ff.) appears to have stood together in the pre-Marcan tradition 
(Mark may of course be responsible for the 'sandwiching' of the 
two stories). If so the Twelve-source is ruled out by the appearance 
of 'disciples' at v. 31. Similarly it would seem that the Trans
figuration and the demoniac boy stood together; in this section the 
* disciples' appear at viii. 27 and ix. 14. The agony in Gethsemane in 
its Marcan form has 'disciples' at xiv. 32; Luke may have preserved 
the version of the Twelve-source (cf. below, p. 126), but the three 
stood in the other source. In all these incidents the three are silent 
witnesses, except for Peter's question at the Transfiguration, whereas 
in the Twelve-source the sons of Zebedee take the initiative at x. 35 
as does John at ix. 38. The 'Little Apocalypse' appears to be an 
early piece of apocalyptic writing, though in its present form it can 
be little later than A.D. 50 (cf. below, pp. 103 fF.), but it is possible that 
the introduction comes from Mark himself; it presupposes the 
existence of an earlier tradition in which selected disciples have a 
more intimate knowledge of Jesus than the rest, since Mark or an 
earlier apocalyptic writer would hardly have invented the practice; 
unless he found it in the older tradition, he would not regard it as 
a natural way of making his construction plausible. 

The only other incidents in which individual disciples appear in 
this way in Mark are the questions of Peter at x. 28 and xi. 21 and 
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the story of his denial. There is good reason for supposing that 
Peter's denial is a conflation of two sources, one of which may have 
been the Twelve-source (p. 132). But the denial also stood in 
another source; the story of the barren fig tree, in which Peter 
figures, appears to come from a 'disciples' source (cf. xi. 14); the 
last clause of xi. 14 might of course be a Marcan addition, since it is 
Mark who has sandwiched the cleansing of the Temple into the two 
parts of the cursing of the fig tree; but there is no reason for sup
posing that this story came from the Twelve-source. Similarly 
x. 28 might have come from it, since it is quite possible that it is 
Mark who has attached Peter's question to the preceding story. But 
it is more probable that it had been attached in Mark's source, in 
view of the general continuity of the theme of riches. Probably 
Peter as a questioner appeared in several collections. 

It is of course impossible to delimit the source strictly, since any 
pericope which does not mention either * the disciples' or * the Twelve' 
might have come from it. On the other hand the length of the 
passages already considered is roughly the same as that of the 
conflict-stories, and it may be that this would be regarded as a con
venient length for a collection of sayings or incidents intended for 
reading in Church as an introduction to the Passion story (it will be 
seen later that the Twelve-source probably contained a fairly full 
story of the Passion). 

It might of course be objected that references to 'the Twelve' are 
due either to Marcan editing or to pure chance, assisted by early 
errors in the MS. tradition. As against this it should be observed 
that at iii. 16, vi. 33, ix. 35 and x. 32 there is a distinct awkwardness 
in the narrative which suggests a clumsy conflation of sources. 
Further, at xiv. 10 the description of Judas as 6 sis TCOV ScbSeKcc is 
much more natural if we are dealing with a comparatively short 
document, so that the reference back to iii. 19 originally followed 
soon after the first mention of him, instead of being separated from 
it by eleven chapters.1 Further, the source has a distinctly uniform 
character; it is a summary of the methods of Jesus' teaching in the 
form of a continuous 'biographical' narrative, with a few incidents 

1 6 els is accepted by Westcott and Hort in spite of the omission of the article 
by the majority of the MSS.; its omission is easy to explain, but no one would insert 
it in view of its awkwardness in the Marcan text. 
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inserted dealing with his relations with the sons of Zebedee as 
prominent members of the Twelve; it is of course possible that in 
its original form the source consisted of a * biographical* summary 
alone, i.e. that it was an expanded form of Acts x. 38f., and that the 
incidents of ix. 33fF. and x. 35 ff. had been added to it before it 
reached Mark; but naturally we have no evidence on this point. 
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CHAPTER III 

JESUS AND THE DEVILS 

As a possible, but doubtful, collection of the type we are con
sidering, we may note the sections Mark i. 21-39 an<^ ***• 2°-3°- In 

the first passage we have a typical miracle story, rather awkwardly 
appended to a general summary describing Jesus' habitual preaching 
in the synagogue at Capernaum, which might, or might not, be 
drawn from the Twelve-source (cf. above, p. 29). The story ends 
with a conventional acclamation. The story of Peter's mother-in-law 
may well have been inserted by Mark from some other source of 
information; the three verses which follow are remarkable for the 
emphasis which they lay on the casting out of devils and Jesus' 
attitude towards them, and the theme is resumed at the end of 39. 
This could lead on quite well to iii. 20 (for TTAAIV on this view, cf. 
p. 19); iii. 28 ff. will have been included here by Mark, verse 30 
being added rather clumsily to justify the insertion. The saying 
stands in a different context in Luke (xii. 10); it may well have come 
to Mark as an isolated fragment. Apart from these two passages we 
should have a document with a quite consistent theme, the activity 
of Jesus as the conqueror of the devils; it might have been introduced 
by the brief Marcan story of the Temptation (i. 12E). It may be 
noted in favour of such a view that the two incidents which Mark 
dovetails into one another in iii. 20-35 do not really fit in well to 
the same stage of the ministry of Jesus. The scribes from Jerusalem 
are not likely to have heard of his activities at the early stage of his 
ministry where Mark has placed them; on the other hand the attitude 
of his relatives, i.e. iii. 20-1 and 31-5 (with 31a omitted as a piece 
of Marcan editing), might very well follow i. 39. This source, which 
described Jesus' conquest of devils, the view of his relatives that he 
was mad (i.e. that he was himself possessed by a devil), and the 
refutation of the view that he cast out devils by Beelzebub, was, like 
the 'conflict-source', a short summary of the whole of Jesus' career 
in this matter, containing incidents drawn from various stages. 
Mark saw that the incidents of it recorded up to i. 39 did not justify 
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the arrival of the scribes from Jerusalem and so deferred the two 
incidents until a point at which the activity of Jesus could reasonably 
be supposed to have gained general notoriety. The fact that his 
Twelve-source emphasized Jesus' power over devils (iii. n and 16) 
enabled him to fit the first section of it in between the conflict-
stories and iii. 20-3 5.x 

There are, however, serious objections to the view put forward 
above. In the first place the section i. 29-39 has a peculiar character 
of its own. It is a continuous narrative, remarkable for its apparently 
pointless details. The healing of Peter's mother-in-law is rather 
unimpressive as a miracle; there is no opening for an acclamation, 
while the cure itself is not particularly remarkable. The details of 
time in 32 and 35 have no obvious value, while 36 and 37 have so 
little point that they are omitted by Matthew and Luke. As history 
the section is impressive; it is marked by a precision and a lack of 
value for purposes of edification which is very hard to account for, 
unless it is a piece of genuine recollection. This objection need not 
be fatal. It is always possible that such a piece of personal recoller 
tion was combined by the compiler of a source with other material, 
or again that Mark inserted it into a source describing Jesus' dealings 
with the devils in place of a short summary which recorded how the 
news of his activities penetrated from Galilee to a wider region. The 
latter is more probable, since it is at least possible that the section 
really belongs to the call of the four disciples in i. 14-20. In this 
case i. 14-20, 29-31 and 36-9 will preserve a genuine recollection of 
Peter's first meeting with Jesus; it will not have formed part of the 
Twelve-source; but all this is conjectural.2 

1 It may be noted that Luke xi. 14 ff., which contains the Beelzebub controversy 
from a different source, adds to it a saying about Jesus and his mother at the end. This 
saying may have been substituted for the Marcan saying by Luke's source, as being 
less abrupt; it was not substituted by Luke, since he has preserved the Marcan saying, 
omitting the view of Jesus' relatives that he was mad, at viii. i9ff. (cf. below, p. 34). 

* Rawlinson, ad loc. rightly rejects the view that the. disciples could not have 
followed Jesus immediately on a mere call. The objection betrays a complete failure 
to understand the possible effects of a 'numinous* personality in a time and place 
where religion is dominant. Bultmann (pp. 26 f., 58ff., and 64 f.) dismisses the whole 
story as an 'ideal' scene developed out of the thought that the disciple must follow 
Jesus, and in so doing become a 'fisher of men*. Hence the call is given to the real 
or supposed first disciples and then fitted into a scene by the lake: the call of Levi is 
simply a doublet. But no evidence is given for this; it is merely a possible way in 
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There is a further difficulty in the fact that the Beelzebub con
troversy with a saying about the true relatives of Jesus lay before 
Luke in a different form (xi. 27f.). This again is not fatal, since it is 
reasonable to suppose that the collections of the sayings and doings 
of Jesus existed in various forms: some of these variations can still 
be distinguished in the Gospels. None the less while it can be 
claimed that this section may be a pre-Marcan unit, it is impossible 
to go further than this. It is, on the other hand, possible that Mark 
obtained the material of iii. 21-35 from an oral tradition in which the 
two incidents were already combined, perhaps in answer to a Jewish 
accusation that Jesus had a devil and that his family recognized the 
fact (for the former charge, cf. John viii. 48). The section i. 21-8 will 
then consist of an isolated story illustrating Jesus' power over the 
devils, as a suitable introduction to his ministry (which is thus shown 
to be Messianic from the outset), to which has been added a 
fragment of reminiscences, which might go back in the last resort 
to Peter himself. 

which oral tradition might build up scenes out of the faith and needs of the community. 
But the date of the source which lies behind Mark and the lack of any miraculous 
motive (contrast Luke v. 1 ff.) give no support to this quite arbitrary reconstruction. 
Against Bultmann's allegation that the scene of the call of the fishermen arose out of 
the saying comparing the disciples to fishermen, we may note that they are also 
compared to harvesters and shepherds. Why have we not a scene in which (like 
Elisha) they are summoned from farm-work, or (like Moses) from keeping sheep? 
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THE BOOK OF PARABLES 

In Mark iv. 1-35 we have a source of a well-defined character. Its 
subject-matter and structure can still be seen, though it has been 
considerably modified in the course of transmission. It opens with 
a particular incident of Jesus preaching from a boat to the multitude; 
this was practically a duplicate of the typical scene which introduced 
the Twelve-source; Mark treats both as single incidents and covers 
up the fact that he is using two parallel sources by introducing the 
second with TTCCTUV. Then followed originally a triad of parables, 
each of which was introduced with the formal opening, 'And he 
said (unto them)'. It ended with the present conclusion of 33f., 
which describes Jesus' habitual method of preaching; he used 
parables to suit himself to the capacity of his hearers and never gave 
them long sermons without a parable to make them more interesting. 
(It must be remembered that a short proverbial saying, such as 24f., 
is a mashal or parable; cf. Smith, The Parables of the Synoptic 
Gospels, pp. 3iff.) This corresponds to the actual situation. Except 
in a few very rare instances, such as the Unjust Steward, where the 
tradition seems to have been confused, the parables in their original 
context would be perfectly clear to any hearer.1 In 35 we are told 
that it was also his practice to explain anything that might seem 
obscure to his own disciples in private, either because he did not 
wish to leave them uncertain of his precise meaning (though the 
crowd might occasionally be puzzled), or in order that they might, 
if necessary, explain his meaning to others. 

Here, however, we have a difficulty. For in 10-20 we have a 
specimen of such a private explanation. It is to be observed in the 
first place that the explanation is clearly displaced. For 'those about 
him with the Twelve' when they are alone ask him about the parables, 
when in fact only one has been uttered. In the second place we have 
three answers to their question, one of which contradicts the other 

1 The difficulty of understanding the parables owing to our loss of the original 
context is often exaggerated. In any case they were intended to be luminously clear. 
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two. For 13 simply tells the disciples that they must use their own 
intelligence to understand this extremely simple parable; it is in such 
obvious contradiction to the rest of the passage that it has been 
omitted by Matthew and Luke. Clearly it is the authentic answer; 
it is a saying which has no value for purposes of edification and would 
never have been invented. On the other hand it will not fit into the 
context here, since the disciples in 10 ask about the parables in the 
plural, and are given in 11 an explanation of the reason why Jesus 
teaches in parables. But 10 again will not fit the context; for here 
the Twelve (and some other unspecified persons) are alone with 
Jesus, whereas in 21 ff. Jesus is again addressing the crowd, although 
there has been no hint of a change of scene. 

The development would seem to have been as follows. Originally 
a request for an explanation stood either after the parable of the 
Sower or after the three parables of the kingdom which formed the 
original tract. (The sayings of 21-5 did not stand in the original 
source, but were floating sayings which Mark or a previous editor 
added here, either because of their generally parabolic character or 
in order to enforce the teaching of the parable of the Sower; the 
kingdom is already being sown, and in the near future there will be 
a revelation of the response of the hearers.)1 It is more probable that 
originally the request was for an explanation of 'the parables' and 
that 13 ran, 'Know ye not these parables?', since, as will be seen 
below (p. 53), it is normal in these tracts for a question, usually 
a stupid one, to stand near the end of the tract. 

The next stage was that it occurred to the primitive Church that 
the parables of Jesus formed an excellent opportunity for bringing 
in the testimonium of Isa. vi. 9f., to explain the rejection of Israel. It 
was part of God's purpose to hide the mystery of the kingdom of 
God from the Jews, or at any rate from the rich and learned classes, 
and to reveal it to the outcast and the Gentiles. It was simply added 
in front of the original refusal of an explanation. Meanwhile the 
conventional2 explanation of the parable of the Sower had become 

1 Cf. W. Manson, Jesus the Messiah, pp. 57f. He rightly criticizes Bultmann's 
arbitrary rejection of these verses. 

2 I cannot help feeling that Dodd in The Parables of the Kingdom, pp. i8off., 
exaggerates the difficulties of the explanation given, while rightly (pp. 136°.) pointing 
out its secondary character. Jesus, as the Sower, is well aware that many will reject 
him or fall away, but none the less the seed sown on good ground will produce an 
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generally current in the Church; it was no doubt genuinely believed 
to have been given by the Lord Himself. So it was appended to the 
refusal of an explanation, which however was allowed to stand with 
a disregard for consistency characteristic of the compilers1 through 
whom most of our ancient history has come. But since it only 
explained the parable of the Sower the whole block of matter 
10-20 (testimonium, refusal of an explanation and conventional 
explanation) had to be moved from its position after 32 to its present 
position; there was no similar conventional explanation of the other 
two, the parable of the seed growing in secret being unintelligible 
in the changed conditions of the Church of the second generation 
(for the difficulties cf. Smith, op. ciu pp. i29ff.; his view that it was 
originally a reference to the Zealot movement is correct, since it is 
clear that Matthew and Luke did not understand it and therefore left 
it out), while the Grain of Mustard Seed needed no explanation. On 
the other hand the plural of 10 had to be left since the question and 
answer referred to the use of parables as such; but the singular had 
to be written in 13 since the explanation referred simply to one 
parable. The lack of consistency in the situation as regards the 
multitude probably did not trouble the original editor; Mark failed 
to notice it since he incorporated the whole tract.* It is of course 
possible that the final stage was the work of Mark himself, but as 
a rule he avoids these inconsistencies by inserting a narrative sentence 
to bring Jesus to the place required by his story. 

This account of the development of the text explains a further 
peculiarity. As it stands we have two descriptions of the disciples, 
* those about him with the Twelve' (10) and 'his own disciples' (34), 

abundant harvest. The explanation, as it stands, reflects the general experience of the 
Church. But it expresses the experience of all missions, and will have been a warning 
to the hearers to be on their guard against the danger of falling away and not to be 
discouraged if others do so. 

1 Cf. Strabo's complaint of the inconsistencies of older writers, xv, 1, 68 (717). 
It is perhaps open to question whether he had any right to criticize others. An 
examination of Curtius Rufus' two contradictory portraits of Alexander by Tarn 
{Alexander the Great, II, 97 ff.) casts a lurid light on the capacity of ancient writers 
in this direction. 

z It is quite possible that the intermediate editor, while prepared to add what he 
believed to be genuine sayings of the Lord, did not dare to add an explanatory state
ment of his own to bring Jesus out of his privacy to the crowd; Mark would probably 
have been quite ready to do so, but just failed to notice that it was needed. 
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both of which are without a parallel in the Synoptic Gospels. It has 
already been noticed that the former seems originally to have run 
'those about him', Mark having added 'with the Twelve' to make 
it clear who 'those about him' were (cf. above, pp. 22f.). The 
phrase 'those about him' by itself occurs once (Luke xxii. 49),1 but 
is strange in itself. 'His own disciples' in verse 34 is quite un
paralleled.2 The immediate entourage of Jesus are everywhere else 
'the disciples', 'the Twelve' or in Luke by a natural anachronism 
'the Apostles' (Luke xvii. 5, xxii. 14, xxiv. 10; for Mark iii. 14 and 
vi. 30 with the parallels, cf. above, pp. 22 ff.). The two phrases seem 
only explicable if they go back to a time when it was known that 
Jesus had an inner circle of followers, but when those followers were 
not so formally marked off from the rest of his disciples that they 
could simply be described as 'the disciples' or 'the Twelve'. They 
had to be differentiated from the whole body of the more or less 
loosely attached followers, who were in some sense disciples, by 
the adjective 1810s, or described as his companions. If so, it would 
seem that the original of the source is older than Gal. i. 17, 19 and 
I Thess. ii. 7, and presumably than the famine-visit described in 
Gal. ii. 1 ff. It is not merely a question of the accuracy of Luke's 
picture in Acts; the Pauline Epistles show that 'the Twelve' or 
'the Apostles' (the latter term being gradually extended to other 
leading figures in the Church besides the Twelve) were the recog
nized leaders of the Church in Jerusalem. The oldest mention of 
them would appear to be I Cor. xv. 3ff., which may have been 
originally the Resurrection narrative of the Twelve-source, but 
would seem to have been used as a primitive 'creed' of the Jewish-
Christian community. (Cf. Dibelius, I7f., and below, p. 149.) We 
are thus left with evidence that this collection of parables, in its 
original form, went back to a period in the life of the Church when 
the language of the formula of I Cor. xv. 3 had not yet become 
a stereotyped phrase for the inner circle of the disciples of Jesus. 

1 Here it is merely used for artistic effect, Jesus and his entourage confronting 
Judas and his. 

2 In both cases the difficulty of the phrase led the Caesarean and Western texts to 
change the phrase to the normal TOIS |Jicc0r|TaTs OCUTOU. In 10, tf and B are supported 
by fam. 1 against D , W, 0 and fam. 13: in 34 fam. 1 follows D , W and 0 . But the 
tendency to use the conventional phrase would inevitably lead to the alteration. 
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BOOKS OF MIRACLES 

In the following section of the Gospel (Mark iv. 35—viii. 27) it is not 
possible to be certain how far Mark is making use of material which 
had already been combined into larger units than the individual 
stories. The first section (iv. 35-v. 43) includes the Gerasene de
moniac (v. 1-20), which shows every sign of being an extraneous 
interpolation into the Gospel tradition. No doubt Mark or a pre
decessor accepted it in good faith, but it emanates from an atmos
phere which is entirely alien to the general synoptic tradition (cf. 
Dibelius, Formgeschichte d. Evang.2, pp. 84ff.). The story has often 
puzzled commentators; Gerasa has no territory near the sea of 
Galilee (cf. Rawlinson, adloc); verse 8 is very clumsily interpolated 
after 7; the question about the demons' name is of course normal in 
magic but unparalleled in the New Testament; TOU 'Yyiorov is 
rarely used of God in the Synoptics (cf. below, p. 41); Mark does 
not use Kupios (19) of God except in O.T. quotations and in the 
Little Apocalypse (xiii. 20), which is written throughout in a style 
reminiscent of the O.T.; the command given to the demoniac to 
proclaim what God has done for him is entirely different from the 
general command to preserve Jesus* secret. The explanation would 
seem to be that the story is one of the numerous aetiological myths 
which were current in the hellenistic world to explain the rite of 
precipitating a victim or victims from a cliff into a river, lake or 
sea as a means of removing the contagion of sin or ritual impurity 
acquired since last the rite was performed.1 A legend, explaining 

1 The best known specimen of this kind of rite is of course the scapegoat, which 
was not in practice driven into the wilderness but precipitated over a cliff into a ravine 
(Mishnah, Yoma 6. 6). For parallels, cf. Strabo x, 2, 9 (452), where the rite has been 
attached to the suicide of Sappho, though according ta Strabo the more archaeo-
logically minded knew of an older legend. In the rite of the Argei at Rome, instituted 
in the third century B.C., puppets were later substituted for the original human vic
tims (Diels, Sibyllinische B latter y pp. 43 f.). A rite of this kind was practised at the 
sources of the Jordan at Paneas (Caesarea Philippi) up to the time of Gallienus 
(Eusebius, H.E. vn, 17). For other cases, cf. Frazer, The Scapegoat, passim. For the 
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the custom of precipitating one or more pigs into the lake as a means 
of carrying away the contagion of last year's sins, and ascribing the 
practice to some pagan wonder-worker, may in the first place have 
been attached to a Jewish rabbi; his annihilation of 2000 swine may 
well have been a just punishment on the heathen for keeping pigs 
at all in the Holy Land. In this case we should have a second 
aetiological myth to explain why the rite had been abandoned, 
presumably since the conquest of Galilee by Alexander Jannaeus 
(83-80 B.C.). The cities of Decapolis had regained their independence 
since, but it is likely enough that the rite would not be revived.1 On 
the assumption that a story of this kind has been attached to Jesus by 
the floating popular tradition of Transjordan the details noted above 
are easily explicable. The victim or victims might be led to the lake 
from Gerasa, as the scapegoat was led from Jerusalem to the desert 
by a man appointed for the purpose. The awkward verse 8 has been 
interpolated after 7 because in the original story the miracle stood in 
a catalogue of victories over demons, in which it would be natural 
for the unclean spirit to recognize his master and to address him in 
the peculiar language of 7; Mark has to insert his explanation of 
why the demon was being tormented and has done so very clumsily. 
'Most High' is a common name for the God of Israel on the 

transfer of such a legend from an earlier to a later hero, cf. Philostratus* Life of 
Apollonius ofTyana iv, 10, where Apollonius is said to have delivered Ephesus from 
a plague, but the incident is commemorated by a statue of Heracles; cf. Lactantius, 
Div. Inst, v, 3, 14. 

1 For the history of the Decapolis, cf. G.J.V. 1, 283 and 11, 148 ff. For the ease 
with which great deeds could be transferred to striking personalities, cf. Pausanias 
vin, 11, 6 and ix, 15, 5, where we are told that Epaminondas was killed at Mantinea 
by Gryllus the son of Xenophon, and that this is depicted in paintings of the battle 
at Athens and Mantinea. Euphranor the painter of the battle-scene at Athens was 
a contemporary of the battle. (Cf. P.W.K. s.v.) The account of the battle in Dio-
dorus Siculus, however, makes it clear that Epaminondas was killed by a desperate 
rally on the part of the retreating Spartans (xv, 86, 5); his source for this part of his 
history is Ephorus. His whole account leaves no room for the Athenian cavalry to 
have been engaged in this part of the battle. (Cf. Frazer on Pausanias, 1, 3, 4 and 
vin, 11, 6 for the mistake.) If Tarn is right in seeing in Teles (Teletis Reliquiae, ed. 
Hense, p. 43) SITCC &p§oct, SITO: paaiAevacn, EITOC G&S 'AA££av8pos &6avocTOS yevecrOai; 
el 8e Kal TOOTOU TOXOI, olncci, iva ZeOs y£vnTca frnOvufjaca an allusion to Alexander's 
journey to the well of life (Alexander the Great, n, 364), we have the story of 
the Babylonian Gilgamesh epic attached to Alexander in Greek literature before 
240 B.C. (cf. Meissner, Alexander u. Gilgamos, Leipzig, 1894). 
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'religious frontier' between Judaism and paganism.1 The question as 
to the name would be natural in a pagan or Jewish wonder-worker, 
since it is normally necessary to know the demon's name if you wish 
to control him (P.M.G. i, i6off.; in, 159, 5oofF. and passim); but 
Jesus is nowhere else represented as having need of such knowledge. 
The use of Kupios for God is normal in Jewish Greek where it often 
represents the actual name. The number of the devils is explained if 
the original story told how the heathen hero instituted a rite of 
cleansing of this kind in which the victim was a single pig which 
removed a number of devils; this has been increased in the Jewish 
version to its present fantastic figure for the reason noted above. 
(For the whole passage, cf. Dibelius, loc. cit.y who, however, does 
not notice the probability of a pagan origin.)2 

If this miracle be omitted we should have a group of three 
miracles, the stilling of the storm (iv. 35ff.), Jairus' daughter and 
the woman with the issue of blood (v. 21 ff.), which might have 
formed a unit of the kind already suggested; there would have to 
be a short account of how Jesus preached on the eastern shore of the 
Sea of Galilee, but this need have been no more than a single verse; 
we should certainly expect such a tract to provide a group of three 
miracles, just as the original version of iv. 1-34 gave three parables; 
it is of course possible that there was one tract giving three of each. 
The general style of all three miracles is very similar in respect of 
the typical details (especially to heighten the miracle (iv. 37, v. 23, 
25 f., 3 5)), the appearance of interlocutors, and the final acclamations, 
except in the case of the woman with the issue of blood, where the 
dovetailing of the story into that of the daughter of Jairus has 
eliminated the possibility of an acclamation. These features mark 

1 For a full discussion, cf. *The Gild of Zeus Hypsistos' by Roberts, Skeat, and 
Nock in H. T.R. xxix, 1,63 ff. For whatever reason Luke uses the term in his infancy 
narrative, but otherwise only here (viii. 26) and vi. 35 (Matt, has 'your father in 
heaven* in his parallel passage v. 45). In Acts, Luke only uses the term in St Stephen's 
speech (vii. 48) where his source may have been influenced by the LXX and in the 
highly appropriate scene at Philippi, xvi. 17. Luke might have regarded it as appro
priate here since the Decapolis was a heathen area on the edge of Galilee, but it is 
quite doubtful whether he knew this. On the other hand the phrase was quite likely 
to occur in Mark's source. Harnack's suggestion, quoted by Rawlinson, ad loc> that 
Ovptoros in Mark is due to assimilation to Luke is unnecessary. 

* For the abyss cf. the u£Aocv x&os of the Jewish-Christian exorcism, P.M.G. 
iv, 1248. 
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them out as typical miracle-stories of the hellenistic age (cf. Bult
mann, pp. 229, 230). But while Bultmann is inclined to allow the 
walking on the water a Palestinian origin in view of similar Jewish 
stories, he tends on grounds of style to attribute most of these 
miracle-stories, in which the emphasis is on the wonder as such (not 
as in the 'apophthegms' on a saying for which the miracle or other 
incident is only a setting), to the hellenistic community. But it is 
misleading to use the word 'hellenistic' of these wonder-stories. 
They were popular in the hellenistic age and common in Greek 
writers, but it would seem that they are international in the sense 
that popular love of a miracle leads to a general similarity in the 
form of its stories (cf. Dibelius, p. 79); the public want to be assured 
that the disease healed or the danger averted was such that the wit 
of man was powerless to deal with it, that the miraculous power of 
the wonder-worker was confirmed by his success, that there was 
no doubt that the success was genuine, and finally to hear of the 
admiration which the success of the wonder-worker elicited from 
the bystanders. It would seem that these features are not particularly 
'hellenistic' in the sense that they are likely to come from the 
early Gentile Church rather than the Palestinian. They may, or may 
not, be legendary accretions on the Gospel, but there is no reason to 
suppose that they are late or 'hellenistic'.1 

Thus it is quite reasonable to suppose that these three stories 
once circulated as an independent 'tract' describing the miracles of 
Jesus. It is impossible to say anything as to their age or place of 
origin.2 

1 Thus Bultmann (p. 230) describes the miracle at Nain (Luke vii. nff . ) as 
'typically hellenistic' and decides on 'hellenistic Jewish-Christianity' as its place of 
origin, entirely ignoring the parataxis which makes it typically Semitic and Palestinian 
(cf. Hellenistic Elements^ pp. I, 20). 

2 Even if Bultmann is right in rejecting the name of Jairus in Mark v. 22 on the 
ground of its absence in D and Matthew, and further in the assumption that the 
presence of names is an indication of late origin (p. 337), we have no reason for 
supposing that these stories are 'hellenistic'. But it is doubtful whether the presence 
of names is necessarily evidence of late origin; the natural process would be for the 
names to appear at first, then to drop out of sight; later fictitious names would be 
invented, as they were later for the two malefactors on Calvary (cf. Acts of Pilate x, 
Apocr. N.T.p. 104). Malchus in John xviii. 10 is probably late. The omission of the 
name in D and Matthew seems rather to indicate that the story comes from an early 
stage of the tradition in which names are still preserved, but tending to disappear. 
Each case must be judged on its merits. 
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The section that follows, vi. 30-56, opens with an extract from the 
Twelve-source, to which a fresh pair of miracles are appended by 
a somewhat clumsy introduction, possibly connected with a desire 
to gloss over the fact that there was some attempt to make Jesus 
a king (cf. above, p. 24 n.). This desire may also explain the dif
ficulty, noted by Bultmann (p. 231), of the double motive of 45; 
Jesus 'compels' the disciples to go before him by sea, while he 
retires into the mountain to pray. It was necessary to explain how 
Jesus and the disciples came to be separated; but there seems no 
reason why he should send them away while he dismisses the 
crowd. On the other hand the separation might well have been 
explained by a verse in which he ordered the disciples to cross the 
lake while he went into the mountain to pray (cf. xiv. 32). Into this 
Mark, or a predecessor, may have inserted the statement that he 
* compelled* the disciples to go on board the boat, before he dis
missed the crowd; clearly he would not have dismissed his lieutenants 
if he was contemplating a rising. It must be noticed, as a possible 
support of this view, that in the Fourth Gospel there is some 
evidence that the evangelist is using an older version of the story 
than Mark. The 'contrary wind', which may well be an intrusive 
element from the story of the stilling of the storm in v. 35, is present 
in John vi. 18, but is less emphasized than in Mark, whereas we 
should naturally expect it to be enhanced. The conjunction of the 
storm with the feeding of the 5000 involves the evangelist in the 
elaborate and rather unconvincing explanation of the reunion of Jesus 
with the crowd in John vi. 22-4; this again suggests that the walking 
on the water and the feeding were a fixed combination. Otherwise it 
would have been easy for the evangelist to attach the eucharistic 
discourse to the miracle of feeding, to which it properly belongs, 
instead of dividing the two sections and then reuniting them by 
editorial artifice. Further, Mark habitually minimizes the political 
element in the charges brought against Jesus, while Luke and John 
recognize it; there seems no motive for enhancing its importance in 
the later tradition, which is generally concerned to exonerate the 
Roman government and throw the blame on the Jews. But Mark's 
tendency to avoid the issue entirely is intelligible if he is writing at 
a time when the Church has not yet been condemned by the Imperial 
government; after the condemnation by Nero (cf. Momigliano in 
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C.A.H. x, 725 and note 8, p. 887) there was no longer any need for 
this discretion.1 

Thus we have some evidence that here again Mark is incorporating 
an older source. It is probable that Dibelius is right (pp. 91 f.) in 
seeing in these stories * epiphanies' in which the divinity of Jesus is 
manifested to those who have eyes to see. But it must be noted 
that these selections of miracles are not merely intended, as he 
supposes, to excite faith in Jesus as the great wonder-worker, and 
without religious value except in so far as they produce converts by 
manifesting his thaumaturgic powers to the reader, though not to 
the original witnesses. They are intended to form part of the 
kerygma of how Jesus went about doing good, because God was with 
him; his pity is mentioned in vi. 34, but it is to be understood 
throughout. Further it should be noted that, if the intention is 
simply to excite belief, Mark is not responsible for it. For although 
the 5000 may not have been aware of the miracle by which they were 
being fed, the disciples obviously must have been aware of it; and 
Mark is puzzled by the statement of his source that the disciples were 
amazed by the walking on the water just after they had witnessed the 
miracle of feeding, and so adds that they failed to understand it 
because their heart was hardened.2 

It may be noted that the feeding of the 5000 shows distinct traces 
of being the older version of the miracle of feeding as against 
Mark viii. 1 ff., in view of the fact that the eucharistic reference of the 
story is less clearly marked (cf. Hellenistic Elements, pp. 3ff.)-
Bultmann (p. 232) regards the second version as more original in 
view of the lack of editorial expansion at the beginning, the absence 
of reference to the neighbouring villages and to the fish in verse 5; 
at the end of 6 they are introduced from vi. 34f.; on the other hand 
it is secondary in so far as the action begins with the initiative of 

1 For all this section I am heavily indebted to suggestions by Professor C. H. Dodd. 
2 For an amusing parallel to this kind of explanation, cf. the Infancy Gospels. 

According to Ps.-Matthew, Joseph on one occasion was making a wooden bed and 
told his servant to cut two pieces for the side; the boy cut one shorter than the other, 
whereupon Jesus pulled the shorter piece and made it equal to the other (Ps.-Matt. 
xxxvii, Tischendorf, p. 106). In the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy in Tischendorf's 
Latin translation we find that 'as often as' Joseph cut a piece too long or too short, 
Jesus stretched out his hand and made it of the right length. Having thus heightened 
the miracle the author adds the explanation *non erat enim Josephus artis fabrilis 
admodum peritus* (xxxviii, ibid, p. 201). 
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Jesus, while viii. 2 and 3 are a later version of vi. 35 (§crrrAayxv(cj0r|) 
and vi. 36. It is not clear at what point in the pre-Marcan tradition 
these changes are supposed to have been introduced, or whether 
Bultmann supposes them to be due to Mark himself. Though the 
stories are no doubt a doublet, they reached Mark from two sources 
which he regarded as reliable, and so felt bound to insert both, 
putting in TT&AIV at viii. 1 to make it clear that there really were two 
incidents and that he was not repeating himself when in fact he was.1 

It would seem that the miracle of feeding bound up with the crossing 
of the lake was handed down in two lines of tradition, one of which 
attracted to itself the originally independent story of the walking on 
the water; the two were then attached to a tract of three miracles, 
the calming .of the storm, the woman with the issue of blood and 
Jairus' daughter. It is, indeed, possible that the story of the feeding 
in both versions remained an isolated unit. As against this, how
ever, in both cases it is associated with a return across the lake; 
in one version the return is coupled with the suggestion of an 
attempted Messianic rising and the walking on the water; in the 
other we have a bare mention of the return. It looks as though the 
association was fixed in the tradition before these stories reached 
Mark. 

In any case we have to assume a change of source between 45 and 
53 in order to explain the hopeless confusion of the geography (for 
which cf. Rawlinson ad loc). Jesus and the Twelve retire at vi. 32 
to some unspecified place for refreshment and rest, travelling by 
boat. The feeding of the 5000 was located on the eastern side of the 
lake and so Mark introduced it at this point, since he was describing 
a voyage of some kind; this enabled him to make it clear that there 
was no deliberate intention of provoking a Messianic rising, though 
it involved him in the improbability of saying that the multitude 
could go round the lake on foot and yet get to the eastern shore 
first. After the feeding Jesus sends his disciples across to Bethsaida 
and joins them on the way; the disciples, however, reappear at 

1 Dibelius holds that in viii. i ff. the lack of dramatic details and artistic story
telling shows deliberate shortening (p. 75 n. 1). It seems quite incredible that the later 
version would increase the supply of provisions and cut down the numbers fed. 
Clearly the whole tendency would be to exaggerate the numbers as in fact Matthew 
does by adding * apart from women and children*. 
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Gennesaret, the explanation being not the peculiarity of the winds 
of the sea of Galilee but a clumsy conflation of sources.1 

It is customary to relegate the summary of miracles (vi. 53ff.) to 
Mark's editorial work, though no reason is given for his insertion of 
this rather pointless summary here. It is far more likely that it came 
to him in a source, quite possibly the Twelve-source, which was con
cerned to describe the extension of Jesus' mission from Capernaum 
to the Gennesaret area. Rawlinson's suggestion that it is intended 
to contrast the enthusiasm of the common people with the aloofness 
of the recognized leaders is hardly convincing; we have a clear case 
of the introduction of such fragments of sources in the doublet of 
Mark ix. 3of. and x. 32 fF., and it would seem that this has happened 
here. That it was the Twelve-source that gave this summary of 
miracles can only be suggested as a conjecture; such summaries 
accord with its general style (cf. above, p. 28). But we have no 
mention either of 'the Twelve' or 'the disciples'; it is therefore 
impossible to be certain. 

1 The Western texts add IKEIOSV in Mark vi. 53 to avoid the difficulty, making 
the boat cross to Bethsaida and g o ' thence* to Gennesaret; this is simply an attempt to 
avoid the difficulty. For a good example of this kind of mistake, cf. Josephus, B.J. 
in, 29 ff., where Agrippa joins Vespasian on his march against the Jews at Antioch, 
although his forces are already engaged in coping with raids from Galilee {Vita 398); 
it appears, however, from Vita 407 that he really joined him on his march from 
Antioch to Tyre. But in B.J. Josephus omits the section of his source which deals 
with the march from Antioch to Tyre and so takes Agrippa north to Antioch. Cf. 
Weber, Josephus u. Vespasian, pp. 946°. 

Rawlinson may be right in suggesting that Mark's ideas of the geography of 
Galilee were pretty vague; but Josephus must have had a fair knowledge of these 
regions and can be guilty of an absurdity of a far worse kind. Unfortunately the 
parallel account of the crossing after the feeding of the 4000 does not help us, since 
it brings the boat to the impossible 'Dalmanutha' (Mark viii. 10; cf. Lagrange 
ad loc. for various attempts at a solution). 
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NAZARETH AND JOHN THE BAPTIST 

Besides this possible collection of miracles and the story of the 
demoniac of Gerasa, Mark has fitted into this part of his Gospel two 
sections, vi. 1-6 and 14-29. The first story, the rejection at Nazareth, 
presents the difficulty that verse 2 suggests admiration (enhanced in 
Luke iv. 22) and does not fit in with the rejection. (Cf. Bultmann, 
p. 31, who suggests that this may have been the original intention 
of 3 (Kal &TKav8aAi3ovTO K.T.A. being a later addition); but of this 
there is no evidence.) Dibelius (p. 107) and Bultmann hold that the 
story of the rejection is simply developed out of the saying of 4, 
though for this purpose it has to be assumed that originally the saying 
was in the longer form in which it appears in Pap. Ox. 1: OUK kcrnv 
8EKT6S TTpo9f|TT|S £v TTJ TrccTp{6i ccuToO, ou8e icnrpds TTOieT Oepcoreiccs 
els TOUS yivcbaKovTocs OCUTOV; clearly the saying as it stands in 
Mark is not nearly prominent enough to furnish the basis of the 
whole story. It is obviously hardly reasonable to suppose that the 
papyrus has an older tradition in this one point; the rest of its sayings, 
except where they are quotations from the Gospels, have no claim 
to originality. Further it is most unlikely that Mark or an earlier 
inventor would have said of Jesus that he could not do mighty works 
because of their unbelief. Bultmann rightly sees that 5 b is intended 
to modify the impression of Jesus' inability to work miracles, but 
holds that the purpose of the original was not to emphasize Jesus' 
inability, but the dependence of miracles on faith. Thus the story is 
developed out of a proverbial saying by the primitive community 
in order to explain why miracles sometimes fail to happen in the 
course of its mission; the reason is the hearers' lack of faith. On the 
other hand it is clear that Matthew understood OUK £80VCCTO as 
meaning real inability, and as the point of the story, and modified it 
accordingly; while 6 is not likely to be a late addition and could only 
stand as part of a story of rejection. On the principles of form-
criticism (Bultmann, p. 7) we must judge the processes at work in 
the precanonical tradition by the way in which Mark is revised 
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by his successors; if so, it would seem that we ought to suppose 
that the inability of Jesus and his 'wonder* stood out even more 
clearly in Mark's source and was the real point of it. (Cf. noluit 
and non faciebat in the Old Latin MSS. and Origen, in Ev. Matt. 
x, 19.) 

As a matter of fact the difficulty would seem to have a simpler 
explanation. Luke (iv. 16-30) has a different version, which stands 
at the beginning of the ministry of Jesus, and begins with a yet more 
enthusiastic admiration for Jesus on the part of his hearers. At 22, 
however, we have a variant of the Marcan comments on the family of 
Jesus ('son of Joseph* for 'son of Mary'), leading up to the proverb, 
' Physician, heal thyself and the saying of Mark vi. 4, introduced 
by elirev Si (24) which may safely be regarded as marking an insertion 
from another source into the account from which the main part of 
his story is drawn. But the source from which it is interpolated is 
not Mark, for it opens with d|if|v; Luke is very slovenly in getting rid 
of this barbarism, but he cannot be credited with having introduced 
it into a saying inserted from Mark in which it does not appear. [It is 
probable that the frr' &Ar|0efas with which 25 opens is an emendation 
of &\xf\v, though elsewhere Luke uses dXr|0cos as a substitute (ix. 27, 
xii. 44, xxi. 3).] It follows that Luke has before him a slightly varied 
form of the Marcan story,1 and that he has introduced the testi
monium of 18 and the sending of Elijah and Elisha to the Gentiles in 
order to add a symbolical value to the scene (cf. Creed ad loc.\ the 
sayings as to Elijah and Elisha being taken from earlier tradition 
(Bultmann, p. 31, following Wellhausen). 

On the other hand the contrast between the original enthusiasm 
clearly expressed in Luke and apparently implied in Mark vi. 2 
cannot be part of the original story, if that story was developed out of 
the proverbial saying. The most natural explanation is that Mark is 
here dealing with an isolated unit of tradition, which told of the 
rejection of Jesus at Nazareth, and of his inability to do any mighty 
works. But it seemed incredible to him or to his authority that the 
Lord should have spoken in a synagogue without exciting admiration 
from his hearers, since this was a conventional part of the tradition; 
consequently he, or a predecessor, introduced the customary 

1 On the principles of form-criticism it should be an older tradition in view of the 
fuller list of the names of the family of Jesus in Mark vi. 3. 
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'amazement',1 and proceeded to add the rest of the story without 
regard for consistency; this was simply done by the change of 
lAeyov into ^STrAfjaaovTO A£yovTes in 2 b.* The result is an 
inconsistency easily paralleled in Mark's betters.3 Thus Mark has 
merely inserted a purely conventional account of the admiration 
which Jesus was bound to excite; the rest comes from his tradition 
except that he may be suspected of having modified Jesus' inability 
to work miracles by inserting the healing of a few sick. Naturally 
we cannot demonstrate that Mark's story did not grow out of the 
Oxyrhynchus logion, nor yet that the logion was not a secular 
proverb attached to Jesus by popular tradition. But Bultmann's 
saying that the logion 'can hardly have grown out of Mark vi. 4, 
rather the opposite is probable' is entirely arbitrary, especially in 
view of the fact that Luke's 'Physician, heal thyself looks sus
piciously like the original saying in process of being transformed into 
the Oxyrhynchus saying. Obviously Bultmann here contradicts the 
general (and legitimate) assumption of form-criticism, which he 
recognizes on pp. 93 f., that an expanded saying in a later source is 
normally to be regarded as secondary. 

There seems to be no evidence that the Nazareth incident was 
ever combined with any others into a short collection. This does not 
mean that it was not so combined; we can only hope to trace such 

1 Possibly the heightening of the admiration in Luke iv. 21 f. is due to pre-Lucan 
tradition, like the &\xf\vf but there can be no certainty as to this. 

2 Alternatively there may originally have been a contrast between the admiration 
of a majority and the opposition of a minority, 'the Pharisees'(?), who carried the 
majority with them. 

3 Cf. Josephus, Antu x m , 314-19, where we have a lurid account of the death of 
Aristobulus I; his last moments are tormented by his consciousness of having 
murdered his mother and brother; at 318 we are told that 'with these words he died 
after reigning for one year, having been called [or "having regarded himself as a"; 
cf. G.J.V. 1, 275] Philhellene, and having conferred many benefits on his country, 
having conquered the Ituraeans in war and annexed much of their land to Judaea, 
compelling the inhabitants, if they wished to remain in the country, to be circum
cised and to live according to the laws of the Jews. And he was of a good (iirteiKfis) 
character, and of great modesty (o^oSpcc al6ous ^TTCOV), as Strabo testifies, 
quoting Timagenes. . . \ (Here follows a short quotation of which the foregoing 
is a paraphrase.) Here Josephus gives the conventional Jewish view of Aristo
bulus as a monster of crime, but cannot resist the temptation to insert a favourable 
notice of a Jew from a Gentile writer, although it entirely contradicts what has 
preceded it. Josephus passes as a historian: but he cannot resist the temptation to 
quote Gentile writers who praise Jews, whatever the truth may be. 
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collections where they have been allowed to stand more or less 
intact, as in Mark iv. 1-34, or when there is a similarity of form or 
content which makes the existence of such a source more or less 
probable. It does not mean that the story is late or secondary, since 
we have no means of determining how much oral tradition may have 
survived independently, nor what the value of that oral tradition 
may have been. 

The death of the Baptist is presumably a piece of popular rumour, 
which may or may not be reliable but is not part of the Gospel 
tradition proper, in the sense that it does not come from the dis
ciples; nor does it even profess to come from the disciples of John. 
It may or may not have reached Mark in a written or fixed oral 
form. The doubts cast on its reliability seem to rest on rather 
uncertain reasoning. It is objected that the story is inconsistent with 
the version of Josephus. This is true enough, but Josephus at this 
point is at his most unreliable, and his account of the Baptist's 
teaching is ludicrous: 'He commanded them to practise virtue and 
to behave with justice to one another and with piety towards God 
and so to come together in baptism. For so their baptism would be 
acceptable to God, if they made use of it not to secure pardon for 
their sins, but for the purification of the body if the soul had first 
been cleansed by righteousness' {Antu xvm, 117). Why Herod 
should have put John to death for fear lest such harmless platitudes 
as these might lead to a rebellion, does not appear. The fact is that 
Josephus here has come to the end of Nicolas of Damascus and has 
not yet come to his own career, where he must have known the 
truth, though he may not tell it, or the good Roman source which he 
uses in the Wars; his record of events in Judaea is very slight in 
extent and quite unreliable. His source here appears to be a * History 
of the Herods' which was strongly on the side of Herod Agrippa I 
and opposed to Antipas and all the members of the house who failed 
to live up to his standards of Jewish piety.1 

It is also objected that the whole scene of the daughter of 
Herodias dancing before the drunken court of Antipas is entirely 
improbable. But it may be doubted whether it is less credible 
than the scene at the court of Orodes after the defeat of Crassus 

1 For Josephus* sources here, cf. Holscher, Die Quellen des Josephus; pp. 59 ff., 
and his article in P.fF.K. ix, 2. 1987^". 
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described by Plutarch (Crassus, 33), and .there is no reason to 
suppose that the Herods in general were more civilized than the 
Arsacids, or more orthodox in their Judaism than the Arsacids in 
their Mazdaism. (For the latter, cf. Tarn in C.A.H. ix, 594.) Thus 
while it is possible that Mark is repeating bazaar-rumours as 
Rawlinson (p. 82) suggests, there is no reason to suppose that the 
rumour may not have been a great deal nearer to the truth than the 
story of Josephus. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CORBAN AND MISCELLANEOUS 
INCIDENTS 

The next section is a well-marked unit (vii. 1-23). It may have 
some foundations in history, in so far as Jesus may have used the 
testimonium of Isa. xxix. 13 against the Jews, though not in the 
LXX form (as in Mark vii. 6), nor on this occasion; more probably it 
is simply a proof-text used by the Gentile Church against the Jews 
in which the Pharisaic teaching as to vows is used, and perhaps 
distorted, as an argument against Judaism. It is possible indeed that 
Jesus did at some time use the argument from this practice against 
the Pharisees, but the last clause of 13 is quite clearly addressed by 
the Church to the synagogue.1 The introductory explanation of the 
standpoint of the Pharisees (which the reader has been assumed to 
understand at ii. 16, 23 and iii. 6) shows that we are dealing with 
a tract of Gentile origin, as does the typically hellenistic catalogue 
of vices at i8ff.;2 the saying of 15 may, however, quite well be 
authentic.3 The whole section stands out as a well-marked unit. It 

1 For the difficulties as to the use of the LXX text and the Corban saying, cf. 
Rawlinson ad loc. 

2 The introductory explanation of the Pharisees shows the hellenistic origin of 
this particular passage, at least in its present form, but this does not prove the 
hellenistic character of the Gospel as a whole. The final form of the Gospel is no 
doubt due to a writer in a hellenistic Church; but the assumption that the Pharisees 
(still more the Herodians) are intelligible to the reader in the passages noted above 
shows that the material is of Palestinian origin and has not been edited by Mark but 
allowed to stand as it reached him. For similar phenomena in Josephus, cf. B.J. 111, 
29, where Antioch is introduced as the third city of the Empire and the metropolis of 
Syria, though he has already mentioned it thirteen times; but it was introduced in 
this way because it was the first mention of it in his * Flavian' source (cf. Weber, 
Josephus u. Vespasian, pp. 97 f.). So in Antt. XVIII, 91 f. he describes the building of 
the tower of Antonia by Hyrcanus from his * Herodian' source; but we have already 
had it in his account of the Life of Herod at xv, 403 from Nicolas of Damascus 
(cf. Holscher, Die Quellen des Josephus, pp. 16, 63). 

For the catalogue of vices, cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 5; to those noted may be 
added C.H. ix, 3. 

3 There is a close resemblance between this saying and that of Epictetus quoted by 
Stobaeus (Hense m, 1, 144), but the wording is quite different and there is no need to 
suppose any connection. 
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is worth noting the structure, since we shall find similarly constructed 
tracts in dealing with St Luke. We have: 

(i) A narrative introduction (expanded by an explanation of the 
practice of the Pharisees). 

(2) A question addressed to Jesus. 
(3) His answer. 
(4) Further sayings introduced by 'and he said unto them*. In 

these collections, as will be seen, the connection between the various 
sayings may be one of subject-matter (real or supposed), or it may 
be merely one of verbal association. We may have separate introduc
tions for each saying or for groups of sayings, and the words 'and 
he said unto them' may be expanded as in 14 here by slight narrative 
details. 

(5) At or near the end a request for an explanation or an inter
ruption leading to a further saying; there is normally an effective 
conclusion; here the saying on what defiles a man ends with a cretic 
followed by a trochee. 

In this particular tract the general connection of sense and the 
construction as a whole are far more effective than we normally 
find; the compiler would seem to have been a Greek who knew 
his business better than the majority of the compilers. There is only 
one serious defect, the sudden introduction of a crowd from no
where at 14;1 it is possible that this is due to Mark, who had before 
him a request for an explanation by the disciples, and introduced 
both the crowd at 14 and the return 'into the house' at 17, in order 
to make this chapter match the tract on the parables in ch. iv. It will 
be noted that, if the view expressed above be correct, the structure 
of that chapter originally corresponded to this, with a narrative 
introduction, a series of parables and parabolic sayings with an 
introduction of 'and he said (unto them)' and a request for an 
explanation, which in 18 as in Mark iv. 13 is answered by an ironical 
rebuke of the questioner's stupidity. The only structural differences 
are that in Mark iv the opening parable is not elicited by a question, 
while the tract concludes not with the refusal of an explanation, but 
with a narrative summary of Jesus' method of teaching by parables. 

The story of the Syrophoenician woman (Mark vii. 24-30) 
stands as an isolated unit and presents several problems. The core 

1 But cf. above, p. 10 n. 2, for similar awkwardnesses. 
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appears to be the dialogue between Jesus and the woman, which is 
practically the same in Mark vii. 27-8 and Matt. xv. 26-7 except for 
Matthew's omission of &pes irpcoTov x°PT0CCT^lV0Cl T<* T£KVOC. 

This omission is no doubt due to the dislike of the Jewish-Christian 
circles, through which much of Matthew's tradition has passed, even 
to this qualified admission of the Gentiles to the children's meal. The 
rest of the story may be drawn from Mark; in this case Matt. xv. 23 f. 
is an additional dialogue between Jesus and his disciples, based on 
the originally unattached saying of Matt. xv. 24. But this addition 
cannot be ascribed to Matthew, who does not himself oppose the 
admission of the Gentiles, though it is probable that he would only 
have admitted them as proselytes of Judaism. It would be con
ceivable that Mark had the same dialogue before him and omitted it 
to suit his own more * liberal' view; but it is very doubtful whether 
he would have done so, since in general he is a pretty pedantic 
compiler, and we should expect him to have omitted the whole 
story, which is at best a somewhat grudging concession to the faith 
of one particular Gentile. Even the irpcoTov of 27 only softens the re
luctant consent to a slight extent, whereas normally in Mark the Jews 
have already been rejected (iv. 12, vi. 4, etc.).1 Luke has omitted 
the whole story and Mark could perfectly well have done the same. 

A further difficulty is presented by the wording. Apart from the 
identical piece of dialogue already noted the actual wording of the 
two stories is as different as it could be. (The only identical words 
appear to be eneiOev in Mark vii. 24, ywi*| and £A6o0cra in 25, efrrev 
in 29.) Some of the changes are characteristic, such as TrpocjeKuvei 
in Matt. xv. 25 and the heightening of the miracle by the simul-

1 Bultmann (p. 38) suggests either that irpcoTov is an insertion by Mark (or a pre
decessor) into the tradition, since it weakens the force of the argument, or that the 
whole clause is an insertion into the text of Mark. The former view is of course 
possible, though quite unnecessary unless it is assumed a priori that Jesus cannot have 
contemplated any possible extension of his message to the Gentiles. The latter view 
seems pure special pleading. Matthew frequently gives a version modified by 
Jewish-Christian prejudices (Streeter, Four Gospels, p. 261), and it is natural to 
suppose that he has done so here. * Secondary insertions * into the text of Mark are 
scarcely a legitimate explanation unless there is some MS. evidence, or the text 
presents a difficulty which cannot be explained by any other means. 

As a curiosity it may be noticed that Bultmann (p. 68) supposes that Mark invented 
the borders of Tyre by inference from the story—as if Gentiles were not plentiful 
enough in Galilee and Decapolis (cf. Josephus, Antt. xvm, 36ff., B.J. 11, 457ff-)« 
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taneity of the cure (for this, cf. Matt. viii. 13 as against Luke vii. 10). 
The remaining changes might be due to Matthean editing, but if so 
it is curious that Matthew, who normally abbreviates, should have 
added KCCI ZI8COVOS in xv. 21 and amplified Mark vii. 25 as he has 
done (even if the statement that she came 'out of those borders' was 
inserted to show that Jesus was not on Gentile soil at the moment). 
Thus it is conceivable that the story circulated in several forms in 
oral tradition; the identical dialogue will in this case be due to the 
fact that its value as a proof-text, showing that in certain cases 
Gentiles could be admitted, caused the actual words to be preserved, 
or to the fact that Matthew has for some reason followed the Marcan 
version of the dialogue. If so it would seem to follow that the 
dialogue was from the first handed down in its present setting; it 
could only stand as part of the story of the healing of a Gentile's 
child, and it seems fantastic to suppose that the original story was 
lost and a new one invented as a setting for the sayings which alone 
had survived.1 

1 This appears to be the meaning of Dibelius' very obscure treatment of the 
incident (p. 261). Bultmann (p. 39) regards this story and the Centurion's servant 
as variations of the same theme; both are 'ideal scenes' and both contain the only 
'healings at a distance' in the Synoptic tradition, which 'hardly any one will uphold'. 
This seems a survival of a rather naive liberalism; naturally we can assume that the 
story has been exaggerated; the primitive Jewish-Christian community may have 
been reluctant to admit that Jesus went into the house of a Gentile. If there has been 
exaggeration it is quite as likely to come from Jews as from Gentiles. 

But the parallelism of form between the two stories is remarkable, when the 
Johannine version is taken into account. Unfortunately, Luke (vii. 1-10) has rewritten 
the opening for his own reasons (cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 10), so that we cannot be 
sure whether there was a version in which the centurion began by sending friends. In 
any case the request is at first met with something like a refusal (John iv. 48; normally 
miracles in this Gospel are frankly thaumaturgic, and the saying can only be explained 
as a careless insertion from a source which knew the earlier tradition). This is followed 
by a saying which proves the Gentile's faith; if the centurion can send soldiers on 
errands Jesus can send angels or other spiritual agents. This faith elicits a favourable 
response, and a word of healing (omitted by Luke, probably through sheer careless
ness), and the servant is healed; both the Matthean and Johannine versions make the 
cure coincide with Jesus' favourable answer; this was no doubt a later addition to the 
story. In John the fact that the centurion and his house believed may be regarded 
as an acclamation; there is none in the other versions. 

It may perhaps be worth asking whether we have not in these two stories fragments 
of a tract relating to Jesus' dealings with Gentiles, which goes back to the time when 
their admission to the Church was a live issue. But the evidence is quite insufficient 
to justify more than a conjecture; the fact that Mark does not mention the centurion's 
servant tells against it. 
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The story of the deaf mute at Decapolis will be considered in the 
next chapter; this is followed by the feeding of the 4000 and the 
return across the lake, which have been considered already. This 
leaves in this section of Mark the two incidents of the demand of the 
Pharisees for a sign (viii. n-13) and the warning against the leaven 
of the Pharisees and Herod (viii. 14-21). The situation is purely 
Marcan (cf. Bultmann, p. 54), as is the association of the two 
incidents; both of them show the Pharisees as the conventional 
opponents. Whether the Pharisees in 11 are due to Mark or his 
source is uncertain; in Luke xi. 16 and 29 the story has been con
flated with the Q version of the Beelzebub controversy; whether 
this conflation is due to Luke or a previous compiler does not con
cern us at this point. But in the Lucan version we have no mention 
of the Pharisees, which suggests that he is following an older 
tradition for which the Pharisees were not yet the conventional 
opponents. All we can say of the first incident is that it preserves 
a record of Jesus' sense of the tension between himself and 'this 
generation* similar to that of Mark ix. 14, which may well go back 
to the earliest tradition. 

The second story, the warning against the leaven of the Pharisees 
and Herod, is on the other hand remarkable. The setting is pre-
Marcan in the sense that it records an occasion in which the disciples 
had forgotten to take bread with them for a journey on the lake; we 
have no means of saying what the occasion was; it is only inserted 
here because the disciples were at ' Dalmanutha' which is by implica
tion on the western side of the lake (the feeding of the 4000 having 
taken place on the eastern side); they have, however, to be in the 
region of Bethsaida at viii. 22. But it is clear that it comes from a 
relatively late period of the ministry, since the Pharisees have 
already formed their coalition with the Herodians; it is of value as 
preserving a memory of the gradual growth of tension between 
Jesus and the Pharisees, which has left its mark on the story, though 
it had largely been forgotten by the time that the Gospel was 
written (cf. p. 16 above). 

The journey in the boat and the lack of more than one loaf appear 
to be integral to the story. As against this 17 is introduced by Mark 
for the sake of the testimonium of Jer. v. 21 as applied to the 
disciples before the resurrection. Verses 19 and 20 are simply a 
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clumsy attempt to adapt the story to its present position. It would 
obviously be absurd to suppose that in the given situation the dis
ciples could really be worried because they had forgotten the bread. 
But Mark needed a journey across the lake and found this incident 
attached to such a journey, so he put it in here, using the text 
of Jeremiah to explain the stupidity of the disciples and at the 
same time rubbing in the two miracles of feeding. The whole 
procedure throws a somewhat lurid light on the supposed 'artistry' 
of Mark. 

But in itself the story is of a very high historical value. It goes 
back to a period in which the tradition preserved a memory of the 
facts independent of their value for purposes of edification. There is 
no evidence that Mark understood its meaning. Matthew preserves 
it (xvi. 5-12), but since he does not understand it, he substitutes the 
Sadducees for the Herodians, and explains at the end that the 
disciples understood that he meant the teaching of the Pharisees and 
the Sadducees, though properly speaking the Sadducees had no 
teaching but merely denied certain Pharisaic innovations. Luke 
despairs of it (xii. 1) and merely says 'the leaven of the Pharisees, 
which is hypocrisy', which is simply the conventional attitude.1 The 
original saying was a warning against agents provocateurs who would 
bribe the disciples either to give information which could be used 
against Jesus, or perhaps to produce 'incidents'. Such a procedure 
was obvious and in the end successful, though the Herodians had no 
part in it; it may be presumed that they would not have any in
fluence on the Sanhedrin, and it is possible that they were only 
useful allies in Galilee. The preservation of the incident suggests that 
the tradition behind the Gospels is of a greater historical value than 
is sometimes allowed. 

1 Luke's supposed interest in Herod and his circle rests on Joanna wife of Chuza 
at viii. 3 from the Twelve-source (cf. above, p. 21), the incident of xiii. 31 and the 
trial before Herod, xxiii. jfi. (for which see below, pp. 135 ff.). On the other hand he 
ignores Mark's Herodians because he does not understand them. Matthew preserves 
them at xxii. 16 ( = Mark xii. 13) but omits them at xii. 14 ( = Mark iii. 6). In the 
former passage their preservation is simply due to mechanical copying. It may be 
noted that Pap. 45 here reads 'HpcoSiccvcov with W, G and fam. 1; but it would be 
unsafe to follow this reading in view of the probability of assimilation to iii. 6 and 
xii. 13. 

It looks as though Luke's supposed interest in Herod is simply due to his sources, 
in view of his omission of the Herodians and of Herod here. 
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It is of course possible that the incident comes from the same 
source as iii. 6 and the tribute-money question (cf. above, p. 10 and 
below, p. 89). In this case Mark has detached it and inserted it here 
because he wanted a voyage in a boat; but there is no evidence that 
this was so. In its original form it was a warning of a practical 
danger, ending simply with the question of 21 following immediately 
on 16. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A BOOK OF LOCALIZED MIRACLES 

The next section (Mark vii. 31-7) at first sight looks like another 
isolated incident. It stands between the Syrophoenician woman 
and the doublet version of the miracle of feeding with a very clumsy 
Marcan introduction. The difficulty of returning from the borders 
of Tyre and Sidon to the Sea of Galilee via Decapolis (on the eastern 
shore of the lake) can hardly be explained with Rawlinson ad loc. as 
due to Mark's desire to locate the second miracle of feeding on 
Gentile territory; apart from the seven loaves and the seven baskets 
of remnants, which might or might not suggest the seventy nations 
of the world, there is nothing to indicate that this miracle is regarded 
as happening on Gentile ground. The obvious explanation is that 
the miracle of healing the deaf man was located at Decapolis; 
the abrupt introduction of viii. 1 and its assumption of a multitude 
mark it as a miracle story which has no organic connection 
with its present context. It would seem that Mark's journey is 
a mere editorial link to bring Jesus from the scene of the heal
ing of the preceding section to the healing of the deaf man for 
the simple reason that this miracle was in the tradition located in 
Decapolis. 

The story has obvious affinities with two others, the blind man of 
Bethsaida (viii. 22-6) and Bartimaeus (x. 46-52). In each the story 
is localized; in each case the cure is worked with some difficulty, the 
difficulty in the first two cases arising from the nature of the com
plaint, in the last from the attempt of the bystanders to silence the 
patient. A further peculiarity is that the first and the third have no 
acclamation; on the other hand the second ends with a very exag
gerated one, if it is intended simply to refer to the healing of one 
deaf man. It would be far more effective as a summary of several 
miracles, though as it stands in Mark it refers only to healing the 
deaf and dumb; but this might be due simply to an editorial change 
by Mark himself. It would be simple to alter 'the deaf to hear 
and the blind to see' into 'the deaf to hear and the dumb to 
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speak'. Further, the ccCrrois of vii. 36, though not impossible if 
it is taken to apply to the patient and the friends who bring him to 
Jesus, would be far more natural as a summary of several miracles 
in which the command was addressed to the patients only, as in 
i. 44. 

Thus the suspicion is aroused that we have here an independent 
tract of three miracles, each located at the place where Mark puts 
them. But his general framework of the journeys of Jesus forced him 
to break up the original collection and put each miracle at a moment 
when Jesus was passing through the given place. In the original the 
deaf man at Decapolis stood last; in Mark it had to come first since 
Jesus had to be taken from the 'borders of Tyre' in vii. 24 to 
Caesarea Philippi in viii. 27 with a visit to the eastern side of the 
lake at viii. 1: Decapolis and Bethsaida could be fitted into such 
a journey. Whether Bartimaeus came first or second we cannot say; 
either the tract ignored the chronological order of the incidents, or 
Jesus had passed through Jericho at some earlier point in his ministry, 
as is perfectly possible. Mark, however, did not trouble to detach 
the acclamation and the general command of secrecy from their 
position after the Decapolis incident; he allowed them to stand 
simply as a conclusion to that incident and not in their proper place 
as the conclusion of the whole tract. The command to the blind man 
of Bethsaida not even to go into the village was left in viii. 26; it has 
sometimes been criticized as absurd, since the man must sooner or 
later return to his home; it appears a natural precaution if Jesus 
wished to avoid dangerous publicity or a delay on his journey; there 
is an obvious inconsistency between the 'village' and Bethsaida, the 
most natural explanation of which is that the incident occurred at 
a village near the city, on some occasion when Jesus was approaching 
it by land. As, however, Mark has fitted it into a journey by boat, 
Jesus has to arrive at Bethsaida for the miracle, while the incon
sistent 'village' remains.1 The bald ending of the Bethsaida story at 

1 For a parallel, cf. Diod. Sic. v, 26, where we are told that owing to the cold Gaul 
does not produce olives or vines. ' Therefore those of the Gauls who are deprived 
of those fruits' make beer or mead instead. The statement is untrue and inconsistent 
with the reference to 'those of the Gauls' who cannot produce wine. Strabo, iv, 
1, 2 (178), who like Diodorus is transcribing Posidonius, shows that Diodorus has 
an account of Narbonensis, which went on to describe the rest of Gaul. Posidonius 
rightly said that Narbonensis produced the same fruit as Italy: 'but as you go 
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viii. 26 supports the view that we have here a fragment of a source 
which did not end so abruptly. 

Bartimaeus again has neither acclamation nor a command of 
secrecy. It is true that there is no difficulty about the working of the 
cure except in so far as the bystanders interfere, but it is not to be 
supposed that the original tract was interested in the gradual nature 
of the cures as such. The fact that this feature has been preserved 
ought, on the principle that we must judge of the pre-canonical 
tradition of miracle stories in the light of the treatment of such 
stories in the later Gospels and the post-canonical writings, to give 
us a very high opinion of the value of these stories;* for both Luke 
and Matthew omit the first two owing to their inconsistency with 
the more highly developed Christology of their time. They were of 
course equally inconsistent with the Christology of Mark, but he 
appears not to have noticed it. Bartimaeus could be preserved 
since the delay was not due to any inherent difficulty but to the 
interference of the bystanders; yet even here a later generation might 
have asked why Jesus could not have healed the blind man at once, 
since he must have known that he was there asking to be healed. 
The stories are 'hellenistic' only in the sense noted above (p. 42); 
they conform to a general pattern, but there is no reason to doubt 
that they go back to an older tradition than Mark, and no reason 
whatsoever to suppose that Mark is responsible for their localization. 
We have of course no evidence for their chronological order, or the 
period in the ministry of Jesus to which they belonged, except in so 
far as it is quite probable that Jesus did not go so far from Galilee as 
Jericho until his last journey to Jerusalem.* 

north, figs and olives fail, but the rest grow. And as you go farther north, the vine 
does not ripen easily.' Cf. F.G.H. 87, F 116 and Jacoby's notes on the whole passage. 
The inconsistency is due to abbreviation. 

1 Dibelius (p. 81) holds that Mark preserves them as a guide to Christian healers; 
it is not clear why the technique should be preservejd in these two particular cases 
and not elsewhere, except possibly in v. 41 where Talitha Coum may be preserved as 
the necessary 'word of power' for raising the dead. But it is entirely improbable 
that the Church would have preserved a record of gradual miracles merely for this 
purpose: the method could be learnt without the damaging admission that Jesus 
himself had to use it in difficult cases. 

2 As against the view that Mark is responsible for locating Bartimaeus at Jericho 
it should be noted that considerations of dramatic propriety would naturally suggest 
making the triumphal entry follow immediately on x. 45, or alternatively putting the 
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The probability that these three stories come from the same 
source throws a rather important light on Mark's supposed 'Mes
sianic secret'1. (For a discussion of Wrede's theory, cf. Rawlinson, 
pp. 258fF.) It is probable enough that in some cases Mark, having 
before him sources which described commands to keep a cure 
secret, extended them to other occasions. But it would seem that 
the commands really go back to the historical situation of the 
ministry, in which Jesus wished to avoid the gathering of a crowd 
and possibly in some cases the risk of a * Messianic' rising. Naturally 
the secret could not be kept permanently by a patient who had been 
healed, but it could be kept secret until he was out of reach of any 
crowd that might assemble. It is of course probable enough that 
Mark regarded the recognition of Jesus by demoniacs as proof of his 
power over the supernatural world; that demoniacs who may well 
have heard of him as a wonder-worker should recognize him in 
terms which the Church could regard as Messianic seems psycho
logically probable enough. Wrede's objection that disciples who 
had recognized Jesus as the Messiah would not have forsaken him 
and fled, shows a remarkable inability to realize how most of us 
would have acted in similar circumstances. 

healing of the deaf man with its enthusiastic acclamation after Bartimaeus, and thus 
giving a good explanation of the greeting of the crowd at the entry. Bartimaeus 
merely interrupts the Passion-motif which dominated the section x. 32-45; the lack 
of an acclamation leaves it with no organic connection with what precedes or follows. 
Mark put it here because it was located by his source. 

1 Cf. W. Wrede, Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien (1901). [Eitrem, 'Some 
Notes on the Demonology of the New Testament', Symb. OsL SuppL xii (1950), 
pp. 47 f., has pointed out that in folklore medicine prohibitions against making a 
cure public are common; cf. P.M.G. vn, 1025, i o n . ] 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE 'CENTRAL SECTION' 
(MARK viii. 27-x. 45) 

It is generally held that this part of Mark has a peculiar character of 
its own, as a solemn preparation for the Passion (cf. Rawlinson, 
p. 108). That the section gives this impression need not be disputed; 
but it remains a question whether this is due to deliberate editing by-
Mark or to the nature of the sources at his disposal. It has already 
been noted that several pericopae appear to have been taken over 
bodily or with slight adjustment from the Twelve-source (ix. 33-5, 
x. 32-45; cf. above, pp. 24 and 25). Apart from these sections Mark 
has done so much arrangement of his material that it is difficult to 
isolate particular sections as coming from different sources; but 
there are certain indications which suggest that such sources existed. 
Thus the 'after six days' of Mark ix. 2 is quite pointless as a pendant 
to ix. 1. On the other hand it would be entirely in place as a pendant 
to Peter's confession. Mark would seem to have found the confession 
and the Transfiguration linked together in his source by the note of 
time; he has separated them in order to introduce the rebuke of 
Peter.1 Naturally our view of the historical value of the story of 
the confession depends on our view of Jesus' 'Messianic self-
consciousness'. 

It would seem that the section viii. 31-ix. 1 comes from another 
source, and has been inserted here by Mark, perhaps because he 
wished to make clear what the Messiahship of Jesus really meant, 
perhaps simply because Peter figured prominently in both sources 

1 Bultmann (p. 276) objects that the story of the confession ought to be followed 
by a scene such as Luke v. 1 ff., or a charge as in John xxi. 15 ff. But if the story led 
straight on to the Transfiguration this does not apply. The objection that the question 
ought to come from the disciple, not from the master, is part of the general weakness of 
treating the normal conventions of popular literature as 'laws of nature'. Bultmann 
supposes that the conclusion of the story in the early tradition (which of course was 
not historical) is found in Matt. xvi. i8ff. But it is his general principle that an 
interest in particular disciples (especially if it glorifies them) is secondary. The view 
{ibid. p. 277) that the early hellenistic Church would not have hesitated to describe 
Peter as * Satan* is scarcely plausible. 
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and he thought it convenient to group them together. (It is of 
course always possible that they had been united by an earlier 
compiler before they reached him.) There is some support for this 
view in the clumsy connection at 34; 'calling the multitude with 
his disciples' seems to be a Marcan addition, intended to make it 
clear that the call to bear the Cross is addressed to all the followers 
of Jesus, not merely to the Twelve and their successors as apostolic 
leaders of the Church. The original source of this section consisted of 
a collection of sayings, introduced by the prophecy of the Passion; 
the rebuke of Peter will have been followed simply by 'and he said 
to his disciples'. We then have the group of sayings 34-8 and the 
single saying of ix. i.1 It is probable that ix. 11-13 also came from 
this source, a collection of sayings dealing with the Passion and the 
Parousia; as it stands it breaks the connection between the Trans
figuration and the healing of the demoniac implied in the tension 
between Jesus and his generation in ix. 19. 

Mark has inserted the dialogue ix. 11-13 (with 9f. as an editorial 
transition) from the same source as viii. 31-ix. 1 (cf. Bultmann, 
p. 279) because he wished to connect the Elijah saying with the 
appearance of Elijah on the mountain. There was probably more of 
this source, the fragments noted being rather short for an inde
pendent tract; but there is no means of identifying any other 
section of the Gospel as having once formed part of it. The difficulty 
is increased by the fact that we cannot say with certainty whether 
what we possess represents the beginning or the end. It may, 
however, be noted that the question of 11 and the dramatic ending 
of 13 rather suggest that this was originally the conclusion of a col
lection of sayings.2 But it is possible that it existed as an introduction 

1 Creed on Luke xiv. 27 holds that the metaphor of* the Cross in 34 would not 
have been appropriate apart from the actual crucifixion, and therefore that' the saying 
must have taken shape in the community'. But apart from the possibility that Jesus 
might already have foreseen that the conflict between himself and the authorities 
could only have one ending, the saying may well have been proverbial by this date; 
cf. Genesis Rabba 56 where Isaac carrying the wood for his sacrifice is like one that 
carries his cross on his shoulders, and Plut. De Ser. Num. Vind. ix, 554 where 
wickedness brings its own punishment just as a malefactor carries his own cross. The 
call then is to become criminals and outcasts as in Mark xiii. 13. 

2 For the difficulties of the passage, cf. Rawlinson ad loc. But his proposal (fol
lowing Turner) to transfer 12b so as to make it follow 10, * questioning what the 
rising from the dead should mean and how is it written of the Son of Man that he 
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to a version of the Passion narrative, in which case the difficulty of 
its comparative brevity would not arise. 

There is thus a considerable amount of evidence that the section 
viii. 27-ix. 29 conflates two pre-Marcan sources. This of course 
does not prove the historical reliability of either or both of them. 
Our judgement on this point must depend on our judgement of the 
sayings in the one source and of the stories in the other. But it must 
be observed that the attempt made by Bultmann (p. 278, following 
Wellhausen, Bousset and others) to explain the Transfiguration as 
a story of a Resurrection appearance is a classical example of 
ignotum per ignotius. If we relegate all the resurrection appearances 
to the category of ghost-stories we can of course find numerous 
parallels; but there are many instances of 'phantasms of the living' 
which are as well (or ill) attested as the run of ghost-stories. If on 
the other hand it be admitted that there were genuine resurrection 
appearances of some kind, there seems no reason for denying the 
possibility of the Transfiguration before the crucifixion. No doubt 
there are mythical elements in the story, but Creed (p. 133; cf. 
Rawlinson ad be.) rightly points out that 'the mythical element in 
the narrative is to be explained by the element of myth in the mind 
of Peter and his companions'. The story of the demoniac boy may 
have been added to the Transfiguration in order to point the 
contrast; but it may well be doubted whether Mark (and a fortiori an 
earlier compiler) would have hit on the device of combining the 
story of the demoniac boy with the Transfiguration in order to 
emphasize the contrast between Jesus in his glory and the return 
to the squalid surroundings of 14-18. It looks as though the saying 
of ix. 19, which implies the contrast, is best taken as a genuine 
reminiscence; Mark has gone far to spoil the effect by inserting the 

should suffer many things and be set at nought', seems both difficult, since there has 
been no immediate allusion to his suffering, and unnecessary. If 11-13 originally 
followed immediately after ix. 1 the question simply means * How is it possible to 
suppose that the Son of Man will come in the lifetime of some of us, since Elijah, 
according to the scribes, must come before him and restore all things? \ The answer is, 
as Rawlinson suggests, that a suffering Elijah corresponds to a suffering Christ. But 
there is no reason to see an implied reference to an apocryphal scripture; the identi
fication of Jesus with a suffering Messiah would naturally lead to the identification of 
the Baptist with a suffering Elijah. The obscurity arises from the separation of the 
saying from its original context by Mark. 

On ix. 1, cf. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom, p. 53. 
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editorial explanation of the silence of the disciples at 9f. and the 
saying about Elijah into his source, while we have no reason to 
suppose that the compiler of the original source would have been 
content to limit himself to the implied tension between Jesus and 
'this generation' in 19 if he was simply inventing it.1 

On the other hand if Mark is rightly interpreted by Wellhausen 
and others as making the Transfiguration scene a dividing line in the 
ministry of Jesus, and if Mark was right in doing so, it is not un
natural that we should have here the striking note of time in ix. 2 
and a genuine reminiscence of the order of events in the connection 
of the demoniac boy with the descent from the mountain. It must 
be supposed that it was Peter's confession that made it clear to Jesus 
that the time had come for him to enter on the last stage of his 
mission, the journey to Jerusalem, which, humanly speaking, was 
bound to end in the Passion. The decision involved a spiritual 
crisis which underlies the story of the Transfiguration, whatever 
form we suppose the Transfiguration to have taken.z The impression 

1 It is of course possible that the demoniac boy was only added by the compiler of 
Mark's source; but this implies that he was a literary artist of no mean order. It 
involves far less strain on the imagination to suppose that the coincidence of the 
coming of the father of the demoniac boy and the descent from the mountain took 
place as recorded. 

2 The Lucan account of the Transfiguration differs widely from the Marcan. 
Apart from normal editorial revisions in Luke ix. 28—30 we have in 31 the subject 
of the conversation between Jesus and Moses and Elijah, which might be editorial. 
The three disciples are overcome by sleep; they wake and see the three figures; but 
Moses and Elijah are apparently withdrawing from them. Peter proposes to make the 
three booths; verse 34 apparently means that 'they* (Peter, James and John) were 
afraid when they saw 'them' (presumably Jesus, Moses and Elijah or possibly only 
the two latter) entering into the cloud. (The confusion of the pronouns suggests 
a Semitic source; the substitution of IKEIVOUS for OCUTOOS in A, D and the Caesarean 
texts, including Pap. 45, is presumably an attempt to make the meaning clear, though 
it is possible that it is the original text, since IKEIVOUS might easily be changed to 
the far commoner OCUTOOS. If eKeivovs is the correct reading there would be less 
reason to suppose that Luke is following a Semitic source, the meaning being clear.) 

We meet with a similar overpowering fear and partial consciousness, followed 
later by a return to normal consciousness, in Pausanias' account of the method of 
consulting the oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea (ix, 39, 13). Cf. Iamblichus, De 
Myst. in, 2 (Parthey, 104, ioff.) for similar phenomena in the mystery initiations; 
cf. Lobeck, Aglaophamus 52 and 61, Orig. c. Cels. iv, 10, Greg. Naz. Or. IV, 55 f.; for 
the language transferred to philosophy, Plotinus, 1, 6,7,15 ff. (Schwyzer-Henry). It 
would seem that Luke or his source has been coloured by a knowledge of mystery 
cults and similar rituals, or by the popular accounts of them. 
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produced by it might well have caused the cure which followed to be 
permanently connected with it in the mind of the witnesses. In this 
case we have here a connected piece of narrative of a kind which is 
rare in the tradition, but not therefore to be ruled out. On the other 
hand it remains possible that the story of the demoniac boy was 
simply an isolated miracle story, which was inserted here by Mark 
because it had to go in somewhere. 

So far it would seem that the dramatic effect of the Marcan 
narrative is due to the nature of his materials rather than to conscious 
art. The same applies to what follows. The short prophecy of the 
Passion ix. 30-2 stands where it does because it followed one or 
other of the sources used in this section; it cannot have followed on 
the story of the Transfiguration, unless we suppose that Mark found 
it there and replaced it by 9f. because he needed at that point an 
explanation for the failure of the disciples to tell any one about the 
Transfiguration. This is by no means impossible; if on the other hand 
the demoniac boy was attached to the Transfiguration in Mark's 
source, the whole collection may well have ended with the prophecy 
of the Passion. Again it might have formed the conclusion to the 
sayings-collection which begins at viii. 31 and ends at ix. 13. There 
is no reason for supposing that Mark would simply have invented it 
as a doublet of the fragment of the Twelve-source which he intro
duces below at x. 32; he could perfectly well have inserted that 
fragment here if he wished to emphasize the imminence of the 
Passion; as it is he has left it hopelessly detached from the Passion 
theme. 

At ix. 33 the Twelve-source reappears for a moment, very clumsily 
combined with a quite different block of matter, the teaching of 
ix. 36f. and 41-50. This teaching was compiled on the worst 
system of verbal association. Even to receive a little child in 
Christ's name is to receive him; to receive him is to receive God who 
sent him. Hence even to give a disciple a cup of cold water because 
he is a disciple entitles the giver to reward. On the other hand to 
cause one of the least disciples to stumble will receive the gravest 
condemnation. This leads on to the group of sayings as to scandals, 
ending with the reference to unquenchable fire, which leads on to 
the quite unintelligible sayings on fire and salt, ending with the 
saying of 50b which may be a genuine saying of Jesus but has no 
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apparent connection with what goes before.1 On the other hand this 
closing verse throws an interesting light on Mark's real capacities 
as a compiler; he had the story of the quarrel of the Twelve on the 
road to Capernaum and a collection of sayings ending with an injunc
tion to keep peace with one another. So he began with the story 
from the Twelve-source (33-5), and then went over to the story of 
the little child, perhaps with a vague feeling that it was a lesson in 
humility, though in fact this was not the lesson drawn from it. 
But at 37 he had the words 'in my name' and they provided a good 
enough excuse for him to introduce the story of the strange exorcist 
from the Twelve-source, since it referred to casting out devils 'in 
thy name'.2 Then he returned to his second source and carried it on 
to 50. Once again we have no evidence as to the extent of this second 
source. There may be other fragments preserved elsewhere in Mark, 
but they cannot be located; there is no other point at which logical 
connection is so frankly abandoned in favour of verbal association. 
It is of course possible that Mark is responsible for compiling a 
number of isolated sayings into this discourse, but the complete 
indifference to logical connection and the fact that the sayings on 
salt and fire are almost unintelligible suggest that he is simply in
corporating a source that came to him in this form and has not tried 
to make anything of it. Again the source may have been standardized 
oral tradition rather than a document. 

In what follows we begin with an independent pericope on the 
Christian law of marriage (x. 1 ff.) fitted into the framework of the 
journey from Galilee to Jerusalem (as given by the Twelve-source, 
which had mentioned Capernaum at ix. 33) and the arrival at Jericho 
on the way to Jerusalem as fixed by the story of Bartimaeus 
(x. 46S.). The introduction may safely be assigned to Mark; the 
dialogue with the Pharisees was no doubt recorded without any note 
of time or place; the particular situation was dictated by the need of 

1 It is of course possible that Mark added 50b to the source in order to provide 
himself with an excuse for his conflation of it with the incident from the Twelve-
source. But there seems no reason why he should have had the idea of conflating the 
two unless the second source had ended with 50b and so provided some reason for 
the conflation. 

2 Bultmann (p. 23) holds that it was only in the later Church that devils were cast 
out in the name of Jesus, but the assumption is entirely arbitrary. For the incident, 
cf. above, p. 24 n. i. 
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filling in the journey to Jerusalem with some unattached material.1 

To the dialogue Mark has added the later ecclesiastical formulation of 
Jesus' answer into a Christian law of divorce (nf . ) ; this circulated 
as an independent saying, which Matthew has inserted into the 
Sermon on the Mount (v. 32), though he has also preserved it here. 
Luke has allowed the dialogue with the Pharisees to be excluded by 
his 'great insertion'; but the Christian law of marriage was too 
important to be omitted, and he seems to have realized this after his 
Gospel was concluded and to have put it down as a marginal note with 
one or two other sayings at xvi. 16 if.; the note found its way into the 
text and has ruined the connection between the parable of Dives and 
Lazarus and the dialogue with the Pharisees on riches, which is its 
proper introduction. (This passage will be dealt with in Vol. 11.) 

To the dialogue on marriage Mark appends the story of the 
blessing of the little children (x. i3ff.)- The story would be far more 
appropriate at ix. 36, since it really does illustrate the theme of 
humility as a necessary condition of discipleship.* But by pure 
inadvertence he puts in at that point a variant of the incident (or 
a different but similar incident) from another source, and inserts the 
more appropriate version here. 

The section ends with a group of sayings (x. iyff.) on the con
ditions and rewards of discipleship in respect of worldly riches. It 
would seem that we have here a short tract of three sayings with 
a narrative introduction, question and answer, a further saying or 
group of sayings and a final question leading up to the closing answer. 
It is of course possible that it is simply Mark who is collecting a 
group of independent sayings. 

But the triple structure makes this less likely; it is still more 
unlikely that Mark would have preserved Jesus' question at 18,3 

1 The discussion on divorce and the repetition of the incident of the little child 
ruin the effect of x. 32 ff. as a solemn introduction to the story of the Passion. Bult-
mann (p. 25) may be right in holding that the discussion is an incident invented as 
a framework for the saying 6-9. But it is far more likely that the law of divorce is 
an inference^ from the incident, which may of course be earlier than Jesus' breach with 
the Pharisees, 'tempting him* being a Marcan addition of the conventional type. 

* Matthew saw that this story was more appropriate to ix. 23 and inserted it at 
xviii. 13 in front of the Marcan sayings ix. 376°., repeating it again in its Marcan 
position at xix. 13. 

3 Bultmann (p. 57) appears to regard the story as an 'ideal scene': such questions 
were no doubt put to Jesus, but that does not prove that the stories we possess are 
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which is clearly pre-Marcan, unless it had come to him in a collection 
which he inserted bodily. He is probably responsible for the 
introduction in 17a, where yovuTreTrjcjccs seems to reflect a later 
tradition, and for the narrative framework of 23; the original 
will have been a collection of sayings introduced by 'and he said'; 
Mark has introduced 23 a in order to make them into a single 
story. The notice that the disciples were amazed will have been the 
conclusion of 23, while irckAiv will derive from Mark's source, 
inserted to join the originally independent saying to the preceding 
sayings.1 26 f. will also have stood in Mark's source, since the saying 
about the camel and the needle's eye will have demanded an explana
tion from the outset. The last section (28 ff.) will again have stood 
in Mark's source, since a question from a bystander (often Peter) is 
a normal way of ending these collections. Bultmann (pp. i.i5f.) 
may well be right in holding that the original saying ended at 
SKOTOVTOCTrAccalova, and that the Lucan version (xviii. 29 f.) is original 
as against Mark. But his view that in this case the saying had no 
reference to the person of Jesus is based on his failure to realize that 
it is the coming of Jesus that inaugurates the kingdom. In any case 
the triple structure and the good connection of subject suggest 
a tract or part of one. We have already seen reason to suppose a tract 
of three parables and perhaps a tract of three miracles; we shall see 
later in Matthew a tract on the right interpretation of three com
mandments of the decalogue, and we have in Luke ix. 57ft. a very 
similar group of three sayings on discipleship. Both in this passage 
in Mark and in the Lucan sayings on discipleship we may have 

historical; 'they will only be so in the sense that the community has formed such 
scenes in the spirit of Jesus'. Naturally the dramatic setting may be due to Mark or 
his source. But if it is meant that the whole story represents * views of the com
munity which were traced back to Jesus' given out as a saying of the Lord, we seem 
to have a complete admission of the bankruptcy of form-criticism as a means of 
testing the authenticity of the sayings of Jesus. There was never a moment when the 
Church would have invented verse 18 as part of an ideal scene; Luke has indeed 
preserved it, but Matthew has amended it. (Even if we suppose that in Matt. xix. 17 
C, W, etc. are right in preserving Mark's text, the alteration of the saying in the great 
majority of the best MSS. shows that the Marcan text was felt impossible from a very 
early period; but the text in C, W, etc. is clearly due to assimilation to Mark.) 

1 TTAAIV coroKpiOefs only here and xv. 12 in Mark. In the latter case it is used 
in its proper sense of answering 'a second time', resuming xv. 9. In Mark's source 
here there will have been simply two sayings introduced by 'and Jesus said'. 
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fragments of larger wholes, parts of which may still be preserved, 
though they cannot be identified. 

This section of Mark concludes with a piece of the continuous 
narrative characteristic of the Twelve-source (x. 32-4; cf. above, 
p. 25) and the request of the two sons of Zebedee (x. 3 5-45; cf. above, 
p. 26). To the request Mark has added the saying of 42 ff. Bultmann 
(p. 23) holds that 38b and 39 do not form part of the original saying, 
which consisted simply in the refusal of the request (i.e. 38 a and 
40,8£ being inserted). The statement that the way to such eminence 
lies through martyrdom is 'a clear vaticinium ex eventu9 apparently 
invented for this particular situation. This view, however, rests on 
the assumption that any pronouncement story must have a single 
point and no more, and that any saying which contains a double 
point must represent an expansion of the original. But in view of 
the fact that the source which records the event shows a lamentable 
reluctance to follow the 'laws' of popular oral tradition, this can 
only be regarded as a piece of precarious dogmatism. It is extremely 
difficult to see why the bare refusal of pre-eminence to two unnamed 
disciples (the sons of Zebedee being, ex hypothesis a later addition 
(p. 72)) should ever have been recorded; the story is pointless unless 
the request came from some person or persons who had a prima 
facie claim. That the saying about martyrdom has been expanded is 
probable enough. The saying about the cup is natural, being drawn 
from Ps. cxvi. 10 (cf. Gentiles^ p. 135); but the allusion to baptism 
has an air of being added later when the 'cup' had already been 
associated with the Eucharist.1 On the other hand the view that we 
have here a vaticinium ex eventu implies that both sons of Zebedee 
had already been martyred when the Twelve-source was compiled; 
the view that this was in fact the case has been held by some modern 
authorities, including Burkitt, but it involves a quite monumental 

1 pcxTTTfjsoOai can be used of being overwhelmed with calamities (cf. L.S.J. 
s.v.), but hardly $6cTrn<j\xcx. Consequendy the saying would hardly be intelligible 
except as an allusion to baptism. It is of course possible that the original saying simply 
referred to being 'overwhelmed in the disasters which await me' (cf. Lagrange 
adloc.) and that pcnrncriicc is secondary. It is remarkable that Matthew omits the 
clause at xx. 22, though some MSS. make a well-meaning attempt to correct the 
omission. It would be tempting to suppose that the clause was a late addition to 
Mark, but this is dangerous in the lack of MS. evidence. Nor have we any clear 
evidence that Matthew, like Luke, had access to Mark's sources. 
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preference for the inferior evidence. It is of course tenable that 
Mark has inserted into his source an originally independent saying 
in which Jesus asked his disciples whether they were prepared to 
follow him as far as martyrdom and received an affirmative answer; 
in this case 38b-40 have been inserted by Mark into the Twelve-
source; or again the question and answer may have been inserted 
into the request for precedence by the source itself. On the other 
hand unless we are to make a rigid 'law of nature' to the effect 
that a pronouncement story cannot contain a double point, 
there is no need for such a view. The story in the Twelve-source 
may simply have ended abruptly with the saying that the Ten 
were angry with James and John; there may have been a conclusion 
which Mark has omitted in favour of the saying of 42 ff. (cf. above, 
p. 26). 

The verses which follow, 42-5, may have stood in the Twelve-
source in their present Lucan position (xxii. 24-6). But while that 
source seems to have contained the saying of Mark x. 45 in a dif
ferent form in its present Lucan context, it seems likely that 43 and 
44 only appear at Luke xxii. 24-6 because Luke had decided for 
some reason to omit the story of the sons of Zebedee and thought 
that this saying, which he wished to preserve, would come in suitably 
as the introduction to the saying of 27 which he found in the Twelve-
source (cf. below, p. 122). It would seem that Mark x. 45 reached 
Mark as an unattached saying and that he inserted it here and 
omitted the parallel saying of the Twelve-source in his narrative of 
the Last Supper as a doublet. This is perhaps confirmed by the fact 
that it ends with the reference to Isa. liii. 10 ff. in Mark, but not in 
Luke where, however, we have the same conception of the Son of 
Man as ministering. The omission in Luke is striking, since although 
he does not use the term ACrrpov in Acts, he introduces allusions to 
Jesus as the Suffering Servant frequently, only avoiding any ascrip
tion of such allusions to Paul, in which he appears to be correct 
(cf. Jerusalem, p. 16 n. 23). Whether we regard the Marcan or Lucan 
form of the saying as more original appears to depend on whether 
we believe that Jesus believed in his Messianic vocation and con
ceived it in the terms of Isa. liii. If we accept this view, it would 
seem that the Lucan source has been influenced by transmission 
through Pauline circles, as appears to be the case with other parts of 
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his material; if not, we shall presumably regard the Marcan form as 
later and due to the development of the Christology of the Suffering 
Servant, in spite of the awkwardness involved in the fact that Luke 
would then seem to have modified the Marcan Christology in spite 
of the prominence of the Suffering Servant in Acts, and its ap
pearance by implication in Luke xxiv. 26.1 For the more developed 
Christology ought to be a sign of later interpretation. 

N O T E 

The view that any reliance can be based on Papias' statement that John 
the Divine and his brother were slain by the Jews would, it may be 
suspected, never have been put forward, if it had not provided an easy 
proof that St John the son of Zebedee did not write the Fourth Gospel. 
I should myself regard it as entirely certain that he is not the author, but 
the case should not be bolstered up with bad arguments. The evidence of 
Papias is contained in various fragments, conveniently collected in 
Preuschen's Antikgomena2, pp. 91 ff. The first and most noticeable thing 
about Papias is his worthlessness as a source of Church history. Eusebius, 
who had his five books before him, can find nothing better to quote from 
them than his account of how he collected his information, two miracle-
stories dealing with the daughters of Philip the Apostle (he really meant 
the deacon) and Justus Barsabbas, the famous chiliastic prophecy of the 
messianic kingdom preserved by Irenaeus v, 33, 3, which really comes 
from II Baruch xxix. 5, and a highly edifying account of the last days of 
Judas Iscariot. We have also his account of how Mark and Matthew com
posed their Gospels; critics would have saved themselves much labour if 
they had noted Eusebius' remark (111, 39,13) as to his being of very small 
intelligence; the fact is that Eusebius, who would have welcomed any 
information as to the early history of the Church, could find nothing in 
Papias worth preserving. Nor could anyone else; Irenaeus seems to have 
had his works before him; he only quotes the passage noted above, which 
happens to support his millenarianism. It does not increase our con-

1 For the 'servant-Christology* of the N.T. cf. North, The Suffering Servant 
in Deutero-Isaiah, pp. 23ff.: he fails to note that the reason why references are 
not more frequent is that Paul does not use the prophecy except in the credal 
fragment Rom. iv. 24f. For the prophecy in the N.T. cf. my Acts of the Apostles, 
pp. 72f. [Cf. also Phil. ii. 6ff.] 
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fidence that he recorded the raising from the dead of the mother of 
'Manaim' and states that those whom Jesus raised from the dead EGOS 

'ASpiccvoO 63COV. The fall of the angels ascribed to him by Andrew of 
Caesarea (Preuschen, fr. 9) is mere common-place: if we could suppose 
that the Catena in John {ibid. 18) rested on a first-hand knowledge of 
Papias, it would prove that he followed the general tradition as to 
St John. 

In any case Papias' statement in the De Boor fragment of Philip of 
Side and George Monachus that John the Evangelist, like his brother 
James, was slain by the Jews (Preuschen, frs. 5, 6; George Monachus is 
presumably only repeating Philip of Side) must be taken in conjunction 
with the statement of the same fragment that Papias had himself heard the 
Apostle preach. It appears from Eusebius that Papias made no such claim 
(m, 39, 2), which suggests that we are not dealing with a very reliable 
source. In any case Philip of Side only says that he was slain by the Jews. 
Whether this is true or not, it proves nothing as to the date of his sup
posed martyrdom; it is probable that most of the early martyrdoms were 
due to riots between Jews and Christians which attracted the attention of 
the authorities to the new sect or to Jewish agitation against Christians 
as in Mart. Polyc. xn, 2, xvm, 1. In all such cases the Church would 
inevitably say that the martyr had been slain 'by the Jews'; the justice of 
the charge would vary in each instance. 

Thus it is quite possible to suppose that the Apostle was at some time 
or another martyred in circumstances which would allow the blame to be 
thrown on the Jews. The evidence of the Calendars quoted by Burkitt 
(The Gospel History and its Transmission, pp. 252 ff.) does not really help 
his case. His Syrian calendar tells us that John and James the Apostles 
were martyred at Jerusalem; this calendar is older than A.D. 411; a 
Carthaginian calendar of A.D. 505 gives 27 December for the martyrdom 
of John the Baptist and James the Apostle, whom (quern) Herod slew. As 
against these a Spanish calendar (from Carmona near Seville) of A.D. 480-
500 gives St John the Apostle on 27 December (Diet. d'Arch. Chrit. 
VIII, 640); as a curiosity may be noted a Merovingian calendar (ibid. 
p. 662) which on 27 December gives 'John the Apostle and Jacobi Alfei 
fratris Domini9. This entry hardly says much for the value of the evidence 
of early calendars; assuming that in the first instance the Evangelist was 
placed on 27 December as the last survivor of the Apostles, it would 
be easy for him to attract his brother, the first Apostle to be martyred. 
It would be a different matter if it could be supposed that the two 
were martyred on the same day, and that the Calendars had preserved 
some memory of the fact; but John was alive when St Paul visited 
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Jerusalem fourteen or seventeen years after his conversion. (I take 
the occasion described in Gal. ii. i to be the famine-visit of Acts xi. 30 
and xii. 25; in any case it must be after the death of Herod and therefore 
of James.) 

It should further be noted that we are not entirely confined to Papias 
as preserved by Eusebius and Irenaeus. The tradition that the evangelist 
died a natural death after at least a long ministry in Asia is preserved in 
his Apocryphal Acts. These are in their present form affected by Gnos
ticism; their extreme encratite views and even their docetism might be 
possible in orthodox circles in the first half of the second century, but 
I cannot believe that the dance of Jesus with his disciples at the Last 
Supper (pp. 94 f.) comes from circles which ever pretended to be orthodox 
members of the Church. They are dated by M. R. James as not later than 
the middle of the second century {Apocryphal N. T. p. 228). It is obvious 
that they have no historical value; but it is equally obvious that an apo
cryphal supplement to the New Testament must attach itself to some point 
in the tradition which is either accepted by the Church or at any rate does 
not contradict that tradition. Thus the typical Gnostic Gospel (e.g. Pistis 
Sophia) purports to give revelations given by Jesus to the disciples after 
the resurrection, the orthodox Acts of Paul are attached to his journeys 
and arrival in Rome in the canonical Acts, the Acts of Peter to the 
tradition of his work and death in Rome; it is only where there was no 
tradition that the composer of apocryphal acts had a free hand (e.g. 
Andrew in Achaia and perhaps Thomas in India). Thus the Acts of John 
are a witness, apparently independent of Papias, to the tradition that 
John died in old age at Ephesus. It may be noted that the same tradition 
is implied in the story of the converted robber in Clement of Alexandria, 
Quis Dives Salvetur XLII. [Cf. M. R. James, in J.T.S. xxn (1921), p. 389.] 

We have the further evidence of the Epistola Apostolorum^ in which 
John comes first in the list of Apostles (2): the theology is crudely 
Johannine ('I am the Logos', 17), while the practice is Quarto-deciman 
(15). The date is early since the idea of a revelation made by Jesus to his 
disciples has not yet been discredited, while the story of the canonical 
Gospels and Acts is treated with the utmost freedom. For the date, 
cf. Schmidt, Gesprdche Jesu mit seinen Jiingern, pp. 361 ff.: it may be added 
that the signs of the end in 34 are confined to astral and meteorological 
portents and pestilence, but there is no allusion to 'wars and rumours of 
wars', an omission scarcely possible after A.D. 192. The Quarto-deciman 
usage is Asiatic, as is perhaps the prominence of earthquakes (Schmidt, 
op. ciu p. 386). Thus we have a further witness for the association of 
John with Asia. 
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What the facts may have been I would not venture to conjecture. But 
it is clearly precarious to assume that the prophecy of Mark x. 39 is a 
vaticinium ex eventu on such very dubious testimony. There seems no 
reason why Jesus should not have warned his disciples of the fate that was 
likely to befall them. At the time when Mark wrote, the prophecy had 
been fulfilled in the case of one of the brethren, and presumably might at 
any moment be fulfilled in the case of the other; it need not at that date 
have been one of those unfulfilled prophecies which are best forgotten. 
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THE ENTRY TO JERUSALEM 

At xi. i we come to the opening of the Passion story. Mark has 
given a plausible connection between the journey from Galilee and 
the triumphal entry by inserting the story of Bartimaeus, which 
was located at Jericho by his source; it is of course quite probable 
that it actually occurred during the last journey to Jerusalem. But it 
has no organic connection with what follows. The introduction to 
the story of the entry with its precise details of place would appear 
to come from a source which was concerned to emphasize the journey 
from Galilee as the introduction to the Passion. It was not the 
Twelve-source, since we have a reference to 'disciples' in the first 
verse; it is natural to suppose that it comes from the same source as 
the other account of the journey which Mark has inserted at ix. 30. 
The story itself is taken by Dibelius (p. 118) in a very obscure 
passage to centre in the prophecy of Zechariah. * (The donkey) can 
only be found by means of divine guidance, and it bears otherwise 
signs of something special, e.g. it has never been ridden, and it is 
standing tied up in the street as if made ready for the disciples. This 
animal bears significance because its use enables the prophecy of 
Zechariah ix. 9 to be fulfilled. This raises the question as to how far 
the prophecy had formed or transformed the narrative of the 
triumphal entry.' The only objections to this suggestion are that 
Mark has nothing about a donkey and has carelessly forgotten to 
mention the prophecy which appears only in Matthew (xxi. 5) and the 
Fourth Gospel (John xii. i4f.). The Matthean introduction is 
similar to that which we find in his infancy narrative, and looks 
suspiciously like a formula from a collection of testimonial The 
Johannine formula KCCOCOS &JTI yeypaii^vov recurs only at John 
vi. 31, and in that case it certainly represents the evangelist himself 
and not an older source; the inference is that in this Gospel too 
the reference to Zechariah is due to the evangelist himself, though 
it is of course possible that he is drawing on a collection of 
proof-texts no less than Matthew. 
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Thus while the prophecy from Zechariah has influenced Matthew 
and John, it has not affected Mark's narrative. The second sight 
and the fact that the animal has never been ridden are of course 
the sort of features which would naturally grow up in the religious 
literature of the hellenistic age, though Mark must have expected 
a great deal of his readers if he meant them to see any special 
significance in the fact that the animal was tied up in the street. 
The remarkable fact is that the Fourth Evangelist seems to have 
been following a different source for his story.1 Normally he varies 
his sources as he pleases; but he can hardly be suspected of changing 
the 'legendary' features, in view of his general tendency to empha
size the miraculous. It would seem that he had before him a source 
in which Jesus simply found a donkey, and in which the process of 
legendary accretion had scarcely begun. It is possible that Jesus by 
riding into Jerusalem in this way intended to force on the rulers the 
question of whether he was the Messiah or not in view of the 
prophecy of Zechariah; but the prophecy does not seem to have 
occurred to the Church until a relatively late stage of the formation 
of the Gospel tradition. 

It is possible that we have traces of yet a third version in the 
Lucan account. In xix. 32-6 Luke follows Mark closely, with a 
noticeable compression and improvement of the style in xix. 30 as 
against Mark xi. 2. On the other hand at 33 we have a slightly 
longer version of the story in Greek which is definitely worse 
than Mark's (CCUTCOV . . . CCUTOU OCUTOOS, the last two being en
tirely unnecessary). In what follows we have several entirely 
superfluous pronouns; the disciples 'set' Jesus on the donkey; the 
branches are ignored and we have an entirely new verse 37. The 
acclamation shows several changes; of these the reference to Jesus 
as a king may have been deliberately omitted by Mark and the 

1 For the whole question of the Fourth Gospel's source where it follows the 
synoptic tradition, ef. Gardner-Smith, Saint John and the Synoptic Gospels (1938). 

For the idea of securing ritual purity or magical potency by using what has never 
been used before, cf. I Sam. vii. 2, II Sam. vi. 3, P.M.G. 11, 144, iv, 1289, vu, 540f. 
and 826, XIII, 5 f. and 96 f. There is an amusing variation in iv, 27 f. where the charm 
must be worked in a place which has not been trodden since the last Nile floods 
subsided. So in Mark xv. 46 Joseph buys the linen cloth; in Matt, xxvii. 59 it is 
KOtOapA. In Mark xv. 46 we hear nothing about the tomb from this point of view; 
but in Matt, xxvii. 60 it is new. Luke xxiii. 53 enlarges on the theme as does John xix. 
41. [Cf. Origen, c. Cels. 11, 69.] 
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barbarism of Hosanna by Luke, but there seems no reason for the 
difference between Mark xi. 10 and Luke xix. 38 b, while Mark's 
reference to 'kingdom' here lessens the probability of his having 
deliberately omitted 'king'. Thus there are some grounds for 
suspecting that Luke is drawing here not on Mark but on a different 
source, which may be Mark's Twelve-source; for a previous instance 
of his use of it see above, p. 21; cf. also below, p. 84.1 

This raises the question whether the section which follows 
(xix. 39-44) may not have come to Luke from the same source as 
the version of the entry which he has combined with Mark's. 
Mark may have omitted it for the simple reason that the Pharisees do 
not appear as the conventional villains. (Bultmann (p. 55) regards 
them as the conventional opponents, but he has simply read this 
into the Lucan story, in which the Pharisees make a not unreasonable 
request to Jesus to keep his disciples in order; the disciples are here 
as in 37 the whole body of disciples.) The whole tone in which the 
scene is described is entirely different from that of the doublet in 
Matt. xxi. 15. The lament over Jerusalem clearly came to Luke 
from an authoritative source; he would hardly have included it 
unless he felt bound to do so. The note of tenderness is in striking 
contrast with xxi. 20ff., and would not have been invented by the 
Church.* 

It must of course be recognized that we have no evidence that 
Luke was following the Twelve-source in his variations of the 
Marcan story of the entry into Jerusalem and the verses which 
follow. It is possible that the protest of the Pharisees and the 

1 The 'disciples' of Luke xix. 37 may quite well have stood in this source since we 
are dealing not with the inner circle of Twelve but with the whole crowd, which is 
regarded as consisting of 'disciples' as in vi. 17. 

2 The inconsistency between the tenderness of xix. 42 ff. and the satisfaction of 
xxi. 20ff. is common in ancient writers when they pass from one source to another; 
cf. the description of Tiberius Alexander in Josephus, Ann. xx, 100 (the 'Herodian' 
source, cf. Holscher, Die Quellen des Josephus, p. 69), and the glowing eulogy of him 
in B.J, v, 45 (from a ' Flavian' source going back to the records of Titus; cf. Weber, 
Josephus u. Vespasian, p. 193). We have an even more remarkable inconsistency in 
the character of Ananus in B.J. iv, 3i9ff., and Antt. xx , 1990°. Bultmann (p. 130) 
admits that the prophecy may be ancient and quotes Wellhausen for the possibility 
of an Aramaic original. The prophecy of course need not be a vaticinium ex eventu; 
the danger of a rebellion and its inevitable result must have been clear to a shrewd 
observer. For the language as drawn from the O.T. cf. Dodd in J.R.S. xxxvn 
(1947), 49 ff. 
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prophecy came to him as scraps of oral tradition, which he inserted 
here because it was an appropriate place.1 It is quite in accordance 
with his method to lump together various sayings in the gaps 
between his consecutive sources. All that can be said is that we have 
considerable reason to suppose that he had access to an independent 
source for his account of the entry, which may have been the 
Twelve-source. The Twelve-source in any case contained an account 
of the incident; Mark did not follow it, possibly because it lacked the 
miraculous features of the account he uses. But at xi. 11 he drew 
from it the notice that Jesus looked round the Temple and then 
retired to Bethany. The verse was so pointless that Matthew and 
Luke both omitted it; the omission improved the dramatic effect of 
their narratives, since it made the cleansing follow immediately on 
the entry instead of a day later, but Mark has preserved the actual 
sequence of events owing to his reluctance to scrap his sources. At 
the same time it enabled him to follow his favourite practice of 
dovetailing; since Jesus had to return to Jerusalem on the following 
day he could break the story of the fig tree up into two parts with 
the cleansing in between. No doubt the original story described the 
immediate effect of the curse.2 

In Matthew's account of the cleansing it is fairly clear that we 
have only his own improvement of Mark; with Luke the case is not 
so clear. Luke xix. 45 may simply be an abbreviation of Mark (or 
a reproduction of Mark's original source). But Luke xix. 46 when 
compared with Mark xi. 16 suggests that it is Mark's source that he 
is following; it is very hard to see why he should have omitted 
'for all nations'.3 Either Mark inserted 'for all nations' to complete 

1 The fact that Matthew has a similar protest just after the cleansing of the Temple 
is puzzling. In the first place although it looks like a doublet, it is by no means clear 
that it came from the same source as Luke's story; if it did, it has been entirely 
rewritten. On the other hand Matthew shows no sign, as Luke does, of independent 
access to Mark's sources. It is possible that the story was current in several forms, 
that of Matthew having already become a testimonium. 

2 The story in Matthew is no doubt only a revision of Mark (Matt. xxi. i8f.). But 
by omitting the retirement to Bethany after the entry and before the cleansing he has 
only left room for one of Mark's journeys between the two places; hence the fig tree 
must be withered at once. Thus by a pure chain of accidents he has got back to the 
original form of the story. 

3 Creed ad loc. regards the omission as deliberate, the Church having superseded 
the Temple. This seems far too subtle; it was the failure of the Jews to understand 
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the quotation, while Luke followed Mark's source, or there were 
two sources. We have not enough evidence in Luke's highly ab
breviated account to say which of these is correct, but it is fairly 
clear that Luke has here preserved an earlier form of the saying; 
there is no reason to doubt its authenticity. 

Meanwhile Mark's failure to edit his sources carefully has pro
duced a certain inconsequence, xi. 18 describes the decision of 'the 
chief priests and the scribes' to destroy Jesus; at xii. 12 the same 
people (with 'the elders' added) seek to arrest him. If the two verses 
are simply Marcan additions, he has been guilty of the grossest 
slovenliness in making them seek to destroy him in the first pas
sage, whereas, after further provocation, they simply plan to arrest 
him.1 The explanation is that both verses ended tracts which were 
intended as introductions to the story of the Passion. Either xi. 18 
or xii. 12a with the slightest of verbal changes could lead up to 
xiv. 1 or a parallel version of the Passion. The whole story of the 
cleansing of the Temple from xi. n may come from the Twelve-
source, apart from the insertion of the first half of the story of the 
fig tree; but it is more likely that the story of the entry and the 
cleansing of the Temple come from the same source, only xi. 11 
from the Twelve-source having been preserved in order to enable 
Mark to dovetail the cleansing of the Temple into the cursing of the 
fig tree. 

What is clear is that the cleansing of the Temple came from a 
source which rightly or wrongly regarded that action as the turning-
point which led the authorities to decide to get rid of Jesus. It is at 
least probable that the source was right and has preserved a genuine 
historical tradition in making the cleansing of the Temple the cause 

the true meaning of Judaism that led to their rejection, and the using of the Temple 
as a den of thieves was a symbol of their failure. 

It might be argued that the Johannine position of the cleansing of the Temple 
(John ii. 13 ff.) suggests that we are dealing with an undated story, which owes its 
position after the triumphal entry to Mark. But in the Fourth Gospel the position is 
dictated by theological considerations; Jesus rejects the cultus of the Temple on his 
first visit to Jerusalem. His account at ii. 14 f. shows an affinity with Matt. xxi. 12, 
probably due to the growing tendency of the Church to dilate on the scandals of the 
temple-traffic. 

1 Albertz (Streitgesprdchey p. 10) ascribes both xi. 18 and xii. 12 to Marcan editing; 
but this fails to explain the hopeless inconsistency, which is simply due to the 
normal failure to harmonize sources. 
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of the final decision. No doubt the source was primarily concerned 
not with the history but with providing a suitable introduction to 
the story of the Passion for liturgical purposes; it may be noted in its 
favour that the Pharisees are not mentioned as responsible; they are 
by implication included among the scribes, but a late source would 
have singled them out as guilty of the plot. On the other hand the 
fact that some Pharisees are on relatively friendly terms with Jesus 
at Luke xix. 39 f. is not necessarily inconsistent with the action of the 
scribes in Luke xi. 18; the Pharisees were not a closely organized 
body whose members would act with rigid uniformity. It is perfectly 
reasonable to suppose that some of those who followed the stricter 
tradition of Jewish piety would remain on friendly terms with Jesus 
after some of their leaders had decided to get rid of him.1 The 
Herodians do not appear either at xi. 18 or at xii. 12; it is impossible 
to say whether this is simply due to the lack of interest in them in the 
later tradition or to the fact that they had no importance outside 
Galilee. 

In itself the story of the fig tree throws an interesting light on the 
development of the tradition. The story began as the parable of 
Luke xiii. 6ff.2 Since the parable foretold the destruction of the 
Jewish state it would easily be regarded as a prophecy which had 
produced its own fulfilment (cf. Jer. xxviii and li. 59ff.)- I* would be 
a short step from this to a symbolic action which was also a miracle. 

To the miracle Mark appends a collection of unattached sayings. 
These have no real connection with the story, which was intended to 
be a symbol of the rejection of the Jews, not a lesson on the subject 
of faith. Of these sayings 23 f. are a variant of the saying about faith 

1 For Luke's inconsistency with regard to the Pharisees, cf. above, p. 15. Curiously 
enough Josephus is no less inconsistent; cf. his anti-pharisaical expressions in B.J. 1, 
noff. (=Antt. XIII, 409 ff.) where he appears to be following a Jewish writer based 
on Nicolas of Damascus, as contrasted with Antt. xvm, 12'ff. (=B.J. 11, i62ff.) from 
a Jewish adapter of (?) Cluvius Rufus. (For his sources, cf. Holscher in P.W.K. ix, 
1944 and Otto, ibid. 2513.) See also Antt. xvn, 41 for a very unfavourable view of 
the Pharisees from a Herodian source. Yet all the time he claims to have been a 
Pharisee himself (Vita 12; but his evidence here is totally unreliable). The incon
sistency is no doubt due to failure to harmonize sources; but 'clerical' parties 
normally contain a number of men of the utmost piety with an admixture of politicians 
whose natural unscrupulousness is stimulated by the thought that they are working 
for the glory of God. 

2 Cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 19. 
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'as a grain of mustard seed' which also appeared in the Q stratum; 
Matthew appends it to the story of the demoniac boy (xvii. 20), 
Luke in a collection of miscellaneous sayings where it is introduced 
with a request for an increase of faith which may be original (xvii. 6). 
Probably the Lucan form of the saying in any case is to be regarded 
as the earlier; 'moving a mountain' was a conventional phrase for 
achieving an impossibly difficult task.1 On the other hand 'this 
sycamine tree' is entirely pointless unless it preserves a vivid memory 
of the original utterance; it does nothing to lessen the grotesque 
impossibility, but runs counter to the general tendency to exag
geration. Mark xi. 24 appears to be a purely homiletic expansion of 
the original saying, reflecting a primitive conception of the quasi-
magical efficacy of prayer, similar to that which appears in the stories 
of Jewish wonder-workers.2 Matthew omits 23 b and revises 
24. Mark xi. 25 deals with forgiveness as a condition of prayer; 
this Matthew has already inserted at vi. 14 in a form whose good 
Semitic parallelism suggests that it is nearer to the original; 
probably the saying was widely preserved in oral tradition as 
a commentary on the Lord's Prayer. Verse 26 has no claim to be 
part of the original text. There is no reason to suppose that Mark is 
following a written source here; probably the whole represents his 
own editing, except that the story of the fig tree had already been 
changed from a parable into a miracle before it reached him. 

Mark's dovetailing of the fig tree into the cleansing of the Temple 
made it necessary for him to bring Jesus back from Jerusalem to 
Bethany for the second time. But it is very doubtful whether he had 
any authority for doing so. The natural interpretation of his narrative 
is that Jesus spent every day in Jerusalem and returned to Bethany 
every evening, since he is there for the anointing at xiv. 3. But it is 
far from clear that the story has any claim to stand where it does; the 
Lucan story of the woman who was a sinner may, or may not, be 
a doublet of the anointing; if so, the story was unattached in the 

1 Cf. Str.-B. on Matt. xvii. 20. 
2 Cf. Loewe and Montefiore, A Rabbinical Anthology', pp. 371 ff. We have a like 

conception in Jas. i. 6 and v. 15. Similarly Abraham's trials were a punishment for 
his lack of faith (Rabbinical Anthology, p. 519); cf. the view that Zarvan after sacri
ficing for 1000 years for the birth of a son doubted whether his trouble would not be 
in vain; the result was that Ahriman was born as well as Ohura Mazda (Eznik 
quoted by Blue in Anglo-Iranian Studies (Dastur Darab Memorial Volume), p. 70). 
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tradition. The Fourth Evangelist on the other hand puts it on the 
eve of Palm Sunday for no apparent reason, and it has been seen 
(above, p. 78) that there is reason for supposing that he has an 
independent tradition at this point. In any case Mark has simply 
dovetailed the story into his extract from the Twelve-source, and it 
is therefore highly probable that it did not come to him in its present 
position. There is thus no reason for supposing that Jesus went to 
Bethany except on the evening between the triumphal entry and the 
cleansing of the Temple. 

This raises an interesting question. While Mark seems to imply 
that Jesus went to Bethany every evening, Luke states that he spent 
the nights in a lodging of some kind on the Mount of Olives 
(xxi. 37). If the verse is merely an editorial insertion (so Creed 
ad loc.) it is peculiarly pointless. There seems no reason why Luke 
should trouble to correct Mark's apparent implication, and he makes 
nothing of it. If, however, the verse stood in his sources he was 
quite likely to include it, although it had no apparent point. On the 
other hand, though Luke does not notice it, the verse explains what 
in fact it was that Judas was able to betray. Mark offers no explana
tion of this, and there is no evidence that Luke saw the awkwardness 
of Mark's failure to do so. Nevertheless it would be extremely 
important for the authorities to find a guide who would lead them to 
the right place, if they merely knew that Jesus was somewhere on 
the Mount of Olives. In view of its position in Luke the detail may 
well come from the Twelve-source, in which it stood between some 
account of the cleansing and the narrative of Mark xiv. 1. 
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CHAPTER XI 

A SECOND GROUP OF 
CONFLICT-STORIES? 

The section that follows (Mark xi. 27-xii. 37) looks at first sight 
like a compilation of conflict-stories incorporated by Mark, and we 
cannot rule out the possibility that it came to Mark as a whole.1 But 
there are grave objections to the view that they form an original 
unit. We have in the first place three stories of hostile questions 
addressed to Jesus. 

(a) 'The chief priests and the scribes and the elders' ask him by 
what authority he does these things (xi. 27fF.). (Presumably the 
rather vague title implies a deputation from the Sanhedrin; the 
vagueness tells somewhat in favour of the primitive character of the 
story, since the average Galilean is not likely to have had any very 
clear idea as to how Jerusalem was governed.) 

(b) We then have the deputation of the Pharisees and Herodians 
with the question as to tribute-money (xii. i3ff.)-

(c) This is followed by the question of the Sadducees as to 
matrimonial relations in the future world (xii. i8ff.). 

The second question is a very subtle trap, since it forces Jesus 
either to declare himself a rebel or to discredit himself with the 
nationalist element among the Galileans who are in Jerusalem for the 
Passover; the third question is presumably intended to discredit 
Jesus by making him look foolish in front of the crowd. 

The other elements in this section, however, do not fit into the 
scheme at all. The parable of the wicked husbandmen (xii. 1 ff.) 
breaks the sequence, and the opening words suggest that we have 
here the beginning of a sequence of parables as in iv. 1 ff. or of a 
narrative to which the parable is an introduction. Its insertion here 
seems due to the fact that it alludes to the predecessors of Jesus, and 

1 [It is relevant here that Daube, 'Four Types of Question', in J.T.S. n.s. n 
(April 1951), 45—8, shows the four questions discussed in Mark xii. 13—37 to cor
respond to a fourfold rabbinical scheme, so that 'whoever collected the questions 
acted on a definite artistic plan*. He leaves open the question whether jhe collector 
was Mark or a predecessor. H.C.] 
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so fits in with his allusion to the Baptist in the preceding section.1 

Further, the ending, as has been noticed above (p. 81), is very ill 
suited to the context, since the people who are already plotting to 
kill Jesus here only try to arrest him. This sort of inconsistency is 
hardly likely to be due to Mark, but is natural if we are dealing with 
extracts from older sources.2 

On the other hand the question about the great commandment 
does not in its Marcan form involve any 'conflict' at all (xii. 28fF.); 
it is only in Matthew's imagination that the questioner is 'tempting' 
Jesus, and the story ends with a commendation of the questioner, 
and the entirely pointless statement that 'no one dared to ask him 
any further questions'. The story may have been current without 
any attachment to the visit of Jesus to Jerusalem; Luke x. 25 may, or 
may not, be a doublet of it. Here the lawyer is attempting to entrap 
Jesus as in Matthew, but this is a more or less formal addition to 
such stories in the later tradition. Otherwise the wording of the 
two stories in Luke and Mark is entirely different except for the 
actual quotation of the shema. On the other hand the position is 
complicated by the story of the rich man in Mark x. 17 (a 'young 
man' in Matt. xix. 22 and a 'ruler' according to Luke xviii. 18). For 
the question asked is the same in Luke x. 25 and Mark x. 17; but 
the questioner both in Matt. xxii. 35 and Luke x. 25 is a lawyer, as 
against 'one of the scribes' in Mark xii. 28. It would seem that there 
were two stories in circulation or possibly more. In one the questioner 
was a rich man, who asked what he must do to inherit eternal life; in 
the other a scribe or lawyer asked, ' Which is the great command
ment in the law?' It tells against the view that they are doublets 

1 So Rawlinson rightly ad loc. It is commonly held that the parable cannot be 
authentic, since it implies the use of allegory. But the view that Jesus could not use 
allegory seems to rest merely on the authority of Julicher. In The Parables of the 
Synoptic Gospels, pp. 221 fF., Smith suggests a drastic reconstruction, but it is doubtful 
whether his canons for the construction of parables can be applied so strictly. For 
a defence of its authenticity, cf. Rawlinson ad he. with a reference to Burkitt. 

2 For a specimen of this kind of thing, cf. Diod. Sic. xi, 54, 2. Here the Spartans 
persuade Themistocles' enemies at Athens to accuse him of medizing on account of 
his friendship with Pausanias. He is acquitted, but soon after is ostracized and 
retires to Argos. Hereupon the Spartans renew their attacks and demand his trial 
before a pan-hellenic court; Themistocles then flees to Admetus. The first trial and 
acquittal is a mere doublet, arising from Diodorus' attempt to conflate Thucydides 
and Ephorus (cf. F.G.H. 70, F 189-90, and C.A.H. v, 64). 
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that in both we have features that would never have been invented, 
the question, 'Why callest thou me good?' and in xii. 32!?. the 
extremely friendly relations between Jesus and the questioner, while 
the point in each case is different. But there is a further difficulty in 
the fact that the Lucan story as it stands is a complete story in itself; 
it begins with the question, 'What shall I do to inherit eternal life?' 
and ends with the answer,' This do and thou shah live.' (The Good 
Samaritan is a rather clumsy Lucan appendage.) It would seem that 
the Lucan story at x. 25 is a quite independent version of Mark xii. 
28 ff.; both were in circulation and probably neither had any fixed 
place in the tradition. Luke put his version in at a fairly early point, 
perhaps because he saw the difficulty of Jesus' being on such friendly 
terms with a scribe or lawyer just before the final crisis. Even so he 
made the question an attempt to entrap Jesus, as also did Matthew, 
who seems to have heard the story in its Lucan form and followed its 
description of the questioner as a lawyer. (But the substitution of 
a lawyer for one of the scribes in Matthew and Luke might be mere 
coincidence.) Luke omitted the Marcan version of the question as to 
eternal life in his story of the last week, regarding it as a doublet; he 
was probably right, though there may have been several incidents 
of this sort. Mark put it into its present position apparently because 
it involved a scribe, and he had already had three stories illustrating 
conflicts between Jesus and the chief priests, the Pharisees and 
Herodians and the Sadducees, and thought that the scribes ought to be 
represented as well. He then proceeded to detach the conclusion of the 
discussion with the Sadducees, describing Jesus' triumph (xii. 34b), 
from its proper place after xii. 27 without regard for the fact that the 
conversation gave no reason for the failure to go on questioning him. 

It is often held that the question of Jesus about David's son re
presents the conclusion of the conflict-stories, in which he passes 
over to the attack;1 it is possible that Mark intended the story to be 

1 So Albertz, pp. 16 ff. The story is certainly of high antiquity, since the Davidic 
descent is assumed as accepted by the Christians of Rome (Rom. i. 3). Dibelius 
(p. 261) thinks it is intended to show Jesus' criticism of scribal learning, since there 
is no hint of any christological implications. But the whole of Mark is christological; 
the saying might indeed have been invented to meet objections that Jesus could not be 
the Messiah, since he was not descended from David, but we have no hint of such 
objections; nor indeed was there any hard and fast dogma that the Messiah must be 
the son of David. The story represents Jesus' refusal to rest his authority on a real or 
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understood in this sense. But its formal opening, 'And Jesus said 
as he was teaching in the Temple', is entirely unnecessary, since 
ex hypothesi he has been doing so since xi. 27. Moreover, if we are 
dealing with a collection of conflict-stories older than Mark, the 
conclusion of the series ought to come after this story, not before it 
as it does in Mark xii. 34b. Matthew saw this and transferred it to 
the end of the question as to David's son at xxii. 46. Luke does not 
need to transfer it; since he has omitted the question as to the great 
commandment, it follows the answer to the Sadducees, which was its 
original position. 

Thus even if we postulate an original group of conflict-stories, it 
can at best only have consisted of the three hostile questions of 
Mark xi. 27ff. and xii. 13-27. But here there are fresh difficulties. 
The question of xi. 28 is extremely awkward as it stands, since it 
does not appear what 'these things' are. The objection need not be 
fatal, since it is assumed throughout the Gospel that Jesus is always 
doing mighty works; the awkwardness is not necessarily greater 
than that of the sudden appearance of the scribes from Jerusalem at 
iii. 22. Clearly, however, the saying would have more point if it 
came immediately after the cleansing of the Temple. And, as has 
been seen above, it probably did come immediately after it in Mark's 
source. The journey to and from Jerusalem in Mark xi. 12 and 27 is 
simply an editorial framework; if they are eliminated, we have the 
journey to Bethany from the Twelve-source, followed immediately 
by the return to Jerusalem in xi. 15. (As it stands the opening of 
15 is rather abrupt, but there may have been editorial modification; 
originally the source may have run, 'And on the next day they came 
out of Bethany and came to Jerusalem'.) We thus have a perfectly 
straightforward sequence of the entry, cleansing of the Temple and 
the question as to authority. All this sequence may have stood in 
the Twelve-source, though if so Mark has preferred another source 
for the story of the entry (cf. above, p. 80), but of this we cannot be 
certain, since there is no mention either of the Twelve or the 
disciples. 

supposed descent from David; it certainly would not have been invented after the 
belief in his Davidic descent was generally accepted, and Romans shows that this 
goes back well before the time when Mark was compiled. For various views which 
have been expressed on the passage, cf. Rawlinson and Lagrange ad he. 
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This is not the only difficulty. The coalition of Pharisees and 
Herodians reappears from iii. 6. The question of the tribute-money 
was a very adroit attempt to find grounds for a political charge; 
Luke recognizes its importance, though he does not understand the 
Herodians; his elaborate introduction with the classical eyKa0£rovs 
is significant. The Marcan story has an intolerably weak conclusion; 
but Mark is interested in minimizing the political aspect of the 
condemnation of Jesus. The question arises whether the incident 
may not have belonged originally to the first group of conflict-
stories and been transferred by Mark to its present position, the 
weak ending having been added by Mark; in the original form no 
ending was needed since the plot had already been described, and 
the Passion story was to follow.1 It may be noted that if Mark i. 40 fF. 
was, as has been suggested above (p. 8), part of this source, we get 
with the inclusion of the tribute-money a total of seven incidents, 
a highly probable number for such a collection. On the other hand 
it is possible that the warning against the leaven of the Pharisees and 
Herod (Mark viii. 15) also came from this collection (cf. above, 
p. 58). Consequently this point cannot be pressed. 

This however leaves only the question of the Sadducees. Here we 
are faced with a fresh difficulty. The Lucan version of the story 
(xx. 27fF.) ends with a friendly comment of 'some of the scribes' 
(assumed to be Pharisees) and the statement that no one dared to ask 
Jesus any more questions (xx. 39Q; it may be assumed that these 
verses are taken from Mark xii. 32 and 34 in consequence of the 
omission of the question as to the great commandment. But while 
we have no reason to suppose that Matthew or Luke had any 
authority but Mark for the rest of these incidents of Mark xi. 27fF., 
xii. 1 fF., and xii. i8fF.,z this story in its Lucan form gives an entirely 

1 For this view, cf. T. W. Manson, The Life of Jesus {Bulletin of the John Rylands 
Library', March 1944, p. 281, following Easton). Easton's difficulty that in Galilee 
'Herodian' might mean an official of Herod's court, while in Jerusalem it would 
mean a supporter of the Herodian solution of the Palestine problem, need not be 
taken seriously, since (a) we cannot be sure that both incidents did not occur in 
Galilee (or in Jerusalem), and (J>) in popular language the word would mean any 
dependent or supporter of the dynasty, and neither Mark nor his source would be 
concerned to distinguish them. In any case both groups would have a similar policy 
towards a Messianic pretender. 

2 The main differences here are the avoidance by both of the clumsy anacoluthon 
of Mark xi. 32, Luke's abbreviation of the prophecy of Mark xii. 2, the absence of any 
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different version of Jesus' answer. The opening of the story seems 
to be taken from Mark. But the answer is longer than Mark's version, 
whereas Luke's general tendency is to contract (ten lines in Nestle's 
text as against eight lines in Mark; the question on authority and the 
parable of the husbandmen take thirty-nine lines as against Mark's 
forty-two), and the extended form is remarkable for its Semitic 
character. Thus in xx. 34f. we have a very Semitic parallelism between 
the 'sons of this world' and those who are accounted worthy to 
attain to the resurrection of the dead (the parallelism remains even 
if we follow the Western reading yevvcoaiv KCCI yevvcovTai pre
ferred by Creed ad loc). The 'sons of this world' and the 'sons 
of the resurrection' have a distinctly Semitic air; to suppose that 
Luke plunged of his own accord into this orgy of semitisms demands 
a very high degree of credulity.1 It would seem that Jesus' answer to 
the Sadducees was current in more than one form, and the question 
arises whether it was originally connected with the events leading up 
to the Passion any more than the question as to the great command-
mention of killing the servants in Luke xx. 9 fF. (this is presumably due to the desire 

to provide a better climax in the killing of the son; the sending of three servants in 

Luke is more graphic and might well be nearer to the original but seems due to 

Luke) and the addition of the cryptic saying of Luke xx. 18 to the quotation from 

Ps. cxvii. 22 f. The verse is not found in the Western text of Matthew and is pre

sumably due to assimilation. For Luke's introduction to the question of the 

tribute-money, cf. above, p. 89; 96pos is substituted for KT̂ VCTOS to avoid a bar

barism; 8nyc<piov was presumably too familiar to be felt as such. Otherwise the 

verbal agreement in all these incidents is high, and there are hardly any non-Marcan 

words. 
1 Streeter (p. 215) regards the changes as being 'well within the limits of editorial 

conjecture or inference from the context'. But he is arguing here for his theory of 
a proto-Luke, and against the view that, in the sections Luke derived from Mark, he 
also had a parallel version in proto-Luke. It is doubtful whether he would have 
admitted the argument if it had not been necessary to his thesis. He ignores the 
semitisms, which Creed notes but does not explain. 

Moulton and Milligan, Voc. Gr. N.T. s.v. vl6$, hold that 'sons of this age' need 
not be a semitism, but only quote as parallels its honorific use in such tides as uios 
TTJS irocTpfSos, TToAecos K.T.A., which are scarcely analogous since they are a natural 
metaphor. For the Semitic character of the use, cf. Blass-Debrunner, N.T. Gramm.1 

§ 162. Luke preserves the semitisms in some cases where he finds them in his sources: 
v. 34 ( = Mark ii. 19), vi. 35 ( = Mark v. 45), but he omits the 'sons of thunder' at 
vi. 14 ( = Mark iii. 17) and changes the 'sons of the kingdom' of Matt. viii. 12, which 
looks original, into 'yourselves' at xiii. 28. x. 6 is clearly from a Semitic original. It 
seems most unlikely that he has introduced the usage here of his own accord by way of 
'editorial conjecture'. 
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ment. It is perhaps doubtful whether Jesus was likely to meet with 
Sadducees in Galilee, or anywhere outside Jerusalem, and we have 
no sufficient evidence that Jesus visited Jerusalem on any other 
occasion during his public career; on the other hand his answer to 
the Sadducees was likely to lessen the hostility of the Pharisees. Thus 
the probability is that the story originally circulated independently 
as a timeless anecdote. 

In this case it would seem that we have in Mark xi. 27-xii. 37 not 
a collection of conflict-stories, but a Marcan compilation drawn from 
various sources. Of this we cannot be certain, since the three 
questions addressed to Jesus might have been collected into a tract 
before Mark; but the evidence seems to suggest that the question as 
to authority formed part of the source which described the cleansing 
of the Temple, and the question as to tribute-money part of the 
earlier collection of conflict-stories, while the parable of the wicked 
husbandmen seems to have been drawn from a source in which it 
stood as an introduction to the story of the Passion; the beginning 
and conclusion show that it was not simply an unattached parable 
inserted here by Mark; whether in fact the parable, if authentic, was 
uttered in the week before the Passion is an entirely different 
question, which we have no means of deciding. The question of the 
Sadducees and that of the scribe as to the great commandment seem 
to have circulated independently; the latter at least had no fixed place 
in the tradition. On the other hand the clumsy SIS&OKCOV &v TC*3 iepcp 
of Mark's introduction of the question as to the son of David 
indicates that it came to Mark in its present form as an isolated unit 
or from a different collection of sayings; Mark did not trouble to 
alter the words, although Jesus was already teaching in the Temple. 

The woes on the Pharisees will be dealt with in the following 
chapter. 

It may be noted at this point that the story of the widow's mite 
(Mark xii. 41 ff.) is an isolated fragment as to the source of which 
there is no clue. It has been suggested that the incident is derived 
from a similar Buddhist story.1 On the other hand there are parallels 
in Greek literature.3 It may be doubted whether these similarities 

1 For a full discussion of this, cf. Clemen, Rel.-Gesch. Erkl. d. n. T. pp. 25iff. 
2 Cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 20. The thought goes back to Socrates (Xenophon, 

Memorabilia, I, 3, 3). 
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prove more than that any reasonably advanced religion is sure to 
value the simple offerings of the poor more than large gifts of the 
rich, which cost them little. Thus an incident of this kind might 
occur, or a legend to the same effect develop independently, in 
various quarters. Whether we regard the Marcan narrative as history 
or legend appears to depend entirely on our own presuppositions; on 
the assumption that it is historical it is located in Jerusalem. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE WARNING AGAINST THE SCRIBES 

The remaining section of Mark, the warning against the scribes 
(xii. 38fE), is best considered in conjunction with the treatment of 
the same theme in the Q stratum. Luke preserves both as separate 
incidents (xi. ^jff. and xx. 45ff.) while Matthew (xxiii. iff.) con
flates the two, adding other matter from other parts of the same 
stratum with a good deal that is peculiar to himself. It has been 
suggested that Mark has preserved only a fragment of a larger 
denunciation (so Rawlinson ad loc.\ but it is not easy to see why 
a Christian writer should give only a selection on such a theme. On 
the other hand the growing hostility between the Church and the 
synagogue after the crucifixion would naturally lead to the multi
plication of accusations of this kind; the tendency would be in
creased by the opposition of Jewish Christians of the popular type 
to the attempts of Christian Pharisees to persuade them to observe 
the Law in the Pharisaic sense.1 The only evidence for supposing 
that Mark is drawing on a larger collection of denunciations would 
appear to be the close verbal resemblance between Mark xii. 38f. 
and Luke xi. 43. But there is no reason why the saying (which seems 
to be part of the earliest form of the denunciation) should not have 
been preserved in a very similar form in two different traditions; it is 
of course possible that Luke xi. 43 has been influenced by the Marcan 
form of the saying. 

On the other hand the Marcan denunciation is in itself difficult 
to understand; the hearers are warned to 'beware oP the scribes, 
who are accused of vanity and ostentation, avarice and hypocrisy, 
and are therefore threatened with 'greater condemnation'. It is 
difficult to suppose that the disciples of Jesus himself, or even the 

1 Cf. Acts x. 14 and xv. 10; for Paul's view of popular Judaism, cf. Gal. ii. 14, 
v. 3 and vi. 13. Views of this kind when expressed by a Pharisee convert in a Jewish 
Christian community would naturally excite opposition; it is not for nothing that 
Matthew is at once the most Jewish and the most anti-Pharisaic of the Gospels. 
Cf. Jerusalem, p. 224 and notes, and my Acts of the Apostles, p. 49; see also Kilpatrick, 
The Origins of the Gospel according to St Matthew, p. 121. 
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Christians of the first generation, were likely to be seriously tempted 
to follow the bad example of the scribes; the warning might be 
intended to suggest that the scribes are likely to persecute the 
disciples, but the allusion to 'greater condemnation' is scarcely 
suited to this point. It is possible that the warning was intended to 
discourage Christians from associating with Jews of the Pharisaic 
type: but beneath this secondary form Mark may have preserved 
a fragment of denunciation that came to him in a good tradition, 
though we have no evidence for supposing that he was consciously 
selecting from his materials. 

The non-Marcan denunciation is preserved in two widely dif
ferent forms by Matthew and Luke. The Lucan form is relatively 
simple. It is introduced by an apparently friendly invitation to 
dinner by a Pharisee, who is surprised by Jesus' failure to wash 
before dinner; his surprise leads to a violent attack on the Pharisees 
for cleansing the outside of the cup and platter, while inwardly they 
are full of iniquity; after the question, * Did not he that made the out
side make the inside also?' comes the obscure verse xL 41.* We then 
have a series of three woes on the Pharisees: (1) for tithing mint and 
forgetting justice; (2) for ostentation and vanity as in Mark xii. 38; 
(3) for being like invisible tombs. These are followed by a question 
from a lawyer, which elicits three woes on them: (4) for laying 
burdens on men's backs but refusing to touch them (i.e. evading 
them themselves, cf. Creed ad loc); (5) for building the tombs of 
the prophets and so approving of the action of their fathers in 
murdering them. This is followed by a denunciation of the Jewish 
nation, ascribed to 'the wisdom of God', after which we have a very 
lame ending in the form of (6) a woe on the lawyers for taking away 
the key of knowledge, so that they neither enter (into what?), nor 
allow others to do so. 

As it stands this is a very clumsy compilation. The opening may be 
due to Luke himself; but it may perhaps be doubted whether he 
would have represented Jesus as attacking his host with such 

1 For the difficulty of the text and exact meaning of 40, cf. Creed ad loc. Creed is 
inclined to follow Wellhausen on 41, taking 'give alms' as a mistake for ' cleanse * 
owing to a confusion of the Aramaic words ^akki and dakki. At Professor Dodd's 
seminar considerable doubt was expressed as to the existence of an Aramaic word 
dakki meaning 'cleanse*. Cf. Butler, Originality of St Matthew, p. 54 and n. 
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discourtesy; the scene suggests rather the conventional hatred of the 
Pharisees which characterizes the early Palestinian community. 
We should naturally expect seven woes, as we find them in Matthew; 
the lawyer's question in xi. 45 and the direction of the three woes 
which follow at the lawyers (in Matthew all are directed against the 
'scribes and Pharisees') suggest that Luke or an earlier editor found 
a catalogue of six woes, and inserted the lawyer's question, changing 
the objects of the last three woes from 'Pharisees' into 'lawyers' 
because two groups of three seemed more suitable than a list of six. 
The insertion from 'the Wisdom' of God came to him in his source, 
as is clear from its appearance in Matt, xxiii. 34; it would appear that 
it had been inserted into its Lucan position by a previous compiler 
because it dealt with killing the prophets, with the result that the 
last woe had to follow very weakly at the end of the list. 

As against this Matthew (xxiii. 1 fF.) has a saying by Jesus that the 
scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses' seat and must be obeyed but not 
imitated, 'for they say and do not'. This is explained by a variant 
form of Luke's first woe on the lawyers. Then comes an expanded 
form of the Marcan denunciation, 'enlarging the phylacteries' being 
added to the charges. Verses 8-12 consist of miscellaneous sayings 
of which 8 and 10 are doublets while 11 and 12 are floating sayings 
of a proverbial character, which Jesus may have used on various 
occasions (cf. Mark ix. 35, Luke ix. 48, Matt, xviii. 4, Luke xiv. 11 
and xviii. 14); there is no particular reason to suppose that they had 
any original connection with a denunciation of the scribes and 
Pharisees. There follows a set of seven woes: (1) For shutting the 
kingdom of heaven, and neither entering nor allowing others to 
enter ( = Luke's (6) in a more original form, since it avoids the 
hellenistic 'key of knowledge' and makes it clear what it is that they 
neither enter nor allow others to enter).1 (2) Compassing sea and 
land to make one proselyte. Luke has no parallel, and the saying 
seems clearly secondary, implying a situation in which the Church 

1 I owe the point to Professor Dodd who compares the title of Corp. Herm. x 
(cf. Festugiere, I, 107). This idea of an esoteric 'key of knowledge* is certainly 
hellenistic rather than Jewish; but it would be difficult to find any trace of familiarity 
with literature of this type in the Lucan writings, apart from the absolute common
places of popular philosophy in such passages as Acts xiv. 15 ff. and xvii. 23 fF. 
I should be inclined to suspect that the alteration is due to an earlier editor and not 
Luke; cf. below, p. 101. 
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and the synagogues are competing for proselytes. (3)' Blind guides.' 
This appears to be a cento of denunciations based on such sayings 
as Matt. v. 33ff. and xv. 14 ( = Luke vi. 39, which was probably the 
original position in the Q stratum). It is possible that the condemna
tion of rabbinical casuistry goes back to an authentic tradition of the 
sayings of Jesus, but that does not mean that it belongs to this 
passage. (4) Tithing mint, anise and cummin ( = Luke (1)). Here 
the triple parallelism, three herbs and three 'weightier matters of the 
Law', looks more original than Luke's ' mint and rue and every herb' 
and his ' judgment and the love of God'. On the other hand 24 looks 
like a proverbial saying, inserted here with the introduction of 
'blind guides'. It may be an authentic saying of Jesus, but that need 
not mean that it originally stood here. (5) The inside of the cup and 
the platter (25 f.) avoids the difficulty of Luke xx. 41, but looks like 
an attempt to avoid the difficulty. (6) ' Whited sepulchres, outwardly 
fair but inwardly full of dead men's bones' ( = Luke's (3) but with a 
completely different point and wording). (7) Building the tombs of 
the prophets (Luke's (5)). This is followed by a full-blooded denun
ciation based on the style of the Baptist (32f.) and the denunciation 
of the murderers of the prophets, ascribed to Jesus himself, not as in 
Luke to the 'Wisdom of God'. Thus Matthew has seven woes, of 
which (1), (4), (6) and (7) have parallels in Luke (Luke's (1), (3), (5) 
and (6)), though without any common order. Matthew's (2) and (3) 
do not appear in Luke at all; his (5) appears as Luke xi. 39 ff., but not as 
a woe, while Luke's (4) appears, not as a woe, in Matt, xxiii. 4. 

With regard to the form of the sayings, it may be observed that 
those common to both evangelists tend to a close similarity: 'You 
do this, and you do not do that (whereas you ought to do both or 
neither).' Matthew's (1) ( = Luke's (6)), and again Matthew's (4) 
( = Luke's (1)), fit this scheme exactly. Now there is no reason, 
apart perhaps from the 'woe', why the former should not be an 
authentic saying, and there is every reason to suppose that the latter 
must be; there was never a moment in the history of the Church 
when Christian Pharisees1 could have gained acceptance for this 

1 The Mishnah (Peah i. 4 and Ma'as. i. 1) extends the Law from corn, wine and oil 
to herbs. The last clause was too much for D which omits it in Luke. But it seems 
dangerous to regard it with Creed as due to assimilation to Matthew; it appears in 
Pap. 45. The motive for omission was extremely strong. 
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relative approval of a Pharisaic extension of the Torah as an authentic 
saying of Jesus; the only explanation of its survival seems to be that 
it was known as a genuine saying which could not be disputed. 
Matthew has disturbed the parallelism by adding 24. A similar 
structure appears in his (6) ( = Luke's (3), when it is recognized that 
Matt, xxiii. 28 is a homiletic expansion.1 As against these Matthew's 
(2), which, as has been noted, can hardly be regarded as having any 
claim to authenticity, has a different structure, since there is no 
contrast between what the Pharisees do and what they fail to do, 
but two charges, the second of which aggravates the first. 

This leaves Matthew's (5), the cleaning of the outside of the cup 
and the platter. The substance of this appears in Luke xi. 39ff., 
though not as a woe. It has already been noticed that the violence 
of Jesus' attack on his host in the Lucan version seems to reflect the 
attitude of the early Jewish community; the Pharisees are outside 
the pale and need not be regarded as deserving of the most ele
mentary courtesy. On the other hand the Lucan version adds to the 
Matthean the saying of 41, 'Did not he that made the outside make 
the inside also?' Now this saying by itself, with the omission of 
&ppoves, would make a perfectly good and entirely courteous 
answer to the Pharisee's 'surprise' that Jesus did not wash before 
dinner.2 This may well have formed an independent pronounce
ment-story; it has been conflated either by Luke or a previous editor 
with the saying of 39, which appears as a woe in Matthew. The 
conflation with the story with the first woe made it necessary for 
the Lucan version to recast the form of the saying as to the cleansing 
of the outside of the cup, so that it ceased to be a woe, with the 
result that the original seven was reduced to six. The saying of 41 

1 The precise meaning is obscure. If the Lucan version means anything, it would 
seem to mean that the Pharisees expect men to trust them, but those who do so incur 
defilement (presumably by being led into sins like theirs), as do men who walk over 
tombs hidden below the surface of the ground (Mishnah, Oholoth ix. 14). The 
Matthean version is intelligible (cf. Str.-B. and Allen adloc), and probably represents 
the original. Luke may have compressed it through failure to understand it. It is of 
course possible that both versions of the saying were current, but in any case Luke's 
form has been abbreviated to an extent which deprives it of its point. 

2 Presumably in the original story the Pharisee expressed his surprise; but his 
expression has been omitted in accordance with the tendency of the later tradition to 
ascribe to Jesus an unlimited power to read the thoughts of men (Mark ix. 33 ff. and 
Luke ix. 46f.; cf. Gentiles, p. 71 n. 5). 
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may also have been originally independent, and have had no con
nection with the cup and the platter beyond the one word KocOccpd; 
in this case the words will simply have meant, 'Give all that is 
possible by way of alms and all things are clean unto you.'* It may 
be noted that with the omission of 26 and 28 the woes which deal 
with the cleansing of the outside and 'whited sepulchres' have an 
exactly parallel form in the Matthean version; moreover, this 
omission explains the quite impossible yeiiouaiv 4§ apTrccyfjs KCCI 

dKpaaias of 25. It would seem that originally the woe ended ys[xerve 
apTrccyfjs; y îieTe was changed to yejJiovaiv by assimilation to the end 
of 27, while subsequently ££ was added, perhaps by Matthew himself 
in order to give some sort of sense to the passage.2 The assimilation 
would be a great deal more likely if 25 and 27 originally stood 
close together. 

There is thus considerable reason for supposing that Matthew and 
Luke both represent an earlier source containing seven woes, though 
in view of the differences between the two lists and the order of the 
woes it seems likely that the document had already assumed dif
ferent forms; it was natural that this should be so, for the theme was 
no doubt popular and widely used. Fresh disputes with the Pharisees 
would provide new material. The document was probably put into 
the form of woes by the compiler, and some of the material has little 
claim to be regarded as authentic. Matt, xxiii. 15 has been noticed 
above; the saying about the tombs of the prophets3 seems also to 

1 If this view is accepted, it would follow that the insertion of the Pharisee's 
invitation to dinner and the pronouncement of 40 were added after 41 had been 
attached to 39, since the tradition common to Matthew and Luke had already joined 
these two verses together, Matt, xxiii. 26 being an attempt to make sense of the 
obscure Lucan form. Moulton and Milligan suggest 'the inside', i.e. 'give the con
tents of the cup and the platter as alms' (Voc. Gr. N.T. s.v. Ivetui). But this 
seems very hard without kv CCVTOTS. 

2 As the text stands the only possible meaning seems to be that the cup and platter 
are full as a result of the rapacity of their owners (so Allen ad he). Creed on Luke 
xi. 39 rightly remarks that this 'seems too subtle for the Gospel sayings'. 

3 H.-J. Schoeps in Die jiidischen Prophetenmorde (Symb. Bib. Upsal., 1943) 
suggests that the theme of the murder of the prophets is derived from a Jewish 
original of the Vitae Prophetarum. I had independently made a similar suggestion at 
Professor Dodd's seminar, but Professor Marsh pointed out that in Neh. ix. 6 the 
guilt is accepted by the Jewish writer, presumably on the strength of I Kings xix. 10. 
In I Thess. ii. 15 Paul charges the Jews with killing their own prophets and in 
Rom. xi. 3 he quotes Elijah's words, applying them to Israel as a whole, not simply to 
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enshrine a favourite argument of the early Church in Palestine and 
elsewhere in its controversies with the Jews.1 The argument that the 
Jews by building the tombs of the prophets condone the deeds of 
their fathers is hopelessly weak and disingenuous, and would 
appear to have grown up in a rather low level of anti-Jewish 
controversy. 

The quotation from 'the Wisdom of God' is very peculiar. In 
Matthew it is put into the mouth of Jesus himself. To Christian 
writers after Paul, Jesus was the incarnation of the divine Wisdom. 
On the other hand there is no parallel in the Gospels for the descrip
tion of Jesus as the Wisdom of God, or as the Wisdom or Logos 
who spoke through the prophets, and it is most unlikely that Luke 
would have substituted 'the Wisdom of God' for the first person 
singular of the Matthean version. On the whole it seems probable 
that Bultmann (pp. 119Q is right and that we have here an insertion 
from an early Christian writing, ascribed to and perhaps described 
as 'the Wisdom of God'. An extract from this had been inserted 
into the common source of Matthew and Luke; the latter has 
allowed the wording of his source to stand in spite of its awkward
ness, simply because he did not trouble to correct it.2 It is true that 
we have no parallel for such an insertion from a Christian writing, 
with the source acknowledged, in the Synoptic Gospels. But we 

Elijah and the northern kingdom. There may well have been rabbinical enlargement 
on the theme (cf. Str.-B. on Matt, xxiii. 30 ff.). But the Vitae Prophetarum appear to 
be a Christian work to justify the charge of Acts vii. 52 (naturally for Stephen (or 
Luke) it was of faith that the prophets had foretold the coming of Christ). Heb. xi. 3 5 
describes martyrdoms of the prophets in a Christian version of a kerygma of the 
Old Testament which shows no anti-semitic bias and may be adapted from a Jewish 
original. 

1 Cf. Justin Martyr, Dial. 102 (329 D ) , where the Jews are always murderers of 
' the righteous \ 

2 There is scarcely any limit to the carelessness of ancient compilers. Cf. Arrian, 
Anah. xvn, 19, 6: Alexander's pretext for attempting to conquer Arabia Felix was 
that the Arabians had not sent an embassy to him, 'but the real reason, as it seems to 
me, was his insatiable desire for conquest \ Here' as it seems to me' is not Arrian's own 
opinion, but inserted into his extract from Aristobulus of Cassandreia, whom he is 
following (F.G.H. 139, F 55), as appears from the fact that Strabo, xvi, 1, 11 (741), 
quotes the same passage of Aristobulus (cf. F.G.H. 139, F 56) to the effect that 'he 
says that Alexander made it his pretext for the war that the Arabs alone sent no 
embassy to him, but in reality he sought to be lord of the whole world \ Arrian has 
simply not taken the trouble to cut out Aristobulus* 'as it seems to me', or to revise 
it so as to show that it is Aristobulus* view and not his own. 
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cannot rule out the possibility that an early compiler of the sayings 
of Jesus would regard it as natural to amplify them by the insertion 
of a parallel from a Christian denunciation of the Jews, which was 
not attributed to Jesus himself. Luke is far more likely to have 
copied his source out direct than to have changed 'I send unto you' 
into 'the Wisdom of God saith "I send unto you"' ; on the other 
hand Matthew is quite likely to have changed his source in the 
opposite direction.1 

But when these passages have been omitted there are some 
elements, the presence of which in the tradition can only be ex
plained if they are based on authentic recollections of the sayings of 
Jesus. Of these the saying as to mint, anise and cummin has been 
noted already. The opening of the Matthean discourse is equally 
unintelligible, except as a survival from a period of Jesus' career 
during which he still hoped that the Pharisees would accept his 
conception of the kingdom of God. The closing words 'but do not 
after their works; for they say and do not' may have been added by 
the Church; the original saying upheld the Pharisaic tradition of 
piety, including their method of interpreting the Torah. If this is so, 
the saying will date from an earlier period than xxiii. 23, where it 
is recognized that there is an impassable gulf between Jesus' procla
mation of the kingdom and the attitude of the Pharisees; on the 
other hand it is possible that the charge of laying burdens on men's 
backs and refusing to bear them themselves represents a condemna
tion of certain forms of rabbinical casuistry going back to Jesus 
himself, xxiii. 13 may perfectly well be an authentic saying in its 
Matthean form, and the same applies to xxiii. 25 and the saying 
appended to it in Luke xi. 41, assuming the interpretation suggested 
above to be correct, xxiii. 27 may well be the original form of an 
authentic saying. It is also likely that xxiii. i6ff. contains authentic 
sayings. 

On the other hand the compilation of a list of seven woes looks 
definitely secondary (so Bultmann, rightly, p. 119). What we have 
is a document based on the sayings already noted, some of which 
go back to the period in the ministry of Jesus when he broke with 
the Pharisees, or even earlier. These were compiled into a tract 

1 Creed ad loc. regards Bultmann's view as unlikely, but admits that he has no 
satisfactory alternative. 
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attacking the Pharisees, scribes or lawyers, and expanded by a woe 
condemning them as the murderers of the prophets, though this 
should rightly have been addressed to the Jewish nation as such; 
still the Pharisees were the dominating element in the nation and it 
was the rulers of the nation, such as Ahab, Manasseh and Joash, who 
had killed the prophets. Either at this point or at the next stage in 
the tradition this was amplified by the extract from the ' Wisdom of 
God' in front of the last woe on those who shut the kingdom of 
heaven before men, leaving the last woe (in the Lucan version) 
hopelessly isolated from the rest. It is possible that the differences 
between the Matthean and Lucan versions are due to the two evan
gelists: but reasons have been noted above which make it more 
likely that the document underwent a certain amount of re-editing 
before it reached them. In this case the comparatively close verbal 
similarity in some parts of the two passages (note Matt, xxiii. 23 f. and 
Luke xi. 42; Matt, xxiii. 25 and Luke xi. 39 and the extract from the 
Wisdom of God, where we have no changes that are not easily 
explicable as to editing by the evangelists) will be due to the fact 
that the intermediate editors happened to leave their original 
unchanged. 

How far the charges which may reasonably be supposed to go 
back to Jesus himself were really justified is not a matter which can 
be decided by comparing them with the highest expressions of 
rabbinical piety. The original denunciations were presumably 
addressed to the followers of the Pharisaic tradition in Galilee, and 
do not go beyond the condemnations of false Pharisaism to be 
found in rabbinical literature (cf. Str.-B. iv, 336f.). But in the 
last resort the teaching of Jesus stood for a conception of the Torah 
which was irreconcilable with that of the Pharisees and could only 
lead to a breach between him and them. 

A curious point arises in the Lucan ending of this passage 
(xi. 53f.). It is normally regarded as a Lucan addition (Bultmann, 
p. 361). It is possible that this view is correct. But the insertion 
leaves an incredibly clumsy connection with the opening verses of 
xii. Luke would seem to have had xii. 1 ff. as a collection of sayings 
of which some were addressed to the disciples, and some to the 
crowd; Luke has no doubt framed his awkward xii. 1 to bring both 
disciples and crowd on to the stage, although the picture of a private 
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discourse to the disciples, while the crowd are 'treading down one 
another', is almost grotesque. It is only made worse if it is made to 
synchronize with the attempts of the Pharisees to trap Jesus into 
words which can be used as evidence against him. Moreover 
crrrooToiJicxTijeiv here can only mean to 'catechize' or to 'cross-
examine' him,1 and there seems no reason why Luke should insert an 
editorial ending to this effect when in fact he had no specimens of 
such catechizing to offer. Even if we regard the conflict-stories of 
xx. i ff. as specimens, they are far too widely removed from xi. 53 to 
justify the editorial insertion. It is at least possible that we have 
here the original ending of the source, which described how after 
their breach with Jesus the Pharisees attempted by questioning Jesus 
to entrap him into utterances which could be used as evidence 
against him. In this case the source will have been an introduction 
to the story of the Passion; it may well contain a genuine piece of 
historical reminiscence. 

1 The second-century grammarian Pollux (11, 102) gives Plato as an authority for 
this meaning. The Western text rightly saw that this meaning was needed, and 
rewrote the verse accordingly, substituting ouupAAAsiv ccCrrcp for ccTrooTouordseiv 
(for crvupdAAeiv, cf. Acts iv. 15; for the text cf. Creed ad loc). Creed rightly sees 
that the sense * cross-examine' is required, but does not notice Pollux, who may be 
presumed to reflect the tradition of the schools. Whether Plato (Euthyd. 276 c, 277 A) 
used the word in this sense does not of course matter. Luke is more likely to have 
read a grammarian than Plato, and to have used the word on his authority. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

THE 'LITTLE APOCALYPSE' 

It is generally recognized that Mark xiii. 1-37 in its present form is 
an independent apocalypse; the four disciples of 3 indicate that it is 
the earliest specimen of the Christian apocryphal convention, which 
expands the received tradition by means of supposed revelations 
given to specially selected groups of disciples.1 The Apocalypse, 
however, is not originally a single document. Its basis is an 
apocalypse dating back to Caligula's attempt to put up his statue in 
the Temple, an attempt which excited as much consternation among 
Jewish Christians as among the Jews in general.2 The fact that many 
of its features are drawn from conventional Jewish apocalyptic is 
no evidence that it was originally a purely Jewish document; with 
the wealth of apocalyptic provided by Jewish tradition, Christians 
had no need to invent new elements for themselves. On the other 
hand it may be noted that we have in Mark a very early form of the 
apocalypse. For the version of it which appears in II Thess. ii. 3 fF. 
has already faced the fact that Caligula's attempt had been indefinitely 
postponed, and has provided the mysterious 6 KOCT£X<»V to explain 
the postponement. There seems no reason for disputing the authen
ticity of II Thess., apart from a certain reluctance to ascribe the 
rather artless acceptance of the Caligula-apocalypse to the Apostle 
of the Gentiles; but in any case the Epistle is concerned to explain 
that, although the original prophecy has not been fulfilled, and has 
indeed been postponed indefinitely, yet it remains a true forecast of 
the signs which must precede the end of all things. The Marcan 
version preserves the original form, when the danger was still 

1 The group of three, Peter, James and John, falls into a different category; cf. 
above, p. 29. The addition of Andrew represents a new stage in the development; 
Andrew has been added to the three to make the Apocalypse more impressive. 

2 Bultmann (p. 129) assumes that the original apocalypse was a Jewish one, and 
that the identification of the Messiah in 21 f. and the Son of Man in 26 f. with Jesus 
is the work of Mark or an intermediate editor. But for this he gives no evidence. 
II Thess. ii. iff. shows that the prophecy was current in one or more Christian 
versions, as well as in Jewish forms. For the whole affair cf. Jerusalem, pp. 172 n. 6, 
187 n. 9, and Dodd in J.R.S. xxxvn (1947), 47 ff. 
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imminent, although it has been conflated with other sayings which 
teach the exact opposite, namely that 'the end is not yet*. 

Thus xiii. 14-20 preserve a form of early Christian apocalyptic 
which goes back to a period prior to the assassination of Caligula in 
A.D. 41. It is further probable that this apocalypse always included 
the prophecies of 8f., a conventional series of disasters foreshadowing 
the end.1 12 is also a piece of conventional apocalyptic, based on 
Micah vii. 6, though as it stands it has been conflated with a quite 
different prophecy of the persecution of the Church in 13; properly 
it was a sign of cosmic disorder (cf. IV Esdras v. 9 and vi. 24). Then 
follows the forecast of Caligula's attack on the Temple, which had 
from the beginning been associated with the prophecies of famines 
and presumably other disasters. It would be a tempting but quite 
unwarrantable speculation to suppose that we have here the 
prophecy of Agabus (Acts xi. 28); the probability is that there were 
innumerable apocalypses of this type current both in Jewish and 
Christian circles in Palestine at the period. All that can be said of it 
is that it survived, in spite of the fact that it had never been realized; 
those in Judaea had never been forced to flee to the mountains by 
the approach of a Roman army. It would seem that it remained as 
a piece of fossilized tradition, perhaps receiving occasional additions, 
in spite of the fact that the Marcan version had never come across 
the convenient explanation of II Thess.* From this point the 

1 Wars are naturally signs of the end, which is to be ushered in by the final attack 
of the Gentiles on Jerusalem. For these and the other signs cf. Jub. xxiii. 13 ff., and 
the references in Charles's note on xxiii. 18. Such disasters are part of the stock-in-
trade of astrology; cf. CataL Codd. Astrol. vm, 3, 186; it is even recognized that they 
can be foretold from the stars in the qualified recognition of astrology in Philo, 
De Op. Mundi 58f. (where Philo appears to be using Posidonius* commentary on the 
Timaeus; cf. Gentiles, p. 63). Cf. also the catalogue of disasters, based on Lev. xxvi 
and Deut. xxviii, in Philo, DeExecr. 1276*". Here the disasters are threatened on Israel 
as a punishment for their sins, but it appears that they will repent (162 ff.) and be re
stored to their land, presumably under the Messianic leader of De Praem. et Poen. 95. 
The whole passage is entirely different from anything else in Philo, and while it is 
little more than a paraphrase of Leviticus and Deuteronomy, there seems no reason 
why he should have written it. It would seem that it was a conventional Jewish-
hellenistic apocalypse with a human Zionist leader, and that Philo incorporated it, as 
he might incorporate anything else. 

a The shortening of the days cannot be taken as an alternative explanation, since 
the shortening of the days could only come after the beginning of the tribulations; 
and in fact the tribulations had never begun. 
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apocalypse loses all touch with normal reality; we have a series 
of celestial portents based on Isa. xiii. 10 and xxxiv. 4, followed 
by the appearance of the Son of Man in the clouds (Dan. vii. 13), 
and the gathering in of the elect by the angels (Zech. ii. 6). All 
this is more or less common form in Jewish apocalyptic (cf. Ass. 
Moys. x. 5 fF., I Enoch lxxx. 4fF., IV Esdras v. 4; for the Messiah, 
cf. IV Esdras xiii. 3ff.)-

The apocalypse in its Marcan form presents several puzzles. In 
2iff. we have a repetition of the warning against false Christs with 
which the whole has already opened (5 b and 6). Here it would seem 
that Luke has preserved the explanation. For in xxi. 10 ( = Mark 
xiii. 8) he inserts for no apparent reason TOTH eAeyev CCVTOIS; the 
new introduction here can only mean either that the original 
compiler was drawing on an existing series of sayings, each with an 
introduction of this kind as in the Oxyrhynchus Logia,1 or that he 
was going over to another source in which this introduction stood. 
It would seem that here as elsewhere Luke has access not merely to 
Mark but to Mark's sources, and that he has by pure chance inserted 
the opening formula which Mark has cut out. This again implies 
that Mark had 5b~7 as an independent saying; he regarded this as 
a suitable place to insert them, in spite of the fact that 8 is a doublet 
of 7, while 5b-6 is repeated at 2iff. 

On the other hand 21 ff. do not belong to the original apocalypse; 
the opening of 24 with its allusion to 'those days after that affliction' 
should clearly come immediately after the * shortening of those days'. 
It is, however, unlikely that Mark would have inserted both forms of 
the warning against false Christs in this extremely clumsy fashion; 
on the other hand he is quite capable of inserting the first saying 
before the apocalypse, and leaving the other in the middle of it if 
they both came to him in collections of sayings from a good source. 
Thus although 21 ff. do not really belong to the apocalypse, it would 
seem that they had found their way into it before it came into 
Mark's hands. In itself the warning against false Christs who say 
§yco e\[x\ may be based on a genuine reminiscence; it might be 
simply a vaticinium ex eventu, but, unless we assume that Jesus had 
no idea that his disciples were to carry on his work after his death, 
we cannot rule out the possibility that he may have foreseen that the 

1 The point was noted at Professor Dodd's seminar by the Rev. R. G. Heard. 
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circumstances of the time would inevitably produce false claimants 
to the Messianic title. 

Mark xiii. 9-11 are another piece of alien matter. The 'beginnings 
of tribulation' in 8 should lead on to the break-up of society in 12, not 
to the persecution of the Church. Luke felt the awkwardness and 
avoided it by inserting 'before these things'; the persecution had 
begun, but the cosmic portents had not at the time when he was 
writing; this is an awkward way out of an awkward situation. On 
the other hand the Marcan account has some secondary features. 
The prophecy of trials before governors and kings seems to have 
been developed out of an original warning of persecutions in the 
local synagogues of Galilee at the time of the mission of the Twelve, 
which has been preserved in Matt. x. 17, where it has been expanded 
by the addition of the Marcan warning of persecution before 
governors and kings and the allusion to the Gentiles. Luke, how
ever, has preserved at xxi. 15 the original wording of the apocalypse 
as against Mark: 'a mouth and wisdom' is clearly more primitive 
than the Marcan allusion to the Holy Spirit which reflects a developed 
theology.1 

The break-up of society is on the other hand part of the original 
apocalypse; in 13 Mark has added to it sayings about the fate of the 
disciples; Luke has rewritten this verse so that the break-up of 
society has become a warning of the family divisions which will 
result from the persecution of the Church. It appears that Luke is 
following all through his section xxi. 12-19 a different form of the 
Marcan apocalypse; since in 15 he has a more primitive form than 
Mark, while 16 is later; 17 is the only verse which is identical with 
Mark in wording and here we have a striking saying which would 
naturally retain its original form. His omission of the prophecy of 
the Gentile mission in Mark xiii. 10 seems inexplicable if he is simply 
revising Mark.2 18 is thoroughly Semitic (cf. I Sam. xiv. 45; 

1 I owe the point to Professor C. H. Dodd. Matt. x. 19 which is conflating Mark 
with another source has probably preserved a primitive feature in 'there shall be 
given you' as against Luke's 'I will give you*.' The spirit of your father* in the next 
verse seems to be midway between the original Lucan version and the developed 
theology of Mark. 

2 Matthew omits all the Marcan section except the last clause ' he that endures to 
the end, the same shall be saved', because he has already used it in his charge to the 
Twelve. He substitutes a series of warnings which reflect the effect of the Jewish 
rebellion on wavering elements of the Church in Palestine. 
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II Sam. xiv. n ) ; it may quite well be an authentic saying, but there 
is no evidence about the source from which it came. 

The rest of Mark xiii is a collection of miscellaneous matter. The 
parable of the fig tree belongs to the same stratum of 'realized 
eschatology' as such sayings as Luke xii. 54ff. and xvii. 20.1 29 may 
always have been attached to the parable as a warning that the events 
attending the ministry of Jesus are a sign that the kingdom of God 
is already imminent, if not present. As it stands it is grotesque; it is 
somewhat late to realize that the end of all things is at hand, when 
you see 'all these things' coming to pass, since 'all these things' are 
presumably the final coming of the Son of Man on the clouds of 
heaven. 30 is a saying of the same character as ix. i,2 and had 
originally the same sense of realized eschatology; like the pre
ceding verse it owes its apparent forecast of the end of all things to 
the fact that it has been inserted into the apocalypse. It was probably 
in the first instance an isolated saying, as are the two verses which 
follow. 31 looks suspiciously like a later Christian version of 
Matt. v. 18 ( = Luke xvi. 17). 32 on the other hand is certainly 
authentic, supported, as it io, by Luke's omission of the whole verse 
and the omission of the words 'neither the son' in the received text 
of Matt. xxiv. 36.3 Verses 33-7 form a homiletic conclusion which 
has received its futurist eschatology from the evangelist; it appears 
to be a fragmentary survival of a fuller parable.4 

We have thus what might appear to be a mosaic of fragments; it 
is, however, possible to find a clue in the word (3A£rreTe which 

1 To these may be added the puzzling saying Matt. xvi. 2f. Its omission by X and 
B, supported by fam. 13, syr. sin. and Origen, is decisive against its authenticity as 
part of the text of Matthew. On the other hand the language shows no resemblance to 
the parallel saying Luke xii. 54-6 until we come to the last clause, which might be 
drawn from Luke, though there is no verbal identity. The only explanation seems to 
be that the saying was current in two different forms in the tradition and was inserted 
at a very early stage into the text of Matthew in its non-Lucan form. 

* For Mark ix. 1 cf. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom, pp. 53 £-
3 The difficulty of the text has caused its omission by W, 13, etc., and syr. sin. as 

well as the T.R., which shows that the difficulty was felt from a very early period. 
Bultmann (p. 130), following Dalman, regards it as a Jewish saying with a Christian 
conclusion added. But it is grotesque to suppose that a Christian editor of the 
Jewish saying would insert * neither the son'. Bultmann's principle that we must 
judge of the earlier stages of the tradition by the analogy of what we find in the later 
developments is decisive in such a case as this. 

4 For this section cf. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom, pp. 161 ff. 
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recurs at 5, 9 and 33. In each case it introduces a set of warnings, 
which may have been expanded but have a definite reference to cir
cumstances which may quite well have been foreseen by Jesus. ' See 
that you are not led away by Messianic pretenders who come in my 
name' (5f.; 7 was a later, but pre-Marcan addition); 'be careful of 
your conduct' (originally during the Galilean mission); 'you will be 
arrested and beaten in the synagogues' (the reference to kings and 
the preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles is a later addition). 
Luke xxi. 13 may mean, 'it will give you a chance of testifying about 
my message' and might be the original; 'do not trouble beforehand 
about your answer; you will be given "a mouth and wisdom" which 
will prove irresistible'; 'all men will hate you, but you will be 
preserved and will win through by your endurance'. This collection 
of sayings (Mark xiii. 9-13, omitting 12; 13 may be an unattached 
saying) ended in its original form with 33-7; it is a call by Jesus to 
alertness in 'the crisis created by his own coming' (Dodd, loc. cit.). 
It may perhaps be conjectured that the series of sayings ended 
originally with pXerreTe, yprjyopEiTS in 37 being substituted by 
someone who had a certain feeling for a better rhetorical ending. 

Thus we have here a catena of sayings which once circulated 
independently; they were linked together by a common theme and 
a common introductory word. But Mark has dovetailed them 
into his Caligula-apocalypse, which began at 8 ( = Luke xxi. 10; 
cf. above, p. 105) with the conventional apocalyptic warning of wars, 
earthquakes and famines.1 It went on at 14 to the Caligula-apocalypse 
proper with its cryptic warning that the 'abomination of desolation', 
a neuter noun, followed by the masculine participle, contained a 

1 Luke is responsible for the hellenistic assonance Aoinof. . . At|iof for which cf. 
Creed ad he.; cf. also Plutarch, Dels, et Os. 47 (370 B) , Catal. Codd. Astr. vm, 3,186.1. 
He has also introduced the 96(3rjTpa of 11 (cf. Catal. Codd. Astr. ibid. 187) and 
CTUVOXI*) £0vc5v in 25 {ibid. 169. 5). The <p6(3T)Tpo: (meteorological portents) might 
of course come from Josephus (B.J. vi, 289 and 297 ff.). But they are common form 
in the books of portents; cf. Lydus, De Ostentis, 9c (ed. Wachsmuth), going back 
to 'Petosiris', who with 'Nechepso* goes back to the first century A.D. (SO Wachs-
muth's introduction to Lydus, xxi) or earlier (Festugiere, La Rev. dy Hermes 
Trismegiste, 1, p. 77, puts these compilations in the 2nd century B.C.). Astrology and 
meteorology are not distinct sciences for purposes of prognostication; but Luke 
would hardly have inserted portents here if he had not felt that the purely astrological 
portents which he gives from Mark needed reinforcement. Cf. also Vettius Valens 
196. 10 f. Kroll (&KOCTC«TTO:(7{C< and CJUVOX^). 
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hint for the solution of the mystery; it referred to the emperor and 
his statue.1 

This apocalypse runs on as a connected whole from 14 to 27, 
except that the original probably had no reference to false Christs 
(21-3); the passage breaks the connection and may have been 
inserted by a Christian editor before Mark, who knew of the 
prophecy of false Christs which appears in the other collection 
(5 b and 6) from oral tradition; Mark includes both versions; the 
original apocalypse ended at 27, which indeed left little to be added. 
Mark, however, added the material 28-32 and wound up with the 
last paragraph of the (3ACTT6T6 source.2 

It is traditional to hold that Luke simply revised his Marcan source, 
modifying it so as to make it refer to the fall of Jerusalem when the 
city had fallen, though the Temple had never been desecrated. But 
reasons have already been indicated for doubting this, and the full 
discussion of the whole question by Dodd referred to on p. 103 n. 2 
above makes it clear that there is every reason for supposing that 
Luke is using an earlier form of an apocalyptic utterance, ascribed to 
Jesus by the tradition of the Church, which foretold the fall of 
Jerusalem. There is evidence that Jesus did in fact utter warnings to 
this effect, though there is little doubt that the bulk of the apocalypse 
was the work of Christian prophets. The relation of Luke's version 
to the Marcan apocalypse seems to be that he had before him either 
Mark and the earlier apocalypse which centred on the fall of 
Jerusalem, and that he combined these two, or alternatively that the 
pAfrreTe source of Mark had been combined with the fall of Jeru
salem before it came to Mark; either Mark or a previous reviser 
substituted Caligula's attempt to set up his statue in the Temple. 
Luke, however, abandoned the Caligula-apocalypse in favour of 
the original, which dealt with the fall of Jerusalem. It favours the 
latter view that Luke at the points noted above (pp. 106 f.) has 
preserved primitive elements which Mark has omitted or changed. 
The verbal similarity of such verses as Mark xiii. 6 ( = Luke xxi. 8), 

1 For the rabbinical and Philonic use of the irregularities of O.T. grammar as 
revealing important truths, cf. Daube, The N.T. and Rabbinic Judaism (forthcoming). 

2 It might be urged that 23 ought to come from the pAeWreTE source. But it 
seems that a warning against being deceived by false Christs was always associated 
with the prophecy of their appearance. It is quite possible that it was the pAerreTe 
of 23 that suggested to Mark his conflation of the source with the Caligula-apocalypse. 
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8 ( = 10), 17 ( = 25), 26 ( = 27), will then be due either to the fact that 
neither Mark nor Luke have changed the wording of the source, or 
that Luke has consciously or unconsciously assimilated his version of 
the source to that which he had before him in Mark. It would seem 
that the sayings of Mark xiii. 28-31 stood in the common source 
which preserved the introduction'and he spake a parable unto them' 
(Luke xxi. 29) from a period when it was still a collection of sayings; 
it is hard to suppose that Luke would have inserted it into Mark's 
coherent discourse. The ending of the discourse in Luke xxi. 34-6 
appears to be a composition of Luke, based on the conventional 
homiletic of the primitive Church.1 

To the reasons for supposing that Luke has preserved a different, 
and probably older version of the prophecy, as set out in Dodd's 
article, may be added the statement of Eusebius, H.E. 111, 5, 3, that 
the Christians of Jerusalem fled to Pella KCCTA TIVCC xpiNHov TO*S 
CCUTOOI SOKIHOIS 8i* &TroKccAuyecos £K8O68VTOC. The words should 
indeed mean that the prophecy was uttered shortly before the war 
began, though it is doubtful whether the words of Eusebius can be 
pressed so strictly. In any case such a warning was more likely to 
be given if the Church was already familiar with warnings of the 
coming destruction of Jerusalem supposed to come on the authority 
of Jesus himself. No doubt such prophecies were common at the 
time; we have the case of Joshua, the son of Ananus, who started 
prophesying against Jerusalem some four years before the war in 
a time of peace, and continued to do so till he was killed during the 
siege {B.J. vi, 300). His message is obviously based on O.T. models, 
such as Jer. xii. 34 and x. 22. In Luke xxi. 24 we have a thoroughly 
Jewish point of view; Jerusalem will be trodden underfoot by the 
Gentiles till the time of the Gentiles is fulfilled. Here we have the 
purely Jewish hope of the restoration of the city in the Messianic 
age, a hope which would be shared by Jewish Christians, but seems 
unthinkable in a Gospel written for Gentile Christians after A.D. 70.2 

1 There is a striking resemblance to I Thess. v. 2-8 and to the language of Corp. 
Herm. 1, 28 and vn, 1 ff. Cf. also Epict. in, 22, 26 (based on Ps.-Plat. Clitophon 407 A) 
for this convention in hellenistic literature. The last clause, however, reverts to 
a purely Jewish apocalyptic vein. Cf. also Rom. xiii. 11 fF. on which see Norden, 
Die antike Kunstprosa, p. 503. 

2 Creed ad loc. rightly takes the clause to mean that there is a fixed time for the 
Gentile domination, and compares Ezek. xxx. 3; he suggests tentatively that it may 
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There is no reason to doubt that Jesus foretold the destruction of 
Jerusalem in language similar to that of the apocalyptic writers of 
the period, which itself was modelled on the language of the Old 
Testament. His words might have been only a symbolic forecast 
of the rejection of the people; but it is quite reasonable to suppose 
that he foresaw that the growing tendency to resort to violence 
could only end in disaster.1 The charge brought against Jesus in 
Mark xiv. 58 suggests that he had used words which could be 
interpreted as a threat to destroy the Temple. 

The Lucan ending of the apocalypse proper (xxi. 28) has nothing 
to correspond to it in Mark. It looks as though it were an editorial 
insertion by Luke, who saw the awkwardness of the parable of the 
fig tree as a sequel to the coming of the Son of Man on the clouds of 
heaven and so went back to the 'beginning' of the signs he had been 
describing; the language is distinctly Lucan,2 though this might only 

include the thought of Rom. xi. 2 5 ; ' The times of the Gentiles are the times of their 
opportunity to enter the kingdom.' This seems over-subtle; it is true that Paul 
describes the Redeemer as 'coming from Sion' on the strength of Isa. lix. 20, but 
there seems no reason to suppose that he contemplated a Messianic kingdom on 
earth centred at Jerusalem. There is no hint of it in I Thess. iv. 13 ff. or I Cor. xv. 51 ff. 
His point is that Israel must be converted after the fulness of the Gentiles has been 
brought in and before the Parousia. The restoration of Jerusalem as the centre of the 
Messianic kingdom goes back to Dan. ix. 25 (a restoration followed by the cutting-off 
of the Anointed One; this feature disappears, but the restoration remains in 
Ps.-Sol. xi. 3 E , xvii. 25 ff., II Bar. i. 4; cf. Volz, Diejiidische Eschatologie, p. 167), 
while 'the times of the Gentiles' reflect the same kind of Jewish speculation as that 
of Rev. xi. 2 and xiii. 5. 

Another typically Jewish element is the roaring of the sea in 25: for this, cf. 
Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, pp. 89 ff.: Jahweh's conquest of the kingdoms of the 
world is a repetition of his conquest over the primeval chaos of which the sea is 
a symbol; in Rev. xxi. 1 there is no more sea after the final judgement. 

1 Josephus in general tries to minimize the rebellion as the work of a small number 
of agitators who misled the people. But in Antu xvm, 4ff., he or his source dates it 
back to Judas of Galilee in A.D. 6-7. Even before this there had been risings, in one 
of which the Temple was nearly burnt down and the treasure plundered {Antu xvn, 
254 (=B.J. 11, 42)). In Antu xvm, 25 Josephus tries to date the beginning of the 
troubles to the procuratorship of Florus, but this is simply a note added to his source 
(cf. for his source Holscher in P.W.K. ix, 1991). 

2 Sircdpetv appears in Luke-Acts eleven times; in Matthew and Mark only at 
Matt. xvii. 8. iyyi^xv three times in Mark, all repeated in Matthew, who has it in 
other places, two of which are the stereotyped formula fjyytKev f\ poco-tAefcc TWV 
ovpccvcov; Luke-Acts uses it twenty-four times. crrroAuTpcoais appears only here 
in the Gospels; it is used four times by Paul; also three times in Ephesians and twice 
in Hebrews. 
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mean that Luke has revised his sources rather thoroughly as he 
sometimes does. But it is likely that the ending 'on a note of con
solation as against terror' (so Creed rightly ad loc.) is due to Luke. 

For the whole recasting of realized eschatology in an apocalyptic 
form in this chapter we may compare Luke's other apocalypse from 
the Q stratum (Luke xvii. 20 ff.). Here we begin with a well-known 
hellenistic form, an apophthegm of a teacher in reply to a question.1 

Bultmann (p. 24) admits that the saying may be genuine, but that the 
saying has been given a hellenistic dress which is secondary. But 
Luke is perfectly capable of rewriting his material in Greek form 
without altering the contents, as he has done in vii. 2 (contrast the 
parallel in Matt. viii. 5); Bultmann's objection that the Pharisees are 
here introduced as the typical opponents, although the Pharisees as 
such had no interest in the kingdom of God, is remarkable, since 
(a) the Pharisees here are not introduced as in any way opposing 
Jesus, while (b) some at least of the Pharisees were followers of 
Judas of Galilee,2 just as later Bar-Cochba was recognized as the 
Messiah by Aqiba.3 

To this originally isolated saying4 Luke (or a previous compiler) 
appends the quite inconsistent apocalypse which he had from the 
stratum common to him and Matthew, xvii. 22 may indeed be an 
authentic saying, probably attached to the apocalypse before it 
reached Luke; it appears to have meant that the time would come 
when the disciples would look back with regret to the days of Jesus' 
life on earth, since there seems no other meaning that it could bear; 
you could not desire to see 'one of the days' after the Parousia. 23 is 
a doublet of the Marcan saying (xiii. 6, for which cf. above, p. 109). 
24 is a conventional saying of futurist eschatology (cf. II Bar. liii. 8), 
while 25 is added from floating tradition; it may originally have 
been part of the same saying as 22 (irpcoTOv 8e being an editorial 
addition). The 'days of Noah'5 may be a futurized version of 

1 Cf. Athenaeus, Deipn. iv, 55, 162E; VI, 45, 245 A ; Lucian, Demonax, 62 (394); 
Plutarch, De Lib. Educ. iv (2F). 

* Josephus, Antt. xvm, 4. 3 G.J.V. 1, 682ff.; Moore, Judaism, 1, 89. 
4 For the saying (xvii. 20-1) as meaning * within you ' , 'belonging to the spiritual 

order' , and therefore not 'localized' in time, cf. Dodd, Parables, p . 84, with which 
I entirely agree. Bultmann (p. 128) regards this interpretation as 'modernizing'; 
but it is at least as old as Origen, in J oh. xix, 12. 

5 For the hellenized style of the days of Noah and the reason for the addition of the 
days of Lot, cf. Hellenistic Elementsy p. 10. 
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a saying contrasting the carelessness of mankind in general and the 
crisis produced by Jesus' proclamation of the kingdom; but it may 
be an eschatological warning added by the Church when it amplified 
his teaching in the apocalyptic sense. 32 is a queerly isolated saying; 
it may have been introduced by Luke as an appendix to his introduc
tion of the days of Lot, but it may equally well have been a saying 
of Jesus attached whether rightly or wrongly to the saying of 31, 
which itself, without the words 'in that day', may well have been 
used by him in his proclamation of the kingdom. The source has 
attached to this the floating saying of 33, which Luke has already 
used in its Marcan position (Luke ix. 24 = Mark viii. 35 = Matt. xvi. 
25). It came to him and Matthew in their non-Marcan material, but it 
is more likely to have been transferred by Matthew than by Luke, 
since Matthew (x. 39) is here collecting materials from various parts 
of the tradition to compose one of his well worked out discourses, 
though we cannot assume that all matter common to Luke and 
Matthew came from a single source. 34 and 35 may be versions of 
authentic sayings of Jesus interpreted in the conventional apocalyptic 
sense; but they need not originally have had any such meaning, since 
they may have been intended as a warning to would-be disciples 
that they must be prepared to obey the call of Jesus, even if it means 
leaving all earthly ties behind. As they stand, they are impossible: 
the compiler has failed to notice that the coming of the Son of Man 
like a flash of lightning would leave no time to go down from the 
house-top or to return from the fields.1 The presumption is that they 
stood in Luke's source, possibly with no eschatological significance; 
the would-be disciple must follow without excuses or delay. 
37 is frankly unintelligible as futurist eschatology. Matthew has 
transposed it to come immediately after the appearance of the Son of 
Man like a flash of lightning and omitted the introductory question; 
it was a good striking saying and the dramatic atmosphere would 
conceal the fact that it meant nothing in that position.2 But as an 

1 Luke's version of 31 seems to come from his source, not from Mark; it preserves 
in the first half of the verse a Semitic parallelism which Luke has hardly invented; 
there was presumably a similar parallelism in regard to the garment, but this has been 
omitted in order to bring in the quotation from Gen. xix. 26 and so lead up to Lot's wife. 

2 Allen ad loc. explains it as meaning that when the world has become rotten with 
evil, the Son of Man and his angels will swoop down on it like eagles (or more pro
perly vultures). This involves reading a vast amount into the saying, and frankly 
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isolated saying from the sphere of realized eschatology, it is a 
summons to those who wish to enter the kingdom to swoop on it 
as swiftly as vultures on a carcass. 

Thus, as an apocalypse, the whole section is inconsistent; the 
day is to come like a flash of lightning, yet the hearers must be 
warned not to delay their flight.1 The warning suits the situation 
of a war with Rome. But we are dealing with the Parousia, not 
ostensibly with the destruction of Jerusalem as one of the signs of its 
imminence. On the other hand, if we regard the whole passage as 
a compilation of independent sayings, originally compiled for 
purposes of preaching and connected by the general theme of the 
crisis created by the coming of Jesus, which has subsequently been 
transformed into an apocalypse by a not very intelligent editor, it 
becomes reasonably intelligible. The editor would have to do no 
more than to leave out 'And he said also', or words to that effect, 
and so produce what seemed to be an apocalypse; the difficulty just 
noticed would not trouble him. The comparison of the coming of 
the Son of Man to the flash of lightning would set the tone of futurist 
eschatology, a theme suited to the tense atmosphere of the years 
before the Jewish rebellion, and the rest would follow almost 
automatically.* But in the original collection there was nothing that 
was inconsistent with a realized eschatology. 

I cannot believe in a comparison of the Son of Man and his angels to carrion-eating 
birds. Smith suggests that as the vultures will appear if the occasion be given, so 
will the Son of Man appear at the appointed time. The saying is certainly enigmatic, 
but this does not seem a very hopeful solution, though it may be the best that the 
Matthean position allows. x Cf. Dodd in J.R.S. xxxvn (1947), 53. 

* It might indeed be argued that Luke himself was the reviser who omitted the 
introduction of the separate sayings and so made an apocalypse out of a collection of 
Logia. But the evidence is against this. He has written up the opening question of 
the Pharisees and Jesus' answer into a hellenistic form and has improved the style of 
the days of Noah; in the days of Lot his own stylistic methods are obvious. But the 
rest of the sayings show little, if any, improvement of the style; 34 and 35 are entirely 
Semitic in their parallelism. 36 is presumably due to assimilation to Matthew in view 
of its omission by D and the Western texts. The variation here (Matthew has two in 
the field and two at the mill; Luke two in one bed and two at the mill) suggests that 
the common source circulated in two forms into which a certain amount of variation 
had crept in during the process of transmission. I should be inclined to suppose that 
there was an original triad of sayings (field, bed, mill), and that the field dropped out 
of one, the bed out of the other. (Cf. Matt. vii. 9-10 as against Luke xi. 11-12.) But 
it is possible that in Matthew's source the bed had been changed to the field by 
assimilation to the saying of Luke xvii. 31. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE PASSION STORY 

N O T E 

It is generally agreed that the story of the Passion formed 
a single unit long before there was any attempt to write 
a consecutive story of the life and teaching of Jesus in 
the form of a 'Gospel*. On the other hand the Marcan 
story presents numerous difficulties and apparent incon
sistencies which have often been noted and will concern 
us in this chapter. Moreover, in the Marcan account we 
find an alternation between 'the disciples' and 'the 
Twelve* up to the point at which they all forsook Jesus 
and fled, which suggests that there may be in Mark a 
conflation of at least two sources, the Twelve-source 
which we have already investigated in the earlier part of 
Mark, and another which follows the ordinary Marcan 
usage of referring to 'the disciples'. From this point 
onwards we have not this clue to guide us; none the less 
it seems possible even without this to isolate the two 
strands of the narrative with a high degree of probability. 
In this chapter, except in the latter part of (D), the latter 
part of the trial before Pilate, I print the suggested re
construction before the discussion of the evidence. Owing 
to the difficulty of disentangling the originals at this point, 
the discussion is put first. 
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A. T H E LAST S U P P E R 

It will of course be recognized that in some cases it can only be 
conjectured whether a particular sentence comes from one source 
or the other, while in other cases it is possible or probable that 
elements have been included which did not belong to either. 

D I S C I P L E S ' SOURCE T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

Kal Tfj TTpcoTT) f)|j£pa TOOV &3U|icov, 6TE 
T 6 iraaxoc I0uov, A£youaiv aurcj> ol 
MaOriTal auToO TTOO 0EAEIS 6rrrsA66vTes 
ETOiudaconEV fva 907135 T 6 Trdaxa; Kal 
aTTOCTT&Aei Suo TCOV uoftnTcov OUTOU 
Kal Aeyei OCUTOIS 'Y-rrdyETE els TTJV 
TTOAIV, Kal daravTi'iaei uulv dvOpco-rros 
Kepa^ov uSorros p a o T a j c o v OKOAOU-
6I^CTOT6 aCrrcp, Kai OTTOU £*dv ela£A6r), 
EITTCCTE TCp OIKO8ECTTT6TT| OTI 6 8 i8d-

aKaAos Asyei TTou £crnv T 6 KardAuud uou 
6TTOU TO Trdaxa ueTd TCOV ua0r|Tcov 
uou 9dyco; Kal auTds OUTV 8ei§et d v d y -
aiov u£ya £orpcou£vov ETOIUOV Kal SKET 
ETOiudaaTE fjuiv. Kal £§fjA8ov ol ua-
0r|Tal Kal Eupov KaOcbs EITTEV OUTOIS Kal r\-
Toiuaaav T 6 Trdaxa. (Mark xiv. 12 -16 ) 

Kal iadiovTcov OCUTCOV Aapcbv dpTOV 
'IrjaoOs §KAaaev Kal E*8COKEV OUTOIS Kal 
EITTEV AAPETE* T O U T 6 EVHV T 6 acoud 

uou* Kal Aap<bv TroTf|ptov Euxaptori i)aas 
ISCOKEV aCrroTs Kal ETTIOV E*§ OUTOU TTOVTES. 

Kal EITTEV OUTOIS T O U T 6 SOTIV T 6 af-

ud uou Tfjs 5ia0f|Kris T 6 £KXUVV6UEVOV 
CrrrEp TTOAACOV dufjv A£yco OuTv OTI 
OUK£TI ou \xi] TTICO £K TOO yEvfmocTOS Tfjs 
du-rreAou ECOS Tfjs f|uepas E*K£{vr|S OTOCV 
OUTO TT(CO Kaiv6v kv TTJ paaiAfifa TOO 
0EOU. (Mark xiv. 2 2 - 5 ) 

TrAfjv I80O r\ x^lp TOO TrapaSfSovTos 
IJie |i£Td uou ETT! Tfjs TpaTr^ris. OTI 6 
u!6s iJiev TOO dvOpcbirou Kara T 6 
cbpiau£vov TropEOeTat, TrAf|V oual TCO 
dv0pcbTrcp SKEIVCO 81* ou Trapa8iSoTai. 
Kal OUTOI f^p§avTo OWJTITEIV irpos 

fjv 8E T 6 Trdaxa Kal Ta dju i ia UETO 8UO 
rju£pas. Kal E ^ T O U V ol dpxiepeis Kal ol 
ypauuarEis TTCOS OUT6V £V 86Acp KpaTf^-
cravTES dTTOKTEivcocnv. lAsyov y d p Mfj 

EV TTJ iopTTJ uf|TTOT£ E*aTOl 0 6 p u p o S TOU 

Aaou. Kal 'IouSas 'IcncapicbO, 6 els TCOV 
8CO8EKO, dTrfjA0EV irpos TOUS dpxiepeis 
iva OCUT6V TrapaSoT OCUTOTS. ol 8E 

dKouaavTES fydpriaav Kal ETrriyyEf ACCVTO 
auTcp dpyupiov 8ouvat. Kal E ^ T E I 
TTCOS aur6v EUKafpcos irapa8oT. 

(Mark xiv. 1 f., and 10 f.) 

[Here fol lowed a sentence o f preparation 
for the Last Supper (p . 119).] 

Kal dvylas yEvouEvrjs ipx^Tai ueTd TCOV 
8cb8EKa. Kal OVOKEI^VCOV OUTCOV Kal 

ICT0I6VTCOV 6 MrjaoOs EITTEV 'Aarjv A£yco 
\j\xiv OTI EIS t% u|icov Trapa8cba£i HE, 6 
^aOfcov U£T' ipiou. f^p^avTO AuTTEicrOai 
Kal A£yEiv aCnrcp els Kcrrd els MI*|TI 4yco; 
6 8E EITTEV auro l s EIs TCOV 8cb8EKa, 6 
luponrrdnEvos |JieT* ̂ |iou eis T 6 Tpu^Aiov • 
OTI 6 Ut6s |i£V TOU dvOpCOTTOU TTOpEUETai 
cos yEypocTTTai TTEpl OUTOU* oOal 8e TC*S 
dv0pcbTTCp E"KEfvcp 8 l ' o 5 6 u l 6 s TOU 

dvOpcbTrou Trapa8{8oTar KOCA6V aCrrcp 
EI OUK lyEwf|0r| 6 dv0pcoTros IKETVOS. 

(Mark xiv. 17-21) 
Kal EITTEV irpos aCrroOs 'ETn0uufa ^TTE0U-

HTjo-a TOUTO T 6 Trdaxa 9ayEiv UE0' 
uiicov Trp6 TOU UE Tra0ETv A^yco y d p 
UIJTV OTI OUKETI OU JJLT̂  9 a y c o a u r 6 icos 
OTOU TrAr|pco0fj §v TTJ paaiAEia TOU 
0EOU. Kal Ss^duEVos TTO-rfipiov Euxorpt-
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THE PASSION STORY 

DISCIPLES SOURCE 

SOCUTOUS T6 Tfs &V 61T| 6 TOUTO ÛAACOV 
irpaacxeiv. (Luke xxii. 21-3) 

[The original form of the prophecy of 
the denial displaced by Luke xxii. 3if.: 
see below, p. 124.] 

6 8e elirev ecu-rep Kupie, ue-roc CTOO 6TOI^6S 
elpu Kal els (pvAocKî v Kal els Oavarov 
iropeueaOar 6 8e elirev A^yco aoi, 
TltrpB, ou 9COVTs|crei oYmepov dA&crcop, 
loos [Tpis?] dirapvi*|OT| pe1 ufj elSeVau 

(Luke xxii. 33 f.) 

[Luke xxii. 35-8 probably 

T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

a-rfiaas elirev Aa|3eTe TOUTO Kal Siapepi-
aaTe els eauTOus* A£yco yap OuTv, ou 
\xr\ -rdco CCTTO TOU VUV dnrd TOU yevfj^aros 
Tfjs auireAou ecos ou f| paaiAela TOU 
0eou eAOrj. (Luke xxii. 15-18) 
[For the probability that Luke xxii. 19a, 
and perhaps 190-20, are added by Luke, 
cf. below, p. 120.] 
(£yeveTO 5e — cbs 6 6IOCKOVGOV Luke xxii. 
24-6. See below, pp. 121 f.) 

Kal elirev OCUTOIS Tls lie^cov, 6 avaKei-
IJievos f| 6 SIOCKOVCOV; eyob 6e iv neacp 
u^cov elui cos 6 6IOCKOVCOV. uueis 8£ 
£o~re ol SiaiienevrjKOTes \xer' SuoO iv TOIS 
ireipaaiiols piou* Kdyco SiariOenat uutv 
KocOcbs SieOexo \xo\ 6 Trcrrfip paaiAeiav, 
Iva ea6r|Te Kal Trfvr|Te eid Tfjs Tpair^T|S 
uou iv TTJ paaiAela uou Kal KocOî aeaOe 
£irl Opovcov TOCS 8cb8eKa cpuAas Kpivovres 
TOO 'lapai^A. (Luke xxii. 27-30) 

Kal Aiyei OUTOTS 6 'InaoOs OTI TTdvTes 
0T<av8aAta6iJ|aea6el 6TI yeypanTat -
TTocTd̂ co T6V irotueVa Kal Ta irpopaTa 
8iaaKopTrio0T(|o-ovTai. aAAa UBTOC T 6 
iyepdfjvai ue irpoa^co uuccs els TTJV 
TaAtAalav. 6 8e TThpos elirev aurcp El 
Kal irdvTes OKav8aAta0f|aovTat dAA' OUK 
£ycb. Kal Aiyet auTCp 6 'IrjaoOs 'Aufjv 
Aiyco aot OTI ou ot^uepov TOUTTI 
TTJ VUKTI irplv f) 8ls aAeKTopa 9covfjaai 
[Tpfs?] lie dirapvi^ar]. 6 8e eKirepio-ao&s 
eAeyev 'Eav 8erj ue auvairoGaveiv aoi, 
ou JJIT) ae dcTrapvfiaouai. OUTCOS 8e Kal 

irdvTes iAeyov. (Mark xiv. 27-31) 

from unattached tradition.] 

It has.already been noted (p. 84) that Luke xxi. IJ{. may quite 
well come from the Twelve-source. In any case Mark draws from 
that source xiv. 1, 2, 10 and 11 ( = Luke xxii. 1-6). Mark inserts 
into it the story of the anointing (xiv. 3-9), which Luke, rightly or 
wrongly, omits as a doublet of vii. 36ff. (p. 83). There is no evidence 
that Luke preserves any details of the source which Mark has 

1 If originally there was only one denial (cf. below, p. 132) Tpfe did not stand in 
the source of Mark xiv. 30 c. In that case ue followed &irapvii)OT| as it does in A, 
fam. 700 and some other MSS. 
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omitted, or that he is doing anything here but revising Mark. The 
important feature of the source is that it preserves the intention of 
the authorities to avoid an arrest on the Passover. There can be 
little doubt that the fact is correctly stated; Jesus had many sup
porters from Galilee, and the great festivals were always liable to 
lead to outbursts of trouble in Jerusalem. The danger had been 
recognized as early as the days of Herod the Great and certainly had 
not lessened since then.1 Whether the compiler of this source had 
any direct information at his disposal must be left undecided. It is 
possible that he simply inferred the fact of the decision and the date 
(two days before the Passover) from the actual course of the events, 
which fill up precisely two days. On the other hand the knowledge 
that the arrest and crucifixion took place before the Passover is 
a striking testimony to the value of the Twelve-source, as against the 
other tradition which Mark combines with it, and the statement may 
rest on good authority. The later identification of the Last Supper 
and Eucharist with the new Passover meal has led to the assumption 
in the other source that the Last Supper must have been the Paschal 
Supper, in spite of the impossibility of a crucifixion on the day of the 
feast itself.2 

1 Josephus, B.J, I,88, from Nicolas of Damascus (cf. Holscher in P. W. K. ix, 1974). 
2 Bultmann (p. 282) states dogmatically that the decision of the authorities can 

only rest on a conjecture from the events, not on authentic information. For this he 
gives no evidence. Quite apart from the possibility that Joseph of Arimathea and 
Paul were present, there may have been other members of the Sanhedrin who were 
converted later. In any case the relations between the Church and leading Pharisees 
were often reasonably friendly until the fall of Jerusalem. Cf. Jerusalem, p . 13 n. 8 
and p. 92 n. 36. (Bultmann prefers the reading of D , supported by some old Latin MSS., 
ufjiroTe £v ifl fcopTrj 06pv|3os y£vr|Tca. But even if the reading be genuine, it implies 
that the authorities were anxious to avoid an arrest on the feast-day itself, while the 
reading is fairly obviously an attempt to avoid the difficulty that the crucifixion 
according to Mark happens on the very day the authorities want to avoid.) His 
other objections are trivial, (a) The time for making the arrest and carrying out the 
execution is far too short (two days). But quite apart from the fact that xiv. 1 a now 
comes from Mark's other source the Last Supper, arrest and crucifixion actually 
occupy only two days, and it is probable that the dating of xiv. 1 a is simply an in
ference from the actual time taken, (b) That the crowds who might cause trouble 
were already in Jerusalem. But they would not be assembled in the Temple and 
ready to riot on any excuse, as they would on the day itself, (c) It is not clear why the 
time should be too short if the authorities and Pilate had been warned to be ready to 
deal with a dangerous agitator whose arrest was imminent—an obvious and ele
mentary precaution. 

For a full discussion of attempts to reconcile Mark with the Fourth Gospel 
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At xiv. 12 Mark goes over to his other source, and 'the disciples* 
ask where the preparations are to be made for the Paschal meal. The 
Twelve-source must have had some statement to the effect that 
Jesus made arrangements for a last meal with his disciples; but the 
statement need have been no longer than John xiii. i which may 
actually be based on this source, translated into terms of Johannine 
theology. It might seem that such a discrepancy in the dating was 
fatal to the credibility of the Marcan record; in fact it is characteristic 
of all but a few of the ancient historians to fail to reconcile their 
chronology; they are concerned with personalities, and often with 
propagandist distortions, and indifferent to such details as actual 
dating.1 All that can be said of Mark's Disciples' source is that it 
has, by the time it reached Mark, been harmonized with an ecclesi
astical tradition, while his Twelve-source has not. 

At 17 Mark again goes over to the Twelve-source, which is 
continued as far as 21, where it gives way to the other, the break 
being clearly marked by the clumsy KCCI 6<T6I6VTCOV CCOTGOV of 22 

cf. Rawlinson, Additional Note 7, p. 262. But it is not really a question of harmonizing 
Mark with John, but Mark with Mark. The view of Str.-B. (ii, 846 ff.) that there were 
two Passovers that year seems extremely far-fetched. 

1 Cf. Macan, Herodotus, Books VU-lXy 2. 267 for Herodotus. As showing the 
chronological confusions possible even in regard to events of the highest historical 
importance, Herodotus' story of Artemisium may be taken as a specimen. Here the 
storm that damaged the Persian fleet according to vn, 191 lasted for three days. 
192 begins: * So the storm stopped on the fourth day. But the lookouts on the Euboean 
hills ran down on the second day and told the Greeks of the wrecking of the fleet. 
And when they heard of it, they hastened back to Artemisium with all speed', 
apparently exposing themselves to the storm for two days. After the storm the 
Persians, in spite of their losses, send 200 ships round Euboea to cut off the Greek 
fleet in the Euripus; but fortunately a * second* storm springs up and wrecks this 
squadron off the hollows of Euboea. Obviously the Persian admiral would be more 
likely to send his encircling force off as soon as he could, and not wait until he had 
reached Aphetae. Herodotus has simply combined his various stories of Artemisium 
by copying them out one after another without any serious attempt to synchronize 
them. He has thus produced a narrative which is nonsense as it stands, though the 
actual order of events can be reconstructed with fair accuracy. It would seem that the 
'three days' of the storm are due to the fact that Scyllias the diver, who deserted to 
the Greeks, did not arrive until two days after the storm. For the whole, cf. Munro 
in C.A.H. iv, 287 ff. Yet Artemisium was one of the battles which saved Greece from 
the barbarian, and one might expect an accurate account of the order of events to 
have been preserved. On the other hand it may be doubted whether even one of those 
who had been present at the Last Supper might not, under the influence of later theo
logical developments, have allowed the later development to overrule the demands 
of chronological accuracy, a conception which would have meant nothing to him. 
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repeating the KCCI <5CVOCK61|JI4VCOV OCUTCOV of 18; in the source 22 will 
have followed immediately on 16. Meanwhile, it is of interest to 
note that Luke in his account of the prophecy of Judas' betrayal has 
followed neither Mark nor the Twelve-source; his version is much 
shorter, and in the critical sentence (Luke xxii. 22) substitutes 
TrAfjv oucci for Mark's oval 8e; Luke does not use TTATIV when left 
to his own devices, and the Greek is definitely inferior to Mark's. 
On the other hand it is probably from the Twelve-source that 
he drew his narrative of the institution of the Eucharist in 14-16. 
For that source is aware that the Last Supper is not the Paschal 
meal; Jesus explains that he was most anxious to eat the Passover 
with his disciples, but that events have made this impossible. It 
seems that Luke after inserting the account of the preparation for the 
Last Supper from Mark (it would be interesting to speculate on the 
possibility that his 'Peter and John' were drawn from whatever 
account the Twelve-source gave of that preparation) went straight 
on to his account of the Last Supper in xxii. 15-18. Quite possibly 
it was the mere verbal association of the word Tr&axcc that led him 
to do so; xxii. 14 represents his own revision of Mark, 'the Apostles' 
being substituted for 'the Twelve', just as at vi. 13, where Mark's 
statement that Jesus appointed Twelve to be with him, and to be 
used as emissaries when needed, has been changed to 'he called 
them Apostles' and so institutes the apostolate of the later Church. 
Meanwhile Luke had to harmonize the account of the Twelve-source 
with the general tradition and usage of the Church with regard to 
the Eucharist and proceeded to insert at least xxii. 19 a (cf. Creed 
adloc). By the time he has done this he has passed over the point at 
which the Twelve-source, as followed by Mark, reproduced the 
prophecy of Judas' betrayal. But the Disciples' source also recorded 
it immediately after the story of the institution, and Luke inserts 
its account in spite of its brevity and its inferior Greek. It may 
perhaps be suggested that the fact that Luke has gone over for these 
verses to the Disciples' source suggests that he may have done so at 
19 and that the preference for the shorter text of the Lucan narrative 
of the institution may not be so well assured as is generally held.1 

1 For the view that 15 means that Jesus had hoped to eat the Passover with the 
disciples, but found that it would be impossible, cf. Burkitt and Brooke quoted by 
Creed ad loc. In regard to the institution of the Eucharist the shorter version of the 
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Luke goes on to the story of the quarrel for precedence, xxii. 24-6. 
The passage presents some peculiar problems. In the Marcan version 
(x. 42) those who 'seem* to rule the Gentiles represent an almost 
classical nuance of irony, which appears in Paul and in Luke viii. 18; 
but in this passage while 60K81 reappears in Luke xxii. 24 it is in 
the normal sense of * to be reputed to be' without reference to whether 
the reputation is true or not.1 On the other hand Luke has also 
hellenized the saying by his introduction of euepyh-cci, a common 
title of hellenistic kings. The similarity of language between 

Western text (D and the Old Latin) has been almost universally accepted since the 
days of Hort, and it may be right. But it is only a Western text (for the old Syriac, 
cf. Creed ad loc). Since it cannot be assumed that the Western text must be right, 
we have to consider the possible motives for omission or Insertion. It would be 
natural to harmonize Luke's narrative with the tradition of the Church, though it 
does not quite appear why the interpolator should have recourse to I Cor. xi. 23 ff. 
rather than to Mark. On the other hand it would be quite easy for the Western text 
to omit 19 b and 20 as a doublet of the preceding verses in spite of the reversal of the 
order of bread and cup. Further, the later tendency would be to omit the crucial 
formula of the rite, just as the formulae of a mystery-rite were not revealed except to 
initiates, and just as Judaism withdrew from public worship, and even from reproduc
tion in books, the actual words of the decalogue (cf. Gentiles, p. 29). Thus it is quite 
possible that if Luke reproduced from I Corinthians the formulae of the Pauline 
Churches, simply substituting them for the Marcan formula, a later copyist would 
suppress them, and so, like Mark, leave no clue to the outsider that he is recording the 
establishment of the Christian rite, and not merely a touching story of the last night 
of Jesus before his Passion. It is to be observed that while the Marcan story has not 
the command, 'Do this', it presupposes that the Church has always observed the 
Eucharist as a carrying on of the rite which Jesus instituted. And it is quite possible 
that Mark omitted it for the reasons suggested above. 

1 I cannot agree with Kittel in T.W^nJT, s.v. that the classical contrast between 
SoKeTv and efvou plays no role in the New Testament, and that there is no need 
to suspect an ironical implication in Paul's use of the word in Gal. ii. 2ff. Even if the 
word could simply mean here ' to be reputed' the repetition of the phrase four times 
between Gal. ii. 2 and 9 and its reappearance in vi. 3 (where we have a definite con
trast between * seeming to be something' and * being nothing') are fatal to his view. In 
one of the parallels quoted by him, Josephus, Antu xix, 307, there would seem to be 
the same implication; Petronius is rebuking the people of Dora for an anti-semitic 
outbreak, and says that those 'who seem' to be in authority at Dora claimed that 
the outbreak was not due to their policy but to the violence of the mob; here it adds 
point that while they 'seem* to be in authority, they cannot control it. Similarly 
Luke viii. 18 must mean not 'what he is reputed to have', but what he 'seems to have* 
when really he has nothing. In Mark x. 42 it is singularly pointless to talk of those 
who are 'reputed* to rule over the Gentiles, presumably referring to the Roman 
empire, unless it is intended to suggest that the rulers of the Gentiles are not really 
all that they suppose themselves to be. The phrase seems to be due to Christian 
irony, and to come from a better stratum of Greek than is common in Mark. 
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Mark x. 42-4 and Luke xxii. 24-6 is strong, when allowance is 
made for a small amount of stylistic revision by Luke. On the other 
hand Luke xxii. 27 has no close Marcan parallel; but it contains 
a contrast between 'serving' and 'sitting at meat' which might 
explain Luke's reason for inserting the whole passage at this point. 
As against this, however, it must be noted that John xiii. 13-15 deals 
with the same theme at the Last Supper; and the Fourth Gospel 
shows signs of acquaintance with a source which may have been the 
Twelve-source (cf. above, pp. 78 and 119). Moreover, the Johannine 
incident of the foot-washing is far more intelligible if it is a drama
tization of a saying of the nature of Luke xxii. 27 and John xiii. 14, 
already associated with the Last Supper, than if it is entirely due to 
the evangelist, since the whole of John xiii. 1-39 seems intended to 
do justice to the tradition (except in so far as it has been anticipated 
in vi) before going on to the final 'revelation' of the farewell 
discourse. There is thus reason to suppose that a quarrel for prece<-
dence leading up to the saying of xxii. 27, but without 25 and 26, 
reached Luke and the Fourth Evangelist as part of the tradition of the 
Last Supper; they had presumably been attracted to that position by 
the allusion to sitting at meat. Luke had omitted the quarrel for 
precedence of Mark x. 35 ff., possibly out of respect for the Twelve, 
more probably out of a mere failure to insert it into the mass of 
non-Marcan material which he uses to fill up the Marcan journey to 
Jerusalem. He inserts 24-6 here as an introduction to 27 which 
already stood here in the Twelve-source. (It is of course possible 
that Luke inserted the whole section 22-7 himself; but it is not clear 
why he should have done so, or why there should be this coincidence 
with the Fourth Gospel.) Naturally there will have been some slight 
editing to allow for the insertion of 25 and 26: Oiiels 6£ ovx ourcos* 
&AV will in this case be a Lucan insertion. 

The verses that follow in Luke (xxii. 28-30) may well have 
stood in the Twelve-source. In their present Lucan position 
they furnish a dramatic climax to the story of Jesus' dealings with 
the Twelve, only to be followed by their failure at the critical 
moment. The Si of 28 would be far more appropriate if the saying 
of the preceding verse stood alone than it is in its present Lucan 
position immediately after Jesus has been rebuking the Twelve 
for their ambition. The saying must have existed as a piece of 
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unattached tradition, since Matthew, who only knows the Twelve-
source through the medium of Mark, has a version of it which he 
inserts at xix. 28 before his reproduction of Mark x. 29. The closing 
words,€ Ye shall sit on' [' twelve' in Matthew alone] * thrones, judging 
the Twelve tribes of Israel', are identical in Matthew and Luke apart 
from Matthew's repetition of'twelve' and a trifling change of order; 
on the other hand the opening clauses have not a single word in 
common. It would seem that the actual promise became crystallized 
at a very early stage of the tradition; it is possible that the Lucan 
version with its allusion to eating and drinking contains an original 
element, and that it was this which led to its attachment to the Last 
Supper. The fact that at this moment there ought to be only eleven 
disciples and eleven thrones shows that the Last Supper cannot 
have been the original setting, but Luke or the compiler of the 
Twelve-source evidently failed to notice the point. 

A change of sources is apparent at Mark xiv. 26. The source from 
which he drew the narrative of the institution closed the Last Supper 
with the Hallel and the departure to the Mount of Olives; from it he 
goes over to the Twelve-source and is thus guilty of the clumsiness 
of making the prophecy of Peter's denial take place while Jesus and 
his disciples are making their way through the streets to the Mount 
of Olives. Such clumsiness need cause no surprise, It is to be noted 
that it is the source which Mark follows in xiv. 27-31 which alone 
preserves the striking feature of the second cock-crow; a single 
cock-crow with one or three denials, or three cock-crows and three 
denials, or three cock-crows and one denial would conform to the 
normal standards of popular story-telling, but the two cock-crows 
for three denials are scarcely explicable except as a genuine historical 
reminiscence; the improbability of the detail has led to its disap
pearance from many of the best MSS.1 

1 Sis here is omitted by N, C, D and most of the old Latin MSS.; but it is 
found in A, B and (after dAeKTOpoc) in 0 and fam. 13; it is found in all but two 
minuscules. Quite apart from the ease with which such a word could drop out, the 
omission is to be explained by the pointlessness of 'twice* in this kind of literature. 
K almost alone is consistent in removing £K Sevrr^pov in 72. Matthew omits the 
detail for the same reason (Luke seems to have a different source). It is clear from 
Str.-B. on Matt. xxvi. 34 that the prohibition of keeping poultry in Jerusalem was one 
of the ideal rules that were not kept, even if they were not invented for the first time 
after the fall of the city. To suppose an allusion to the Roman watches or to one cock 
answering another (cf. Rawlinson ad loc.) is quite unnecessary. 
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Meanwhile Luke (xxii. 3iff.) avoids the clumsiness of Mark's 
transition from one source to the other. It is possible that his version 
of the prophecy of Peter's denial is that of the Disciples' source, 
Mark's being, as has been seen, that of the Twelve-source. On the 
other hand we should expect a transition from one source to another 
with so marked a change of subject to be introduced by, 'And he 
said'; this of course cannot be pressed, since while it is clear that 
Luke has often preserved such introductions, we cannot say how 
often he may not have eliminated them. Further, the wording of 
3if. is suspicious in itself. The doubled address Zfyjicov, ZijJicov is 
rare and only Lucan in the N.T. (Luke x. 41 (Martha) and the 
' Saul, Saul' of Acts ix. 4, xxii. 7 and xxvi. 14). Further, the contrast 
between the position of Peter and the rest of the disciples implied by 
the contrast between vixas and crou seems to go beyond anything 
in the authentic tradition in the pre-eminence it ascribes to Peter 
over the rest of the Twelve. Bultmann (p. 288) points out that 
his maris and £m<rrpiyas reflect the language of the hellenistic 
mission; his general interpretation is coloured by his determination 
to show that we have in Luke a tradition which knew nothing of 
Peter's denial until it was inserted in the period of the controversy 
about Gentile converts and Peter's part in it. This I can only regard 
as fantastic. What we have in Luke xxii. 33^ is the prophecy of the 
denial as it stood either in Mark or in one of his sources. But the 
opening of it has been replaced by the saying of 31 f. which reflects 
the later controversy between Peter and Paul, leaving a hopelessly 
abrupt transition from the theme of the twelve thrones; incidentally 
it enabled Luke to suppress the prophecy of resurrection appearances 
in Galilee which were not found in his tradition.1 

The sayings of Luke xxii. 35-8 seem to have come to Luke from 
some source which he regarded as reliable; the peculiar character of 
their teaching would have secured their omission, if he had not felt 

1 The difference in the actual wording of Luke xxii. 33 and Mark xiv. 29 might be 
due simply to Luke's dislike of CTK&VSOCAOV and its derivatives. Thus at xvii. 1 he 
uses the word only once (it could not be entirely avoided), while Matt, xviii. 7 has it 
three times. This might be merely stylistic; but he uses <JKav8aAf3e<j0ca twice only 
(vii. 23 and xvii. 2) whereas Mark uses it eight times. On the other hand there is no 
verbal identity between Luke xxii. 33 f. and Mark xiv. 29 f. except for the key-words 
which could not be avoided, and only a single cock-crow. My own impression is that 
Luke has followed one of the sources and not Mark, but this is quite uncertain. 
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bound to include them; they may have stood in one of Mark's 
sources and been omitted by him because he felt their difficulty. On 
the whole the least unsatisfactory explanation seems to be that of 
Bertram (Leidensgeschichte Jesuy p. 48) that 36 and 38 are floating 
sayings of the Zealot movement which have somehow made their way 
into the Christian tradition. The fJocAA&vTiov of 3 5 shows that we are 
dealing with a Lucan reference back to x. 4;1 the testimonium of 37 
may also be due to Luke; the supposed saying will have reached 
Luke in the form 6 excov Trfipccv &p<5rrco Kal &yopaa<5cTco la&xccipav 
Kal 6 [xr\ sx^v TTripav K.T.A. 

B. G E T H S E M A N E 

T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

Kal Î EAOOOV ^TropsOOri KOTOC TO eOos EIS 
T 6 opos TCOV lAaicov. (Luke xxii. 39) 
[f|KoAou6r|aav 8E aOTop Kal oi uaOryrai 
Lucan editorial.] 

yevduevos 8E ETT! TOU T6TTOV EITTEV 

OCUTOTS TTpoaeuxecrOe \xi\ EICTEAOEIV els 

TT6ipaau6v. Kal aCrrds aTT£OTracT0r| den' 
CCUTCOV COCTEI Al0ov poAi'iv, Kal 0EI$ TOC 

yovorra Trpoor|vxETO. a>90r| 8e aCrrcp 
ayyeAos air ' oOpavov eViaxOcov aur6v, 
Kal yevonevos EV dycovla £KTEV£CTTEPOV 
TTpoariuxero* Kal iyeVeTO 6 I6pd>s 
OCUTOU COCTEI 0p6n|3oi atuccTOS Kcrra-
paivovTES ETTI TTJV yfjv. Kal avacrras 
dTr6 Tfjs euxflS ^A0obvTrp6s TOOS ua0nTas 
(Luke xxii. 40-53) sOpev aurous KO0-
eOSovTas Kal OUK TJSEICTOV T{ aTroKpt-
0coaiv aCrrcp. Kal A£y£t airrois KOOEO-
6ETE T 6 AOITTOV Kal avaTraOEO0E; dnixEi. 
[For the punctuation and meaning cf. 
Rawlinson ad loc] ?jA0EV f) copa, I8o0 
Trapa6i8oTat 6 ul6s TOU av0pcbTrov EIS 
TCCS XeiPaS T " v &uapTCoAcov. 

(Mark xiv. 40-1) 
1 For other interpretations cf. Creed ad loc. It may be noted that both Theudas 

and the Egyptian promise to repeat the miracles of Joshua; in Josephus, Antu xx , 97 
Theudas is going to divide the waters of Jordan; ibid. 167 the Egyptian will make the 
walls of Jerusalem fall down flat. Did they merely claim to do this, or did they also 
claim to be Jesus returning for his final triumph and Joshua redivivus at the same time ? 
We cannot rule out the possibility that they tried to enlist Christian support by 
circulating sayings purporting to come from Jesus himself. Cf. Hellen. Elem. p . 26. 

D I S C I P L E S S O U R C E 

Kal uuvfiaavTEs £§f{A6ov EIS T 6 6pos TCOV 
lAaicov. (Mark xiv. 26) 

Kal gpxovTai els xwpiov oO T 6 6voua 
redox) navel, Kal A£yEi TOIS nadnTals 
aCnrou KaOiaccTE CT>8E ICOS TrpocTEO§conat. 
Kal TrapaAan|3dvEt TOV FTeTpov Kal TOV 
'I&KCOpov Kal T6V 'Icoawny UET' OOTOU, 
Kal flp£on-o §K0a|ip£iaOat Kal &8r|u-
OVEIV, Kal A^ysi CCOTOIS TTEp{AuTr6s ioriv 
f| yvyf\ uov ECOS 0 a v a r o v nEfvaTE &8E 
Kal ypT^yopEiTE. Kal TrpoeAOcbv uiKp6v 
ITTITTTEV ITTI TTJS yfjs Kal Trpoar|VX£TO 

tva EI 8UVOCT6V fernv, Trap£A0rj ocTr' 
aCrroO f| copa, Kal lAEysv 'Appcc 6 
Tran*ip, -rravra Suvara aoi • Trap£v£yKE 
T 6 TTOTi'ipiov TOOTO aTr' i|iou# dAA' ov 
T{ lycb 0£Aco aAAa T( CTO. 

(Mark xiv. 32-42) 
Kal IpyETai Kal EupfoxEi CCOTOOS 

KOOEOSOVTOS Kal A£yEi Tcp rTETpcp* 
(Mark xiv. 37 a) 

[The wording here has been lost owing 
to a Marcan insertion, p . 126.] 
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D I S C I P L E S S O U R C E T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

iyelpeode, dycouev ISoO 6 Trapa8i8ovs Kal euOOs ITI OCOTOO AOAOVVTOS Trapa-
ue fiyyncev. (Mark xiv. 42) 8e8cbKei 8e yiveTai 6 *Io08as els TCOV 8cb8eKa Kal 
6 Trapa8t8o0s OCUT6V ovcrariuov aCrrois ueT' OVTOO 6xAos urrd uaxaipcov Kai 
A£ycov *Ov av 9iAf|crco aCrrds IOTIV • Kpa- ^ w v "rrapd TCOV dpxiepe'cov Kal TCOV 
T^aare aCrrov Kal dTrdyeTe da9aAcos. ypauuorrkov Kal TCOV TrpeapuT^pcov. 
Kal SAOcbv eOOOs TrpoaeAOcbv aCrrcp Aeyei (Mark xiv. 43) Kal flyyiaev Tcp 'IricroO 
'Pa(3p6f, Kal KaT69iATia6V auTdv ol 8s 9iAfjaai avrdv. 'Iriaovs 8e elirev auTcp* 
1-nipaAov Tds X6*PaS ocuTcp Kal ^Kpdrrj- Mou8a, 9iAf|uorn T6V utdv TOU dvO-
aav aCrrdv. (Mark xiv. 44-6) pcbTrou Trapa8i8cos; (Luke xxii. 47 f.) 

els 8£ TIS TCOV TrapecrrriKOTCov cnTaaduevos TÎ V |idxaipav g-rraiaev T6V 8oOAov 
TOU dpxiep^cos Kal d9e!Aev aCrrou T 6 cbTdpiov. (Mark xiv. 47) 

Kal dTTOKpiOels 6 'IrjcroOs elTrev aOrots 
c60s £TT! Ariorriv £§i*|A0ocTe ueTd uaxai
pcov Kal £vAcov cruAAapelv |ie; KCC8' 
f)uepav f^ny irpds Ouds ev Tcp lepcp 
8t8doKcov Kal OOK iKponrficraTe' ue* dAAd 
iva TrAr|pco8co<jiv al ypa9a(. Kal 
d9^VTes aurov l9uyov iravTes. 

(Mark xiv. 48-50) 

Kal vedviaKds TIS auvrjKoAo06ei aurcp Trepi(3e|3ArmsVos crivSdva 6TTI yvuvoO Kal 
KpcrroOaiv OCUTOV • 6 8e KorraAnTcbv Tfjv atvSdva yuuvds e9uyev. (Mark xiv. 51 f.) 

[Sentences written across both columns might come from either 
source or from independent tradition.] 

Mark's account of the scene in Gethsemane (xiv. 32 ff.) resumes 
the Disciples' source, which Mark left at 26; he follows it up to 38, 
where he substitutes for Jesus' words to Peter a piece of fine rhetorical 
prose, drawn perhaps from a Christian sermon.1 Luke follows the 
Twelve-source, which, as has been seen above (p. 84), regards Jesus 
as spending his nights on the Mount of Olives; so here it simply 
assumes that there was a regular place, known to Judas, and does not 
mention the name; incidentally Luke, by following this source, 
avoids the barbarous name of the garden. It might seem to tell 
against the view that Luke's version is drawn from the Twelve-
source that in xxii. 39 we read 'and the disciples followed him'. 
Luke might easily have changed the word by mere inadvertence. On 
the other hand it is more likely that the source did not mention the 

1 Cf. Hellenistic Elements, p. 3. Of course it is possible that the piece of fine 
writing was due to the original translator of the source from Aramaic into Greek, but 
I am inclined to suspect Mark himself. 
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Twelve at this point, and that the words were inserted by Luke 
himself; the source might well have omitted to mention the presence 
of the subordinate figures.1 The remarkable fact is not that Luke 
should have inserted 'disciples' into a section from the Twelve-
source, but that elsewhere in general he follows Mark or Mark's 
source with such accuracy. It might seem from the closeness with 
which both preserve the wording of this source that they regarded 
it as peculiarly authoritative.2 

If, however, the source did not mention the fact that the disciples 
followed, Luke might easily add his explanation for the sake of 
clarity. 

His account of the agony in the garden is drawn from a different 
source from Mark's and is noticeable for its insistence on the purely 
human aspect of Jesus' facing of the cross. The details were too 
strong for many of the copyists3 who suppressed them. On the 
other hand it seems probable that the source did not give the words 

1 Cf. above, p. 10, n. 2. Thus in Mark vii. 1 Jesus appears to be engaged in 
a private controversy with the Pharisees; but at 14 we hear of a crowd in the back
ground, while at 17 it is assumed that the disciples were present, presumably from 
the beginning. Similarly in iv. 1 ff. we do not learn of the disciples' presence till 
* those about him with the Twelve' emerge at 10; in v. 21 ff. they appear in the same 
way. For the introduction of disciples where they did not appear in the source cf. 
Matt, xxiii. 1 and Luke xx. 45 as against Mark xii. 37 f., perhaps to point out that the 
'disciples' had taken the warning to heart, while 'the crowd' had not. Here the 
motive will have been merely editorial. 

2 At xxii. 14 he has changed Mark's 'twelve' to 'Apostles', but he identifies 
Mark's twelve with the later apostolate (cf. p. 120). Otherwise he preserves Mark's 
'twelve' but does not use it elsewhere. The only exception is ix. 12: he preserves 
Mark's cVrr6oroAoi at ix. 10, but in his much abbreviated introduction writes 
S&SEKOC for Mark's IAOC6T|TC<{ at 12. (xvii. 5, where the Apostles appear, may quite 
well come from the Twelve-source; Mark's version of the saying (xi. 22f.) is from 
a different source. But this can only be conjectured.) With Matthew he substitutes 
'disciples' for the clumsy 'those about him with the twelve' of Mark iv. 10 (viii. 9 = 
Matt. xiii. 10); here however we have a Marcan insertion, not the Twelve-source 
(p. 42). Matthew in general blurs the distinction by writing 'the twelve disciples'. 
But like Luke he reserves this term for passages drawn from the Twelve-source. 

3 For a discussion of the textual evidence cf. Creed adloc. The motive for omission 
is shown by the reference to Epiphanius given by him Zoc. cit. It may be added that 
Marcion would find them equally difficult to accept. An insertion on anti-docetic 
grounds seems quite incredible. For though the Church in the end succeeded in 
avoiding docetism, it would never have gone to such lengths as this in insisting on the 
Lord's humanity. The preservation of the details can only be explained if they stood 
in a source regarded as of the highest authority; even so Mark omitted them. 
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of Jesus' prayer. Luke xxii. 42 a would seem to be simply a Lucan 
revision of Mark xiv. 36, though we have to allow for the possibility 
that the words would be preserved in a more or less fixed form from 
a very early date and so might stand in more than one source. It 
is, however, more probable that the Twelve-source had no record 
of the words and that Luke has supplied the lack from Mark, or in 
view of the non-Marcan TTXÎ V from Mark's source, Mark having 
slightly revised the wording. 

The next section of the story (Mark xiv. 37-46 and Luke xxii. 45 f.) 
presents several difficulties. At xiv. 41 Jesus is reconciled to the fact 
that the Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinners; yet at 42 he 
appears to contemplate flight. Further, the entirely colourless de
parture of Jesus in 39 and his return (which only serves to emphasize 
the fact that the disciples are asleep, and to explain the reason) are 
rather suspicious; they add nothing to the story but they provide 
a means of triplicating the incident of the return to the disciples. 
Such a triplication would be natural if there were two stories, each 
of which had one story of the return; to raise the number to three 
would be automatic. In both narratives the disciples are asleep; 
how much of the detail given in Mark xiv. 40 comes from one of 
his sources but was attached to the one visit to the sleeping disciples, 
and how much, if any of it, is due to Mark's editing must be largely 
a matter of subjective judgement; in the suggested reconstruction 
I have put down what appears to be the bare minimum. At Mark 
xiv. 38 the original saying of Jesus to the disciples has been replaced 
by the piece of homiletic prose noted above; it is possible that the 
original has been preserved in Luke xxii. 46, where Luke's much 
less impressive wording may represent his preference for the 
source which he copied verbatim, overlooking, somewhat carelessly, 
Mark's piece of fine writing. The source went on with the command 
to rise and be going; apparently it supposed that Jesus contemplated 
an attempt to escape, since this is the natural meaning of the words. 

The Twelve-source on the other hand can be reconstructed by 
the omission of the quite colourless departure of Jesus and his 
return to the disciples in Mark xiv. 39 and 40; it is of course possible 
that 40b has been taken from this source (cf. above, p. 125), but it is 
equally possible that Luke has drawn his somewhat different 
wording of xxii. 45 b from it. Mark has then inserted the opening 
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'he comes for the third time' since his source had only one visit, and 
then gives the rhetorical question of Jesus (if that be the correct 
punctuation), and the rest of 41; the hour is come and the Son of 
Man is delivered into the hands of sinners. There is no suggestion 
of an attempt to escape. 

There is similar evidence of conflation in the story of Judas. In 44 
he is 6 -rrccpccSiSous, as in 42; the Twelve-source alone preserves 
the name of Judas 'the one of the Twelve'. Mark has broken up the 
story of the Twelve-source, inserting into it the narrative of the 
traitor's kiss and possibly the story of the High Priest's servant; 
there seems no reason for ascribing this detail to one source rather 
than the other, except perhaps that the Twelve-source at this point is 
somewhat longer than the Disciples' source; there is some probability 
that they would be more or less equal in length, which gives a very 
slight reason for ascribing the incident to the shorter. It would seem 
that Luke took the story from Mark; his use of &9siAev (xxii. 50) 
here is decisive, since the word is by no means a natural one.1 Thus 
we have in Mark xiv. 43 an extract derived from the Twelve-source 
in which 'Judas one of the twelve' appears with a crowd. There was 
presumably in the other source some description of the followers to 
whom he gave the sign of the kiss, but this has been reduced to 
OUTOTS in Mark xiv. 44 in consequence of the insertion of the crowd 
of xiv. 43 drawn from the Twelve-source. It is more difficult to 
decide whether Luke xxii. 47 f. represents the account given by this 
source of the kiss of Judas. Since the source regards Jesus as spending 
every night on the Mount of Olives, and seems to be responsible for 
the mention of 'the place' as one which was well known (p. 84), it is 
probable that it regarded Judas' betrayal as consisting in leading the 
multitude to the place where Jesus could be found, not simply in 
identifying him by the kiss. Thus it is possible that it had no account 
of the kiss; in this case the Lucan version will represent a revision of 
Mark. (Cf. Creed, p. 272.) Luke is capable of fairly considerable 
alterations as is shown by the healing of the wounded servant of the 
High Priest; on the other hand it seems doubtful whether the 

1 Cf. W. Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Worterbuch {.N.T.* s.v. The use seems about 
as unnatural as it would be to say in English * removed his ear'. It appears to be 
derived from the LXX, in which it is fairly common for * removing* the head of 
a criminal by decapitation (Gen. xl. 19, etc.). Cf. Ezek. xxiii. 25. 
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motives for the change ('it heightens the dramatic effect, and also 
shows Jesus to be cognisant of Judas's intention') are adequate; 
ex hypothesi Jesus has been cognisant of Judas' intention since xxii. 21. 
Here a decision can only be reached on the ground of a subjective 
view of the probabilities. It should be remembered that the kiss of 
identification might well be necessary, as well as the leading of the 
crowd to the place where Jesus was to be found; granted the darkness 
and confusion of the occasion, the possibility that Jesus would 
escape by allowing a follower to be arrested in his place, and the 
general incompetence of the police methods of the ancient world, 
some act of identification might be necessary. 

It is possible that in Mark xiv. 49 we have some amplification 
of the story of the Twelve-source; 'that the Scriptures may be 
fulfilled' may represent the belief of the later Church that the 
Passion was a fulfilment of prophecy. Mark xiv. 50 seems to 
represent the end of this section of the narrative in the Twelve-
source, which thus describes the failure of the Twelve at the 
critical moment; the detail of the young man (xiv. 5if.) may have 
stood in it, but it seems quite impossible to identify the source from 
which it came. It has of course been suggested that it is Mark him
self, the view being based on the absence of any other explanation; 
but in view of the Jewish horror of nakedness1 the point of the story 
may be to show the general state of panic that prevailed. In any case 
there is no reason for ascribing it to Mark himself, if Mark is re
garded as the final compiler of the Gospel, rather than to the 
compiler of one or other of the two sources. If it is to be ascribed to 
either of them, the Twelve-source may perhaps claim a certain 
preference in view of the fact that the preceding verse comes from it. 
For the incident is so apparently pointless that it is omitted by 
Matthew and Luke and it is more likely to have been included as 
a continuation of 50 than inserted from a source which Mark had 
abandoned at 46 or 47. 

1 Gentiles, p. 137. 
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C. THE TRIAL BY THE S A N H E D R I N 
AND PETER'S DENIAL 

DISCIPLES ' SOURCE 

Kal drrityayov TOV Mrjaouv irpos TOV 
apxiepea Kal auv£pxovTai TTOVTCS ol 
dpxiepeis Kal ol irpeapUTepoi Kal ol 
ypauuaTeis. (Mark xiv. 53) 

ol 8e dpxiepeis Kal 6Aov TO auve8piov 
e^Touv KaTa TOO MrjaoO uap-rupiov els 
TO OavaTcoaai OUTOV Kal oux TlOpioKov. 
TTOAAOI yap £yeu8o|japTupouv KOT* 

OUTOU Kal icrai al uapTUpiai OUK fjaav. 
Ka( Tives dvaoTOVTes £yeu8o|japTUpouv 
KOCT' OUTOU, A^yovTes OTI 'Hueis TJKOU-

crauev OUTOU A£yovTOS OTI 'Eyco KCCTO-
Auaco T6V va6v TOUTOV T6V xeipoTroiri-
TOV Kal 81a Tpicov f|uepcov dAAov 
dxeipOTTolrjTOV olKo8oui*|crco. Kal o08e 
OUTCOS I<JT\ fjv f\ uap-rupia OCUTCOV. Kal 

dvaords 6 dpxiepeus els |i£crov ITTTJ-
pcoTTiaev TOV MrjaoOv, Alycov OUK OTTO-
Kpivri ou8ev; T{ OUTOI crou KOCTanap-
TUpoOaiv; 6 8e lorco-ira Kal OUK dire-
KplvaTO ouSev. TTOAIV 6 dpxiepeus 
eTrripcoTa CCUTOV Kal Aeyei OCUTCJ3 Zu el 
6 Xpior6s 6 ul6s TOU euAoy^ToO; 6 8e 
'Ir|aous eftrev 'Eycb el|jii Kal ovpeaOe T6V 
ulov TOU dvOpcbTTou §K 8e§icov KocOr||ievov 
Tfjs 8uvdnecos Kal IpxojJievov uerd TCOV 
ve9eAcov TOU oupavou. 6 8e dpxiepeus 
8iappi*|5as TOUS xiTC^vaS OCUTOO A£yer 
T{ xpsfocv ^ X 0 ^ MocpTupcov; f|KouaocTe 
TTJS pAaacprmfas* TI UIJITV 9afveTat; ol 
8e TrdvTes Kar&pivav OCUTOV evoxov 
elvai Oavorrou. (Mark xiv. 5 5-64) 

Kal OVTOS TOU TT̂ Tpou KOTCO 4v TTJ 

auAfj IpxeTai ula TCOV Tfai8iaKcov TOU 
dpxiepecos Kal ISouaa T6V TT̂ Tpov 
Oepnaivouevov e^pAeyaaa auTcp Aeyei 
Kal cru H€Td TOU Najaprjvou fjaOa TOU 
'ITICTOCT 6 8e f|pvr|aocTO Aeycov OUTB 
oI8a ovrre eTrtoraiJiai TI au Aeyeis. Kal 
î fjAOev I§co els T 6 TrpoaOAiov (Kal 
dAeKTCOp e*9cbvT|crev?). 

(Mark xiv. 66-8) 

TWELVE-SOURCE 

ZuAAapdvTes 8e aCrrov flyayov Kal 
elafiyayov els TTJV OIKIOCV TOU dpxiepecos. 

(Luke xxii. 54 a) (?) 
Kal f^pfavTo Tives SliTrrueiv auTcp 

Kal TrepiKaAuTTTeiv aurou T 6 Trpoacoirov 
Kal Aeyeiv auTcp rTpo9ii|TeucTOV Kal 
ol unripeTai ponriauaoTV OUTOV t-Aapov. 

(Mark xiv. 65) 
Kal 6 TTeTpos d-rro uaKpoOev f|KoAouOrj-

aev auTcp ecos Saco els TT)V aOArjv TOU 
dpxiepecos, Kal f\v cruvKaOrmevos jaeTa 
TCOV OiTTipeTcov Kal Oepiaaivouevos irpos 
T 6 9COS. (Mark xiv. 54) 

Kal (8iaordoT|S cbael cbpas pitocs 
Luke xxii. 59?) ol TrapeorcoTes iAeyov 
TCO TT̂ Tpcp' AATIOCOS £% OCUTCOV el * Kal yap 

TaAiAaTos el* 6 8e T ^ O T O dvaOeiionrfjeiv 
Kal 6tAvuvat OTI OUK olSa T6V dvOpcoTrov 
TOOTOV 6V A ŷeTe* Kal euOOs K̂ 8euT^ppu 
dÂ KTCop l9cbvr|aev. 

(Mark xiv. 7ob-72a) 
(Kal orpa9els 6 Kupios ive^Aevpev TCO 
n^Tpco, Luke xxii. 61 a?) 

Kal iiivi*|a0rj 6 TT̂ Tpos T 6 {>T\[X<X COS 
elirev auTcp 6 'Irjaous 6TI TTpiv dA^icropa 
Sis 9covfjaai, dTrapvi<|0T| |ie* Kal €Tn-
PaAcbv eKAaiev. (Mark xiv. 72 b) 

Kal euOOs irpcoi cruiipoOAiov eroi-
IJidaavTes ol dpxiepeis ueTa TCOV Trpea-
PuT^pcov Kal ypamiOT^cov Kal oAov 
TO auv^8piov S^aavTes T6V 'Iriaouv 
dTrf|veyKav Kal Trap^ScoKav rTiAdTcp 
(Mark xv. 1.) 
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The reconstruction suggested above is complicated by the fact 
that Mark has not only combined the two sources, but has also 
broken up the account of the denial. The result is that the sources 
are very much entangled. On the other hand the reconstruction 
explains several of the notorious difficulties of this part of the story. 

Thus Mark xiv. 65, as it stands after the trial, appears to imply that 
the buffeting was the work of members of the Sanhedrin, while the 
last clause should mean, 'And the attendants took him into custody 
with blows' (so Rawlinson ad loc). This is precisely what it did 
mean originally. But Mark in breaking up his sources has transferred 
the opening of the Twelve-source's account of the denial from its 
proper position after 65 to 54. He has, however, failed to transfer 
65 leaving it with the rest of the Twelve-source's version of the 
denial which he inserts after the trial, so that it appears to describe 
what happened after the condemnation, whereas it really belongs to 
the reception of Jesus at the High Priest's house after his arrest.1 

The Twelve-source had no trial-story at this point. With regard to 
the actual story of Peter's denial it may be noted that the second 
denial is entirely colourless (Mark xiv. 69 f.), and at once raises the 
suspicion of triplication.2 The suspicion is strengthened by the fact 
that after his first denial he goes out into the forecourt, and remains 
there; it is not exactly clear why the maid should join him outside the 
hall and Matthew (xxvi. 71) changes her into 'another' to avoid the 
difficulty. In this source his departure was followed by a notice of 
the cock-crow (it will be remembered that this source knows only of 
one);3 it may be asked whether the very well supported insertion of 
KCCI dAeKTcop ecpcovnaev at this point (A, C, D, 0, fam. 1, fam. 13, 
the Old Latin (except c)) is simply a well-meant attempt to provide 

1 The challenge to Jesus to prophesy need not be related to the covering of his 
face; it may simply have been a challenge to the 'prophet of Nazareth in Galilee* to 
show his powers. 

2 For a specimen of triplication, cf. Nicolas of Damascus' account of the offering 
of the crown to Julius Caesar at the Lupercalia (Exc. de Ins. in F.G.H. 90, F130 
(71 ff.)). Here Licinius puts the crown at Caesar's feet, Crassus on his knees, Antony 
on his head. Plutarch and Suetonius know nothing of this. The latter mentions the 
placing of a wreath on his statue and several offers of a crown at the Lupercalia by 
Antony (Divus Julius, 79); the former the wreathing of the statue and two offers of 
the crown by Antony (Julius Caesar, 61, M. Ant. 12). Cf. Jacoby's note ad loc. in 
F.G.H. It would seem that Shakespeare in Julius Caesar shows the unconscious 
tendency to triplication. 3 Cf. above, p. 123. 
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two cock-crows or, if not the correct text, a corruption old enough 
to go back to a copyist who knew the original text of the source. 
We cannot argue from its absence in Matthew and Luke since neither 
of them recognizes two cock-crows. In any case the source re
corded a cock-crow here. It may perhaps be from the Twelve-
source that Luke derived the note of time 'after about one hour' in 
xxii. 59, the original meaning being 'about an hour' after Jesus had 
been brought in; but it is of course possible that the phrase is due to 
Luke's editing. It would appear that Luke found the triple denial of 
Mark more attractive than the single denial of the Twelve-source, 
and so follows Mark here, while in the account of the Agony he 
gives simply the account of the Twelve-source; on the other hand 
he follows the source in putting the whole denial-story before the 
trial.1 The detail of Luke xxii. 6ia may have been drawn from the 
Twelve-source, in which Jesus is still awaiting his trial at the time of 
Peter's denial and not yet condemned by the Sanhedrin; but it is of 
course possible that it is due to Luke's editing of his material. 

It is more important to observe that the distinction of sources 
disposes of the well-known problem of the two trials before the 
Sanhedrin. The 'trial' may well have been no more than an informal 
discussion intended to decide on the charges to be brought before 
Pilate; it was held at a time which could be regarded either as very 
late in the night or very early in the morning. There is the pos
sibility that the account of the Twelve-source was longer than that 
shown above, since the TTCCAIV of Mark xiv. 61 may here as else
where (see above, p. 19) imply a duplication of the same incident 
from two sources. In this case the Twelve-source will have been 
worked into the other version by Mark; the Lucan introduction to 
the trial in xxii. 66 might be the opening of it, though the actual 
trial consists mainly of a piece of Lucan fine writing (cf. Hellenistic 
Elements, p. n ) and a slight revision of Mark in 69; probably 70f. 
are also taken from Mark. It is, however, possible that we have in 
Mark xiv. 60-1 a the story of the trial (or inquiry) before the 

1 In Mark xiv. 72 as in 30 there is good MS. evidence for the order 6rrrapvis|ai] 
us Tpis (A, 0 , fam. 1, fam. 13, Coptic): ue would have to follow cnrocpvr|OT| if Tpis 
did not appear. At 30 A, fam. 1, syr. sin. Coptic, have |ie after ccrrapvf|<jr|. Once again 
one may ask whether we have a reminiscence of the sources in which there was only 
one denial. 
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Sanhedrin, describing merely a questioning of Jesus and his refusal 
to answer. The apparent discrepancy between Jesus' refusal to answer 
and his subsequent answer will in this case be due to a conflation of 
the different traditions of the two sources. There would of course 
have to be an account of the giving of evidence against Jesus. But 
this might mean simply that 56 came from the Twelve-source too, 
while 57ff. (the destruction of the temple) came from the other 
source; there would in this case be a rather fuller account of the 
inquiry of the Sanhedrin than the suggested reconstruction allows. 

Obviously, however, this is no more than a possibility, and it is 
perhaps more likely that the Twelve-source contained the bare 
notice, while the whole story of the trial before the Sanhedrin comes 
from Mark's other source. The variations in the Lucan story will be 
due to Luke's editing, or possibly to his independent use of Mark's 
source. The first refusal of Jesus to answer the witnesses, followed by 
his direct reply to the High Priest's challenge, involve no necessary 
inconsistency; whether they are a correct narrative of the events is 
a question which can only be answered on the ground of our sub
jective view of the probabilities, and general considerations as to the 
'Messianic consciousness' of Jesus and the eschatological element in 
his original teaching. 

In any case there was only one trial before the Sanhedrin (or one 
inquiry held by it). The 'second' trial of Mark xv. 1 is merely due to 
a conflation of sources, while Luke's cbs iyevexo f]|i£pa in xxii. 64 
will represent his editing of the one trial of Mark xv. 1, as he found it 
in the Twelve-source, followed by the insertion of the trial story 
of Mark. Thus the puzzle of the two trials is merely due to Mark's 
failure to harmonize his two sources. 
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D. THE TRIALS BEFORE P I L A T E A N D H E R O D 

DISCIPLES ' SOURCE TWELVE-SOURCE 

Kal dvaarrav cnrocv T 6 -rrAfjOos CCUTCOV Kai euOOs Trpcoi avupoOAtov £TOIUC<-
ftyocyov carrdv tn\ TOV TTIACCTOV. (Luke cravTes ol dpxiepeis ueTo: TCOV Trpea-
xxiii. i , which however is quite likely pVT^pcov Kal ypauuaT&ov Kal oAov T 6 
to be Luke's revision of Mark. In any oweSpiov S^accvres T6V 'Irjaouv can'i-
case the source had a sentence to this veyKccv Kal Trap£6coKav FTiAaTcp. 
effect.) (Mark xv. i ) 

Kal KOTny6pouv CCOTOU ol dpxtepeTs flp^avTO 8e Korrnyopslv carroO A£-
TTOAACT 6 5k ITiAaTos ItrripcbTa carr6v yovTes TOUTOV eOpo|i€v 8ioKTTp£<povTo: 
OVK drroKpivr) oOSev; TSe iroaa aou T 6 eOvos f)ucov Kal KCOAVOVTCC 96pous 
KorrriyopoOatv. 6 8£ 'Ino-oOs OUKETI Kaiaapi 8i56vai Kal A^yovTa fccarrdv 
o05£v dTT6Kp{0r), coore docuu&seiv T6V Xptordv paaiA^a elvca. 
TTIAOCTOV. (Mark xv. 3-5) (Luke xxiii. 2) 

Kal lTrr|pcbTr|CT6V OCUT6V 6 TTIAOTOS 

20 el 6 paaiAsus TCOV 'IouSafcov; 6 8e 
caroKpiOsls auTCp Aeyei Z0 Aeyeis. 

(Mark xv. 2) 

The reason for ascribing Mark xv. 1 and 2 to the Twelve-source 
and 3 and 4 to the Disciples' source in the suggested reconstruction 
is that it would appear to be the former source which regards Jesus 
as having been condemned on political grounds, while for the Dis
ciples' source he is condemned as a Messianic pretender. The silence 
of Jesus before Pilate is more natural in the latter source, since Jesus 
has already confessed his Messiahship before the Sanhedrin and there 
is no need for him to repeat it. Moreover this source is concerned 
to find fulfilments of prophecy in the Passion to a greater extent than 
the other, and it is likely that the silence of Jesus is intended as 
a fulfilment of Isa. liii. 7.1 (TTOAIV is again an editorial addition 
marking the insertion of a doublet of the same incident from a 
different source.) Up to this point there is a fairly clear distinction 
between the two sources. In the Disciples' source we have no 
account of the specific charges brought against Jesus by the High 

1 The Twelve-source has quotations from or allusions to the O.T. only at Mark 
xiv. 18, 21, 27 and 49 (this may be due to Mark, cf. above, p. 130). The other source, 
besides identifying the Last Supper with the Paschal meal, has allusions at xiv. 24, 
34, 62: for allusions in xv cf. below, p. 144; for Luke xxiii. 30 and 35, see p. 144 n. 3 
below. This point can at best have a slight value as confirmatory evidence, but no 
more: naturally both sources believed that the death of Jesus was * according to 
the Scriptures'. 
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Priests and the rest of the Sanhedrin. 'The whole multitude of 
them' in Luke xxiii. i may come from the Disciples' source; if so, 
it was intended to suggest that it is the whole Jewish people who are 
responsible for the accusation. In any case the crowd is present in 
Mark xv. 8 for no apparent reason, but this need not surprise us.1 

Jesus refuses to answer. In the Twelve-source Jesus is accused of 
claiming to be'an anointed king' (Luke xxiii. 2). The Marcan story 
as it stands is quite unintelligible without this accusation, since Pilate 
in Mark xv. 2 asks Jesus if he is the king of the Jews, though no one 
has made any suggestion that he claims to be so; the High Priests 
have condemned him on the charge of blasphemy and claiming to 
be the Messiah. It might be held that Luke has invented the charge 
in order to make sense of Mark's story: but as Burkitt points out 
{The Gospel History and its Transmission^ p. 139), Luke's phrase 
Xpioros |3cc(nAe0s, though it gives no proper sense in Greek, is the 
exact equivalent for the Aramaic Malka Meshiha and it is highly 
unlikely that Luke would have hit on it by chance; the term does 
not appear elsewhere in the New Testament. On the other hand 
Mark appears to be concerned to minimize the political aspect of the 
charges brought against Jesus, while Luke is not; rt would seem 
that he has deliberately omitted the specific charge, although he has 
preserved the question of Pilate in xv. 2 from the Twelve-source. 

But the Disciples' source could not entirely ignore the suggestion 
that Jesus was the king of the Jews. It might be more concerned to 
prove that he was the Messiah; but the Messiah was to be a king, and 
Jesus certainly was the king of Israel. This appears to be the ex
planation of the reappearance of Jesus' kingship at Mark xv. 9 with 
the explanation that Pilate knew that the motive of the High Priests 
was malevolence and therefore did not take the charge seriously.2 

1 Cf. Jacoby on Nicolas of Damascus' Life of Augustus (F.G.H. 90, F130, 70) 
quoted above, p. 10 n. 2. 

2 For the interpretation of Sice 906vov, cf. Fridrichsen in Eranos xliv (1946), 
i66ff. He does not distinguish between different sources of the narrative, but his 
arguments are even more cogent if the mention of 9O0VOS is the source's explanation 
of its first introduction of the question of * kingship'. For this reason I cannot agree 
that the verse is an editorial insertion by Mark because 9O6VOS was the usual term for 
expressing the attitude of the synagogue to the Church in Rome. Naturally his 
choice of the actual word may have been dictated by such reasons; but that Pilate 
recognized that the rulers were acting from malevolence and that there was no serious 
justification of the charge that Jesus claimed to be a king will have stood in his source. 
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The attempt to separate the sources at this point is complicated 
by the Herod incident in Luke. It can, like almost any other in
cident in the Gospels, be omitted without interrupting the narrative; 
Luke xxiii. 18 could perfectly well follow 4. Creed (p. 280) inclines 
to hold that the scene is developed out of the testimonium of Ps. ii. 2, 
as found in Acts iv. 25 f. and there referred to Herod, on the grounds 
that (1) the story is not in Mark; (2) that Pilate would not send a 
prisoner to be tried by Antipas within his own jurisdiction; (3) that 
in Luke xxiii. 10. the rulers are accusing Jesus before Herod while 
in 15 ' they appear to have remained with Pilate to await the prisoner's 
return*; (4) that the mockery of Jesus by Herod and his soldiers has 
a strong resemblance to the mockery by the Roman soldiers in 
Mark xv. 15 which Luke omits. As against these objections it may 
be noted (1) that Mark is concerned to minimize the political sig
nificance of the trial, while Luke admits it; and that (2) is very 
unconvincing. In Acts xxiii. 34 Felix inquires of what province 
Paul is, apparently to make sure that he does not come from the 
jurisdiction of one of the subject kingdoms on the borders of his 
province; when he hears that he comes from another province of the 
Empire he proceeds to try him. It is quite probable that some of the 
extended powers granted to Herod the Great (Josephus, B.J. 1, 474) 
were continued to his successors in view of the peculiar difficulties 
of governing Judaea, while in any case Pilate was not the kind of 
ruler to care very much about the strict legality of his procedure, and 
it might well be convenient for him to make friends with Herod at 
no cost to himself.1 It is always possible that Pilate sent Jesus to 
Herod merely to discover how far he was to be treated as a serious 
agitator (Burkitt, op. cit. p. 138, following VerralPs suggestion), in 
which case the procedure would merely be a variation of that of 
Festus in Acts xxv. i4ff. 

(3) It is possible that Luke has simply inserted xxiii. 10 to make it 
clear that the rulers of the Jews were responsible for the crucifixion, 
and 15 a to harmonize Pilate's words with the insertion. The 
awkwardness of 15 a, as the text stands, is such that some of the best 
MSS. have amended the text with the result that the rulers of the 

1 In any case illegalities were easily perpetrated in an obscure province such as 
Judaea, cf. Josephus, Antt. xvm, 87; B.J. n, 272ff.; Tacitus, Ann. xn, 54. For 
Pilate's character cf. Philo, Leg. ad G. 302. 
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Jews appear as Pilate's consilium.1 But if 10 and 15 a (except dAX* 
ovS£ 'HpcpSris) be omitted, we get a quite consistent picture. 
Pilate hears that Jesus is a Galilean and sends him to Herod; the 
accusers presumably disperse, expecting that Herod will hold a 
serious trial, but owing to the shortness of the hearing before Herod 
they have not returned by the time that Jesus is sent back, and have 
to be summoned by Pilate. Luke, however, makes the rulers go to 
Herod to accuse Jesus and has to recognize that Herod's refusal to 
condemn Jesus must have been already known to them. This sort of 
confusion is far more likely to result from careless conflation of 
sources than from inventive incompetence on the part of the 
evangelist.2 Thus it is quite possible that Luke's source contained 
the Herod incident when it reached Luke; but it is of course possible 
that Luke found it in some other account or derived it from tradition. 
This seems far more likely than that Luke invented the incident to 
fulfil the prophecy of Ps. ii. 2, but was guilty of the blunder of making 
Pilate convene the rulers and the people at 13. But he is quite 
capable of including the Herod incident and then inserting 15 a to 
harmonize his two stories. In any case the similarity of wording as 

1 Creed prefers here ave-rreuvyev yap OCVT6V irpds finas, tf, B, L, 0 to av^ireuvpa yap 
upas 7rp6s CCUT6V of A, D , W and the Latin and Syriac versions on the ground 
that the latter is intolerably weak and has been altered to avoid the inconsistency with 
10. But Blass-Debrunner (N.T. Gramm? (1943) § 280) do not recognize any clear 
case of the * widespread tendency* to use f)HEis for lycb except in Hebrews and 
John i. 4. There is no case in the Lucan writings, and the situation precludes the idea 
of Pilate identifying himself with the Jews. On the other hand 'I sent you to him', 
though weak as a report of Pilate's speech, is perfectly intelligible as an insertion to 
harmonize this section with the previous narrative. 

2 Evangelists must not be expected to be too skilful in handling their subsidiary 
figures. In Nicolas of Damascus' Life of 'Augustus, in addition to the case noted above 
(p. 10 n. 2) we find that in 81 the conspirators choose the occasion of a gladiatorial 
show for the assassination, as it would be easy to secure arms without exciting sus
picion; in 92 the people rush from the theatre, 'for they happened to be watching 
gladiators'; in 94 the conspirators are accompanied by servants and gladiators 
prepared for the purpose, while in 98 the employment of the gladiators leads to the 
remark 'for there were contests at the time'. For the composite character of the 
narrative at this point, cf. Laqueur in P.W.K. xvn, 410 ff., and C. M. Hall, Nicolas 
of Damascus* Life of Augustus (Smith College Classical Studies, 1923). For an equally 
slovenly bit of composition, cf. Josephus, B.J. iv, 530 and 553. In the former passage 
we read that Hebron is older than Memphis; in the latter it is 'a very ancient city, 
and lies, as I have said, in the hill-country not far from Jerusalem'. In fact Josephus 
has not described its situation, except by implication in 53off. The only detail 
repeated is the antiquity of Hebron which is not really covered by the' as I have said'. 
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between xxiii. 2 and 14 indicates that they came from the same 
source.1 

(4) The mocking of Jesus by Herod has no very close similarity 
to the story of Mark xv. i6fF.; the only common detail is the 
putting of a robe of some kind on him. In any case Luke has pre
served a mockery of Jesus by the soldiers during the actual cruci
fixion, apparently from the source which did not contain the incident 
of the mocking by the soldiers in the praetorium (cf. below, p. 145), 
and may well have found the Herod incident in the same source. 
Thus there is no real justification for rejecting the Herod incident as 
a pious fiction invented by Luke out of Ps. ii. 2. Mark's omission 
of the story (if it stood in the Twelve-source) may well have been 
due to the inconclusiveness of the proceedings and his failure to see 
the value of the incident as a testimonium, while Luke's failure to 
exploit that value here is more naturally explained, if in fact his 
source failed to see it in that light. On the other hand the recon
ciliation of Pilate and Herod looks suspiciously like a pious append
age, though whether it is due to Luke or his source cannot be stated. 

Apart from the trial before Herod we have, as has been noted 
above (p. 136), indications of two different sources for the trial before 
Pilate in the absence of any reference to kingship in Mark until xv. 9, 
as contrasted with its prominence in Luke xxiii. 2f. Although the 
rest of the story of the trial cannot be separated so clearly between 
the two sources, there are indications that it is in fact a conflation. 
In Mark xv. 6 Mark introduces Barabbas with the notice of Pilate's 
custom of releasing a prisoner at the Passover. Luke knows nothing 
of any such custom.2 Consequently in Luke there is no question of 
a choice between Jesus and Barabbas, as in Mark xv. 9 and 12. 
Pilate has already acquitted Jesus (Luke xxiii. 13 fF.), and the subse
quent condemnation is due to the pressure of the crowd; Pilate 
makes no attempt to bargain with them. Some support is lent to 
the view that Mark and Luke are following separate sources by the 
differences of wording at this point and the fact that the last clause 
of Luke xxiii. 22 simply repeats 16, which comes from the source 

1 Note 8ta<7Tp6<povT0t in xxiii. 2 and ocvocorp ĉpovTa in 14. 
2 xxiii. 17, omitted by A, B, L and the Egyptian versions and placed after 19 by 

D and the old Syriac versions (with slight verbal differences in D and 0 ) , is a fairly 
obvious attempt to harmonize Mark and Luke. 
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for the trial which Mark has not used. (It must, however, be ob
served that Luke has introduced a good many of his peculiar words 
at this point.)1 It is of course possible that Luke deliberately omitted 
the mention of Pilate's custom of releasing a prisoner at the Passover 
on the ground that the existence of such a custom seemed to him to 
be highly improbable; but it is by no means certain that he knew 
enough of Roman procedure in Palestine, particularly under Pilate, 
to say whether such a custom were possible or not. More probably 
he simply followed the Twelve-source as far as xxiii. 20, while 
Mark followed the Disciples' source up to xv. 11. But the entirely 
colourless repetition of xv. 12 is suspicious as is TTOCAIV. It is at 
least possible that Mark has drawn xv. 14 from the Twelve-source, 
while the Disciples' source simply went on from 11 to 15. In this 
case Luke has drawn xxiii. 20 f. from Mark, going back to the Twelve-
source at 22 with an editorial Tphx>v. Originally each source had 
one attempt by Pilate to deliver Jesus: Mark xv. i2f. are inserted by 
Mark for the sake of triplication; Luke's closing verses (24 and 25) 
appear to be drawn from the Twelve-source in view of the repetition 
of the words of 19 at 25. But this is no more than a probability; if 
the sources have been conflated by Mark, or if Luke has modified 
his source to introduce the Marcan triplication, the work has been 
done too thoroughly to allow of a complete separation of them. In 
any case the bulk of Luke appears to come from one of the sources, 

1 In the sections Mark xv. 6—15 and Luke xxiii. 18-25 the only significant common 
words are OT&CTIS, 96VOS, TT&AIV, orocupouv, Trocp£5coKev. Of these all but 90VOS and 
perhaps TtccpeScoKSV are inevitable. 90VOS might represent an insertion from Mark; 
but both sources would almost certainly have contained the detail that Barabbas was 
a murderer or an associate of murderers in view of the value of the contrast between 
the murderer and the lord of life (Acts iii. 14). But we find in the section the following 
Lucan words: frncrxfeiv (hap. leg. N.T.), euTOVCos (here and Acts xviii. 28 only), 
£§ou0svi*|<7ccs (Luke and Paul: once (Mark ix. 12) elsewhere), ocvcoreuTretv 
(Luke and Paul), TtpourrApxeiv (here and Acts viii. 9 only), owKOcAeToOca (Luke 
and Acts only in Middle, owKOcAeiv Mark xv. 16), dvccKpfveiv (Luke and Paul), 
TrauiTAri0£s (hap. leg. N.T.), Trpooxpcoveiv (Luke and Paul, except for Matt. xi. 16), 
£Tn9CoveIv (Luke and, Acts). This of course tells us nothing of Luke's source; 
similarly in xvii. 1 f. the saying on scandals, though known to Mark, is probably 
taken by Luke from the Q-stratum (cf. Streeter, p. 281 n.). In these two verses 
dvevSeKTOV, AvcriTeAei and UVAIKOS are all hapax legomena in the N.T. Similarly in 
viii. 6 he introduces KaTcarfTrreiv (Luke and Acts), 9v£v (Luke, Acts and Heb.) and 
IKU&S (hap. leg. N.T.) into one verse of the Marcan parable of the Sower, while 
viii. 5 is nearly all from Mark. 
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a source which Mark has almost entirely discarded, though Luke has 
introduced elements from Mark, including possibly the triplication. 

This source knew nothing of any custom. It would seem that the 
demand for the release of Barabbas was simply raised by the crowd 
when Pilate proposed to release Jesus as described in Luke xxiii. 16.1 

The two sources may thus be reconstructed as follows: 

D I S C I P L E S SOURCE 

Kort Kocrriyopovv.. .610c 906vov Trocpoc-
Se8cbKeic7ccv OCUTOV ol ccpxiepeis. 

(Mark xv. 3-10) 

TWELVE-SOURCE 

The trial before Herod, Luke xxiii. 
6-12 (?). 

rTtAocTOS 6E (ouvKocA£ac5c|Jievos. . .Kal 
TOV Aaov?) EITTEV upos OCUTOUS T7pocj-
r|veyKCCT6 uoi TOV avOpcoTrov TOUTOV 
cbs arrooTpEcpovTa TOV Aa6v, Kal ISou 
Eyco EVCOTTIOV uucov avaKp(vas OUOEV 
Eupov iv TCO ocvOpcoiTcp TOUTCO aiTiov 
cbv KorrriyopeTTg Kerr* ccCrrou. (&AA* 
O06E 'HpcpSrjs. . . TTETrpay UEVOV aurco?) 
TraiSeuaas ouv OCUTOV OTroAuaco. 

(Luke xxiii. 13-16) 
'AveKpayov 8£ TraiJiTrATiOei A^yovTes 

AIpe TOUTOV, &TT6AVCTOV Bk f\[x\v Bapap-
pav. OOTIS flv 8id aTAatv Ttva yevo-
\x£vr\v £v TT) TroAei Kal 90VOV pAriOels ev 
Trj cpvAaKrj. (Luke xxiii. i8f .) 

6 S£ EITTEV irpos OCUTOUS T( yap KOKOV 

iTToirjaev ouros; OUSEV aiTiov davcrrou 
EOpov EV ocuTco* TratSEuaas ouv OCUT6V 
daroAuo-co. (Luke xxiii. 21-3) 

Kal rhAoTOS.. . .TCp OEArmocTi OCUTCOV. 
(Luke xxiii. 24 f.) 

1 For the whole Barabbas incident, cf. Rawlinson ad loc. It should, however, be 
noticed that the sudden change of attitude on the part of the crowd, on the assump
tion that the crowd on this occasion is the same as that which had welcomed Jesus 
on Palm Sunday, can only cause difficulties to those who have never observed the 
ordinary behaviour of a crowd and the rapidity with which it will change its attitude. 
In the case of Jesus his most ardent supporters might well have turned against him 
after the way in which he had wasted his opportunities since he arrived in Jerusalem. 
There is, however, much to be said for the view of Meyer, quoted by Rawlinson, 
that the crowd had come to ask for the release of Barabbas, not because Pilate was in 
the habit of releasing a prisoner at the Passover, but because governors might be 
swayed by acclamations; Rawlinson loc. ciu quotes an instance of such acclamations 
securing the acquittal of a prisoner from Deissmann; cf. also Mart. Polyc. 5 and 12 
for the part played by them in causing search to be made for Polycarp and for his 
condemnation. For a late instance cf. the martyrdom of St Savinus quoted in 
Diet, a1'Arch. Chret. s.v. 'Acclamations'. It is of course possible that Mark's source 

ot 8E apxiepets dv^aEiaav TOV 6xAov 
!va uaAAov T6V Bapappav OCTTOAUOTI 
OCUTOTS. (Mark xv. 11) 

6 8E TTIAOTOS POUAOUEVOS. . .9pocyEA-

Acbaas tva araupcoOrj. (Mark xv. 15) 
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It is of course clear that various other reconstructions of the 
sources are possible and the foregoing analysis is merely offered as 
that which appears perhaps the most probable. The Twelve-source 
must have had a notice of the condemnation of Jesus, which may be 
the source of Luke xxiii. 24 f. as suggested above. But these verses 
may be simply a Lucan revision of Mark, in which case the notice of 
the Twelve-source has been lost. The repetition of 816c or&cnv KOU 
90VOV in 19 and 25 suggests that Luke is following the Twelve-
source; the differences in wording prove little, since SiriKpivco is 
hap. leg. N.T., aiTtma only here, Phil. iv. 6 and 1 John v. 15, while 
9payeAAcb<ras (Mark xv. 15) would have to go out as a barbarism. 

E. THE M O C K I N G BY THE S O L D I E R S 

At this point Mark has the mocking of Jesus by the soldiers 
(xv. 16-20). It may be conjectured that this came to him from the 
Disciples' source, which in general avoids the theme of Jesus as the 
king of the Jews, but need not have objected to introducing it at 
a point where it could not be taken seriously. The Twelve-source 
may already have had the mocking by Herod. 

F. THE C R U C I F I X I O N 

This brings us to the story of the crucifixion itself (Mark xv. 21 ff.). 
It may be noted in advance that it contains several difficulties. 
(1) The offering of the vinegar in Luke xxiii. 36 has singularly little 
point where it stands. It looks like a doublet either of Mark xv. 23 
misunderstood as in Matt, xxvii. 34, or of Mark xv. 36. (2) The 
triple repetition of the fact of the crucifixion in Mark xv. 24, 25 and 
27 is extremely clumsy and at once suggests a compilation of sources. 
(3) This suspicion is confirmed by the curious difference in the 
mention of the two thieves. In Luke xxiii. 33 they appear immedi
ately after the arrival at the place of the Skull, in Mark not till after 

for this part of the story used the imperfect ccrreAvev in the sense * was intending to', 
but was misunderstood either by Mark or some previous compiler, who inserted 
xv. 8 b; it can hardly be supposed that both imperfects are intended in this sense. But 
it is probable either that Pilate was in fact in the habit of releasing a prisoner as 
a means of getting through the Passover quietly, or that the demand for the release 
of Barabbas coincided with the trial of Jesus by mere chance. 
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the mention of the inscription (xv. 27). (4) There is a similar 
difference over the mention of the inscription: in Mark it comes 
immediately after the second notice of the fact of the crucifixion, in 
Luke not until xxiii. 38, where it appears as a note explaining why 
the soldiers addressed Jesus as 'king of the Jews' at all. (5) In Mark 
the bystanders join in mocking Jesus on the cross (xv. 29): in Luke 
they are more or less sympathetic observers (xxiii. 35 and 48). 

The difficulties are explained if we are still dealing with a com
bination of narratives from the two sources which may be recon
structed as follows: 

D I S C I P L E S ' SOURCE 

(continued from Mark xv. 20) 

Kal q>£povcnv OCUTOV 4TT1 TOV ToAyo-
Oav T6TTOV, 6 ICTTIV liEdepuTjveuouevos 

Kpavlov T6TTOS. Kal 4818ow camp 
lauvpvianevov olvov 6s 84 ovKiAapEV. 

(Mark xv. 22 f.) 
Kal Sia^epijovTai TOC tudrta OUTOO, 

paAAovTes KAi*ipovs 4TT' OUTOC T!S T( 
dpr). fjv 84 copa Tphr| Kal 4aTaupcoaav 
OCUTOV. Kal fjv r\ tniypayi) *rfjs afrfas 
auTou kmyeYpcx\x\\kvr\ • *0 paatAEvs 
TCOV 'louSalcov. Kal cxuv OCUTCO cnrau-
poOaiv 8vo Awards, eva 4K 8E£ICOV Kal 
Iva 4§ EVCOVVHCOV CCVTOO. Kal ol Trapa-

iropeuopievoi 4pAaa9i*||Jiovv aCrrdv, KIV-
OUVTES TOCS K£9aAds aCrrcov Kal AeyovTEs 
OOd, 6 KOCTOAOCOV T6V vaov Kal OIKO8O-

ucov 4v Tpialv f)|iepais, acoaov aeauTov 
Korrapds OTTO TOU crravpoO. 

(Mark xv. 2413-30) 
Kal y£vo|i4vr|S (Spas EKTT|S OKOTOS 

4y4vETO ^9' 6Ar|v TT)V yflv Icos copas 
4vd*rns. Kal TTJ 4VOTT| copa 4|36r|a£v 6 
'InaoOs 9covf| UEydAtj 'EAcol 4Acol Aaiad 
aapaxOdvi, 6 4crnv UEOEPUTIVEVOIAEVOV 
*0 OEOS [XOV, 6 OEOS UOU, els T( 4yKorr-

4AITT4S UE; Kal TIVES TCOV TrapEcnri-

KOTCOV dKoOaavTES SAeyov "I8E 'HAiav 
9COVE1. 8pa|icbv 84 TIS ye[xiccxs orrdyyov 
6§ous TTEPIOEIS KaAdjJicp ETTOT13EV aurdv, 
A4ycov "A9ETE i8co|iEV E! IpxETai 'HAlas 
KO0EAETV aCrrdv. Kal T 6 Konrorn^Taaua 
TOU vaou §c7xfcr0Ti EIS 8UO OTT' OCVCOOEV 

T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

(continued from Luke xxiii. 25) 

Kal dyyapEvovorv TrapdyovTd Tiva 
Zfucova Kupnyalov 4pxdnEVov dTr' 
dypov, TOV TraT^pa 'AAscjavSpov Kal 
'Poi^ov, iva dprj T6V oraupov OUTOO. 
(Mark xv. 21) flyovTO 84 Kal ETEpoi 
8O0 KOKoupyoi avv aOTcp dvaipEOfjvai, 
Kai 4crravpcoaav OUTOV Kai TOVS KOKOOD-

yous, 6v |i£v 4K 8E£ICOV, 6V 84 4£ dptcrrE-
pcov. 6 84 'ITICTOUS EAsyEV ITdTEp, d9Es 
OUTOTS* ou yap oTSaaiv T( TTOIOOCTIV. 

(Luke xxiii. 32f.) 
Kal ElcrrfiKEt 6 Aads 0£copcov. 

(Luke xxiii. 35 a.) 
Kal ot dpxiEpEiS l̂iTraî ovTES HETa TCOV 

ypamiOTEcov lAsyov "AAAovs EacocrEv, 
4OVT6V ou 8uvaTai acoaat. 6 xptcrros, 6 
PacriAEUS 'Icrpa^A KOTapdTCO vOv crrro 
TOO crraupoO Tva I8COHEV Kai TTICT-

TE0aco|ji£V. (Mark xv. 3i f . ) 4vETrai£ccv 
8E ocuTcp Kal ot oTporncoTai TrpoaEpxo-
UEVOt, O^OS TTpOCT94pOVTES OUTCp Kal 

A4yovT£S El au el 6 paaiAfius TCOV 
'Iou8a{cov, acoaov aEocuTov fjv 84 Kal 
4Tnypa9f) 4TT' auTcp* cO paaiAsOs TCOV 
'Iou8aicov OUTOS* els 84 TCOV KpEua-
CT04VTCOV KOKoupycov 4pAaa9i(||iEt OUT6V 
OOxl o"u & o xp l 0 T6s; acoaov aEav/rdv 
Kal f||ias* d-rroKptOEls 84 6 eTepos 
4TTITI|JICOV auTCp 49T1 O0S4 90pfj aO T6V 
0e6v 6TI 4v TCO aOTcp Kpf uotTi el; (cf. below, 
p. 147) Kal lAsyEV 'iTjaou, lavî crOrjTl 
\XO\J OTOCV 4A0r|s eis "rfjv paaiAfilav aou. 
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D I S C I P L E S S O U R C E T W E L V E - S O U R C E 

Icos K<5CTCO. I8cbv 6E 6 Kevrupfcov 6 Kal EITTEV avrcp 'Auf|v aot A£yco, oYjUEpov 
TTapeaTTiKcbs £"£ ^vavTfas OUTOO OTI UET' |̂ao0 §CTT) E"V TCO TrocpccSefcrcp. (Luke 
OUTCOS t&TTvevcEV, EITTEV 'AAnOcos OOTOS xxiii. 36-43) 6 5e 'Inaous &9E1S 9covfjv 
6 dvOpcoTTOs Geov uios ?)V. UEyaAnv Ê ETTVEVCTEV. (Mark xv. 37) 

(Mark xv. 33—9) Kal TTOVTES O! avuTrapayEv6uEvot oxAoi 
ITTI TTJV 0Ecopfav TOOJTTIV, OECopî cravTES 

TCC yEvouEva, TUTTTOVTES TOC o~TT|6r| OTT£-
OTPE90V. (Luke xxiii. 48) 

As regards this reconstruction it may be noted: (1) that the 
mention of Alexander and Rufus is in keeping with the general 
character of the Twelve-source, which shows an interest in sub
ordinate figures.1 (2) It will be observed that the narrative attributed 
to the Disciples' source shows its affinity to that source as recon
structed hitherto by its interest in the destruction of the Temple 
(above, p. 134); the same theme is implied in the rending of the veil 
in the Temple,2 which marks the end of the old order. (3) This 
narrative is also interested in the fulfilment of prophecy; from it 
come Mark xv. 24 (Ps. xxii. 19), 29 (Ps. xxii. 8), 34 (Ps. xxii. 1), 

-36 (Ps. Ixix. 22). The other source has relatively little interest of 
this kind.3 (4) On the other hand the Twelve-source recognizes that 
Jesus is crucified as the king of the Jews, as it does in the trial before 

1 The names are a striking warning of the danger of too slavish an acceptance of 
the theory of the extremer form-critics that the mention of subsidiary names is late 
and secondary. The survival of the names in Mark as against Matthew and Luke can 
only mean that Alexander and Rufus would be known to Mark's readers. In other 
words we have here a primary feature; the second stage is the disappearance of names, 
while the introduction of new and normally imaginary names represents a third 
stage. 

2 In Mark xv. 38 the rending of the veil comes immediately after the death of 
Jesus, in Luke xxiii. 45 just before his last words. This might seem to imply that 
it stood in both sources. But Luke takes over Mark xv. 33 (the darkness), omits 
34-7 (the cry 'Eloi, Eloi' and the offering of vinegar) and adds from Mark the 
rending of the veil before going on to Jesus' last words, which he has rewritten 
completely. 

3 Cf. above, p. 135. In Luke we have from the Twelve-source 0Ecopcov 
^EpiUKTfiptjov (xxiii. 35, an allusion to Ps. xxii. 8). But 0ECopcov could hardly be 
avoided, while £̂ £UVKTi*|pi3ov is Luke's substitution for the £uTraf30VT£s of the 
source, as it appears in Mark xv. 31. The point is of some importance, since it shows 
that the reading of Ps. xxii into the story of the Passion is still going on later than 
Mark; in other words the story of the Passion is not, as has been suggested, con
structed out of O.T. prophecies, but the prophecies are still being found in it as late 
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Pilate; in the Disciples' source Jesus is crucified as the Messiah, and 
Pilate does not treat the charge of kingship seriously; the soldiers do 
indeed mock him as the king of the Jews (if Mark xv. i6ff. be from 
this source), but this is more as a means of expressing their contempt 
for the Jews than for any other reason. Similarly in the account of 
the crucifixion the theme only emerges in the superscription, which 
again may be regarded as expressing Pilate's cynical dislike of the 
Jews as in John xix. 20 fF. But in the Twelve-source the rulers mock 
Jesus as the king of the Jews, as do the soldiers; the superscription 
is brought in to explain why the soldiers thought of him in this 
light. (5) In the Disciples' source the guilt rests on the whole nation 
as represented by the crowd; in the Twelve-source it rests on the 
rulers and the soldiers; the inconsistency in the Marcan and Lucan 
narratives on this point is simply due to the different bias of the two 
sources. No doubt in fact the sympathies of the crowd were 
divided. (6) The triple mention of the crucifixion is simply due to 
the fact that one narrative described the crucifixion 'at the third 
hour' and added the crucifixion of the two thieves, while the other 
recorded the crucifixion of Jesus and the two malefactors immedi
ately after the arrival at Golgotha; Mark rather clumsily inserts the 
mention of the crucifixion from the Twelve-source (oravpouaiv 
Mark xv. 24 = ecrocupcoaav Luke xxiii. 33) and repeats it from the 
Disciples' source at 25 and 27. The Twelve-source did not mention 
the 6<Tnupvi<JiJi6vos olvos; it had a notice of the offering of wine as 
part of the mockery of the soldiers, but no mention of the Elias 
incident.1 (7) It is interesting that narrative B has KccKoOpyoi 
consistently in place of Mark's ATJOTCCI. They appear only in Luke, 
since at these particular points only Luke preserves this narrative. 
Thus it is possible that it is a Lucan emendation; but there seems no 
reason for the change, since Luke uses Arjorai four times (x. 30 and 

as Luke, because the real or supposed resemblances could be found in the original 
tradition. 

If the daughters of Jerusalem came from the Twelve-source, there would be more 
reason to suppose that it too was interested in the fulfilment of prophecy, but that 
incident is a testimonium developed into a pronouncement-story (cf. Bultmann, p. 37) 
and may originally have existed independently. 

1 It should be noted that we are not here dealing with * triplication'; the three 
mentions of the crucifixion in Mark are three accounts of the same fact, not one fact 
multiplied into three, while no narrative has three offers of wine. 
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46, xix. 46 and xxii. 52), and the word is good classical Greek. 
(8) It is also interesting to note that at xxiii. 33 Luke has dptcrrepcov, 
while at xv. 27 Mark has evcovuncov, presumably because it stood 
in the Twelve-source. There seems no reason why Luke should 
change the word if he is simply following Mark; when writing 
himself in Acts xxi. 3 he uses eucbwuos. (9) The Disciples' source 
must have had a notice of the death of Jesus; but e^Trvevaev in 
Mark xv. 37 and Luke xxiii. 47 suggests that both evangelists here 
happen to use the other source. 

We have thus two distinct stories, each of which might stand 
alone. It is true that the Marcan narrative gives on the whole 
a coherent account; but when closely examined it shows several of 
the inconsistencies which are normal in ancient writers when they 
are conflating two sources. Further, the two narratives as separated 
above show two quite distinct characters; the Disciples' source may 
perhaps be described as more theological in its interest, while the 
Twelve-source is more concerned with history as such.1 

With regard to the Passion story as a whole, the following points 
may be noted: (1) The omission of Luke xxiii. 34a in B, W, D, 0, 
syr. sin., etc. is far more intelligible as an anti-semitic suppression 
than its presence as a Marcionite insertion in X, A, C, and the Lake 
and Ferrar groups of cursives; after all the Jews had not been 
forgiven, and it would be blasphemous to suppose that Jesus' prayer 
at such a moment had not been answered. Its presence in Luke and 
not in Mark may be due to the fact that he is the least anti-semitic 
of the evangelists.2 (2) The view that the cry of Jesus in xv. 34 is due 
to the imagination of the source which intended the reader to see in 
it proof of the fulfilment in Jesus of the Messianic Ps. xxii deserves 
to be regarded as one of the most remarkable curiosities of criticism. 
There could never have been a moment when Jesus was regarded 
as the risen Lord, and yet credited with the utterance of such a cry; 
the later tradition, represented by Luke, substitutes Ps. xxxu 5. On 
the other hand, as has been already noticed, this later tradition is 

1 This must not be taken to mean either that the Disciples' source is unreliable as 
a record of events or that the Twelve-source is invariably reliable. But the Disciples' 
source is more liable to let its story be coloured by theological considerations than 
the Twelve-source. 

2 Alternatively, Luke conceived it as a prayer for the Romans who acted in 
' invincible ignorance \ 
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still modifying the language of Mark or his sources in order to find 
allusions to Ps. xxii in the traditional story of the Passion.1 The 
process is perfectly intelligible if the words were actually used by 
Jesus and so led the first disciples to interpret the Psalm as a prophecy 
of the Passion; it seems entirely grotesque to suppose that there was 
ever a moment when the Church was prepared to use Ps. xxii. i as 
evidence that Jesus was the Messiah and yet to admit that he could 
have been forsaken by God at this particular moment, especially 
in view of the damaging use which Jewish opponents could have 
made of the admission. Its omission in the Twelve-source is 
presumably to be explained on theological grounds. (3) The 
dialogue between Jesus and the penitent thief shows clear signs of 
having been taken by Luke from an earlier source into which Luke 
has inserted xxiii. 41 (or completely rewritten it; for this, cf. my 
Hellenistic Elements, p. 11). It is probable that the introduction of 
Ps. xxxi. 5 at Luke xxiii. 46 is due to Luke or an intermediate editor 
of the source later than Mark. It is of course possible that it stood in 
the source, but, if so, it is hard to explain its omission by Mark. The 
probability is that it is due to Luke himself, the motive being the 
desire to avoid Ps. xxii. 1. 

1 To the Lucan cases already noted may be added the 'wine mingled with gall* 
which Matthew substitutes for the Marcan olvov £auvpviCT|Ji£vov (Matt, xxvii. 34 
= Ps. lxix. 22) and the quotation of Ps. xxii. 9 at Matt, xxvii. 43, as well as the 
fulfilment of Zech. xi. i2f. in the fate of Judas (Matt, xxvii. 9: for this cf. Kilpatrick, 
Origins, p. 81, from which it would appear that Matthew is relying on older material). 
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THE RESURRECTION STORY 

The loss of Mark's ending1 leaves us with little guidance as to the 
sources from which the existing narratives of the Resurrection 
appearances are drawn. None the less it is worth noting that in 
I Cor. xv. 5 the story begins with an appearance to Cephas followed 
by an appearance to 'the Twelve' (only here in Paul). In Luke 
xxiv. 34 the two disciples returning from Emmaus find 'the eleven' 
assembled and are greeted with the news that the Lord has risen and 
appeared to Simon. 

The Emmaus story has every appearance of having been largely 
edited by Luke. xxiv. 19-21 is a specimen of the apostolic kerygma 
of the crucifixion and resurrection, the latter being naturally left in 
suspense to suit the real or supposed situation of the moment; the 
claim that this is the fulfilment of prophecy in 26 f. is again part of 
the kerygma, though on grounds of dramatic propriety it is put into 
the mouth of the risen Lord and thus comes after the story of the 
ministry and death. But 'there seems to be no good reason why the 
story should not be founded on fact' (Creed, p. 290). If so, it is 
possible that this story of an appearance in the neighbourhood of 
Jerusalem has been put by Luke before the story of an appearance 
to Simon and to the eleven, drawn from the same source as the 
Pauline summary, which may well have been the conclusion 
of the Twelve-source.2 Naturally this cannot be pressed to mean that 
the source included more than the bare statement of I Cor. xv. 5; if it 

1 For the grounds on which it is entirely impossible to hold that Mark's Gospel 
ended at xvi. 8, cf. my article 'The Ending of Mark's Gospel' in H.T.R. xxxv. 
(Jan. 1942) i3ff. 

* It has been noted above (p. 123) that either the source or Luke is extremely care
less in introducing the promise of the Twelve thrones at the Last Supper, when Jesus 
is already aware of the intention of Judas to betray him. There is a similar carelessness 
in the Pauline mention of the Twelve, while Luke remembers to substitute * eleven'. 
It would be fairly easy to understand the inaccuracy if it was due to the source itself, 
which was dominated by the conception of the Twelve as a closed body, and a good 
deal more artless than Paul or Luke, who have each forgotten to make the necessary 
emendation of its inaccuracy when reproducing it. 
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included any more of the Lucan material it would be natural to 
suppose that it recorded the second kerygma of Luke xxiv. 44-7; it 
might have included 47C-49, if the source was concerned to associate 
the position of the Twelve with the Church of Jerusalem. The 
clumsy repetition of the kerygma suggests that Luke found both of 
them in his sources. It may further be noted that it is only in 
Luke xxiv. 33f. and I Cor. xv. 5 that we find an appearance to 
Peter associated with and immediately preceding an appearance to 
the eleven. 

There is, however, the serious objection that 'the eleven5 and 
'the apostles' appear at Luke xxiv. 9f. Here Luke may simply be 
rewriting Mark xvi. 7f. His information only described appearances 
in or near Jerusalem, while Mark implied a tradition of Galilean 
appearances which apparently had been lost before it came to Luke. 
Hence it is possible that Luke in his account of the resurrection 
appearances has slipped into the use of the conventional language of 
the later Church, or alternatively, used another source or tradition 
which spoke of the Twelve. If so, he may equally well have done so 
at xxiv. 33. Hence the latter verse can at best be no more than a slight 
confirmation of the possibility that here and in I Cor. xv. 5 we have 
a fragment of the resurrection narrative of the Twelve-source, unless 
indeed we suppose that the Pauline phrase 'that he rose from the 
dead on the third day' is a summary of a story that the women found 
the tomb empty and told the eleven (Luke xxiv. 1, 2, 9 and 10) 
which also stood in the Twelve-source. The supposition would 
explain the curious difference in the position of the names of the 
women as against Mark; Joanna who appears in Luke but not in 
Mark appeared in the Twelve-source at viii. 1. But probably this is 
mere coincidence. The most that can be said is that the Pauline 
summary represents a kerygmatic summary which may reflect the 
ending of the Twelve-source. 
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SUMMARY 

So far it has been possible to identify the following sources which 
seem to have existed as independent units before their compilation 
by Mark into the form of a ' Gospel'. 

(i) Conflict-stories (i. 40-iii. 6) serving as an independent intro
duction to the Passion story; this source may also have included 
viii. I4f. and 21 and xii. 13-17. 

(2) The Twelve-source, mainly a summary with one or two 
incidents showing Jesus' dealings with the Twelve and a Passion 
story. 

(3) A 'book' of parables (Mark iv. 1-34). 

(4) The death of the Baptist (Mark vi. 16-29). 

(5) The Corban story (vii. 1-23). 

(6) A 'book' of localized miracles (Mark vii. 32-7, viii. 22-6, 
and x. 46-52). 

(7) A denunciation of the Pharisees preserved in Luke xi. 37-52 
and Matt, xxiii. 1-6, elaborated out of the fragment Mark xii. 37b-40 
with some genuine material. 

(8) The Marcan apocalypse (Mark xiii), unless it is Mark's own 
compilation out of smaller units preserved in different sources; the 
Caligula apocalypse at least was a single unit of tradition, in a fixed 
form which was revised from an earlier apocalypse predicting the 
fall of Jerusalem. 

(9) A Passion story which was independent of the Twelve-source. 

Besides these we may conjecture a book describing Jesus' con
quest of the devils (iii. 20-35, perhaps including also the Baptism 
and Temptation, i. 23-7 and 32-9; these elements are very con
jectural), and one containing a collection of three miracles (iv. 35-41 
and v. 21-43; in this ^ dovetailing of the woman with the issue of 
blood and Jairus' daughter will be due to Mark). 

Peter's confession, the Transfiguration and the demoniac boy 
look as though they had a pre-Marcan connection, but the nature 
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and extent of the source are quite uncertain; it may have included the 
journey to Jerusalem of ix. 30-2 and the entry to Jerusalem. It may 
have been combined with one of the units noted above; in any case 
it must have been the introduction to a Passion story, presumably 
that combined by Mark with the Twelve-source. It may have been 
a continuation of one of the other sources; if so (1) above is the most 
likely. But in this case the source will already have been composed 
out of smaller units. 
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